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PREFACE

There are many "decisions" that must be made by engineers and

applied scientists which are not decisions in the sense of formal de-

cision theory. In the decision theory context, decisions are consid-

ered turning points--points of no return beyond which reconsideration

is impossible or may be done only at great additional application of

resources. There is, however, a less formidable family of decisions:

those which guide the pattern of action until such time as that pat-

tern of action proves unsuitable in some way. Then the action is

reviewed and modified as is necessary to see what additional steps

need be taken to arrive at the original or modified goals.

Perhaps most "decisions" are of this nature. Most are

revocable. The "decision" to put a man on the moon by 1970 was

one that could have been revoked at any time.

To distinguish between this type of decision and the formal

irrevocable decision treated in decision theory, it seems appropriate

to use the word "choice" where there is a possibility of confusion.

The problem of overchoice seems to have arisen in several fields and

perhaps the most important of the problems in some fields is that

the range of choice is now so great that merely contemplating the

possibilities can cause a "mental paralysis." The problem of

"overchoice," as noted by Toffler in Future Shock, can be 
as dis-

abling as "underchoice."
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A review of the literature in applied hydrology points to a

critical problem of overchoice in this field, especially for mathemat-

ical models of hydrologic phenomena. Drs. Kisiel, Qashu and Duckstein

of The University of Arizona in 1970 summarized this dilemma in hydrol-

ogy in their Research Proposal to the Office of Water Resources

Research, U. S. Department of the Interior, entitled "Decision-Theoretic

Aspects of Model Building, Use and Validation in Hydrology and Water Re-

sources." This proposal led to a research grant under which the re-

search for this dissertation was conducted.

While the problem of model proliferation --and the resulting

question of model choice--has become particularly acute in hydrology,

it is a problem which has arisen in other disciplines; e.g., urban

development, commerce, industry, other natural resource and environ-

mental studies, health services, social sciences. Further, the general

question of choice among alternatives in many situations can be con-

sidered in the same framework proposed for the model choice question.

Accordingly, the terminology in this dissertation has been kept as

broad as possible from the general set theoretic and 
systems points

of view, and references to alternative applications are made 
frequently.

This paper has required the guidance, help and indulgence of

many people.

Professor Lucien Duckstein guided the entire dissertation and

was willing to give me very fast turn-around on my rather 
slow pro-

duction.
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ABSTRACT

The problem of selecting appropriate mathematical models for

use in studying hydrological phenomena has created a situation in

which the choice of suitable models by hydrologic practitioners has

become exceedingly complex. The extensive comments in the literature

indicate that neither the traditional system of technical journals

nor the more modern computer-based retrieval schemes have really

solved the problem. Further examination shows that similar problems

have arisen in many fields, hence a well organized attack on the

specific problem of hydrologic model choice can have a more general

application. The present problem is identified as a requirement to

codify and make accessible to users information in a more directly

user oriented format.

The problem of model choice arises at several levels, ranging

from decision on what fundamental structure to use, to choice of

parameters, and on to model calibration and validation. This paper

is focused on a scheme to aid in model structure choice.

The essential ingredients of model structure choice, and in-

deed of many choice processes, are extracted and 
embedded in a

generalized set theoretic mathematical notational framework 
in order

to give some insight into the nature of the 
problem. Within this

framework the specialized features of the 
model choice problem are
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analyzed, and a specialized model is developed for assisting in model

choice and all problems similarly situated.

These considerations lead to the development of a finite

vector of objective statements with codified responses prepared by a

panel of qualified researchers who are willing and able to construct

the essential information in a user oriented format. It is required

that the panel not only couch their information in objective oriented

terms but that they also generate value judgments for the individual

components. In this way, those using the system can take advantage

of the expert opinions embedded in the model while, at the same time,

tailoring the choice to meet their own specific needs and aspirations.

This results in what is defined as a mathematical CHOICEMODEL.

The implementation of a system for interactive computation of

the CHOICEMODEL is described in detail, and the associated computer

programs are presented in appendices.

A detailed instruction manual is given, and the implementa-

tion of the method is illustrated by an easily understood model 
of

the ingredients of the problem of selecting an 8-track stereo 
tape

deck for home use. The plan is outlined whereby hydrologic choice

models can be developed within the CHOICEMODEL system by a selected

panel of expert EVALUATORS.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

What the world doesn't know is how
to handle what it does know.

Xerox Corporation (1971)

The principle above, expounded by Xerox, represents the

underlying philosophy of this dissertation. A great body of scientific

knowledge has accumulated over the years, but all too often the infor-

mation is either not available when needed, or those who could profit

from it are unaware of its existence and applicability. The result is

that previous work is often replicated, some very useful insights and

findings are never applied in situations where these would be welcome

and needed, and other work is lost, never to be rediscovered.

The present partial-sum of human knowledge is certainly well

beyond the capacity of any individual to command. It is easy to be-

lieve that this has been true for thousands of years. It has most

certainly been true since the time of Leibnitz (1646-1716) who is re-

puted to be the last person to have "had a full command of all the

intellectual activity of his day" (Wiener 1948, p. 8). Now we can

safely say that no one "knows everything," even about any field of

specialization.

1
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From the point of view of practical application of knowledge and

ideas, the best we seem able to achieve now is an adequate understanding

of the fundamental principles of one field of inquiry and an acquaint-

ance with closely related fields. This knowledge sometimes permits an

investigator who is oriented to problem-solving to bring the best avail-

able tool to bear on a particular problem. But now even this is often

inadequate. Even the broad knowledge of a specialty and related fields

does not insure that a person will be able to retrieve and focus on the

best of current knowledge to apply to a particular problem. And, fail-

ing that, the problem may not be treated in optimal, or near optimal,

fashion. It now seems that more effort must be expended to increase

the level of help available to individuals and groups in retrieving

and applying information appropriate to their specific problems.

One area where the problem of adequate dissemination of knowl-

edge seems to be particularly pressing is in the choice of mathematical

models for phenomena under study. This dissertation will focus on what

may be done to aid model users and potential model users in choosing

suitable model structures. This will be done by the development of a

scheme which, in the context of the particular situation in which the

model is to be used, will restrict attention to a narrow set of candi-

date models. It will then help guide the user toward a near-optimal

final choice of model structure based on his specific requirements and

resources.

The scheme will be seen later to be applicable to situations

in which the major problem is better choice among alternatives in a
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much broader sense. However, the context in which these procedures were

developed was the choice, by an intelligent but (perhaps) uninformed

user, of suitable mathematical models for attacking his specific problem.

Since the problem of model choice is in the background of all subsequent

discussion, an overview of models and their roles in problem solving

seems appropriate.

Models 

The fundamental assumption of system theory is that the ex-

ternal behavior of any physical or conceptual phenomena can be described

in terms of a suitable mathematical model (Booth 1967, p. 2). The

model can then be used for many purposes, such as prediction of future

behavior under given input conditions, determination of optimum inputs

to achieve particular sets of goals, and prediction of changes in be-

havior of the real system under study by carrying out studies of the

behavior of a suitably modified model.

The concept of a model is an old one. While the traditional

use of the word may bring to mind scaled physical copies, it now has

the much broader meaning of "a representation of the system under

study" (Churchman, Ackoff and Arnoff 1957, p. 155). Such a definition

is too broad for use here, however, and it will be convenient to re-

strict the meaning to mathematical models. By mathematical models we

will mean symbolic descriptions using both numbers and generalized

sets to exhibit formally the concepts and interrelationships of the

process under investigation. Since the hydrologic examples in this

study are limited to models which can be programmed for predictive
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work on medium to large scale digital and hybrid computers, the term

model will often be used to mean mathematical models directly adaptable

for such use.

The role of models is fundamental to any sort of human understand-

ing of systematic inquiry. Rosenblueth and Wiener (1945, pp.316-321) 
state:

No substantial part of the universe is so simple that it

can be grasped and controlled without abstraction. Ab-

straction consists in replacing the part of the universe

under consideration by a model of similar but simpler

structure. Models, formal or intellectual on the one hand,

or material on the other, are thus a central necessity of

scientific procedure. . . . The ideal model is the universe

itself. If you . . . could comprehend it you wouldn't need
an abstract model. But the human mind is finite.

The fixing and formalizing of these ideas since that time have made it

fashionable to describe all human thought processes as model-building

activities and to couch all scientific ideas and results in the same

type of wording. We now speak (not-disjointly) of models of many

types, e.g., iconic models, analog models, physical models, simulation

models, cost models, optimization models, conceptual models, stochas-

tic models, deterministic models, and mathematical models.

Wymore's (1971, pp.3-5) position is similar with respect to the

role of models in research, but he also extends 
the ideas to engineering.

I tend to believe that the role of models in research is

so important that one might define research as the process 
of

the development of models. . . .

Since I am also interested in engineering, it is important

to me to point out that the objective of engineering is not

necessarily the development of models. The objective of engi-

neering activity is to produce some thing. . . . In order to

design this thing the engineer typically makes use of models

which have been developed in science or, lacking such models

already developed, he may have to develop his own models. But
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the ultimate objective of model development is different
in engineering than it is in science and hence, the cri-
terion for what constitutes a satisfactory model may be
different for the engineer than it is for the scientist.

The engineer is always faced with much more explicit
economic and time constraints than is the scientist or,
at least the way the engineer typically regards his economic
and time constraints implies a different attitude towards
complexity. The engineer can only deal with complexity to
the extent that his resources in time and money available on
the contract in force at the moment will allow him. The
scientist, on the other hand, seems usually to be much more
powerfully motivated to deal with complexity more "honestly":
He wants his model to encompass every aspect of the phenom-
enon under study that he can perceive. . . .

The engineer, presumably, does as good a job as he can
within his constraints.

Researchers in many fields have found a powerful tool in the

modern electronic digital computer. The large memory and computational

capacities of these computers have opened the way for extensive formal

treatment of questions arising in many fields formerly unreachable by

mathematical methods. In using this new tool, they have found it

necessary to develop mathematical models suitable for treatment by

these computers, or to disinter relevant old ones. In the past fifteen

to twenty years researchers in such diverse fields as social sciences,

business, and natural sciences, have produced many such models and

used them with varying degrees of success.

But in each of these fields there is a strong feeling of in-

completeness of the work. Each reports a significant gap between

theory and practice. Researchers are almost to a man disappointed in

the failure of practitioners in their respective fields to make effec-

tive use of their concepts and models in order to develop insight into

their every day problems.
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In the management science area this is felt strongly. Slevin

and Schultz (1972) summarize it well in their proposal for a conference

of the implementation of Operations Research/Management Science models.

Operations research/management science (OR/MS) has
developed over two decades as a mature field of academic
study and research. Important advances have been made in
mathematical programming, stochastic modeling, and general
systems analysis. The result of this work is an inventory
of OR/MS models and systems that has great potential in
solving management problems. Despite the promise of OR/MS
as a problem-solving discipline, the reality of 1.972 shows
a significant gap between management science theory and
managerial application. Thus, the potential of OR/MS is
largely unrealized. (Emphasis supplied.)

A serious problem of this type also is reported to exist in the

field of mathematical modelling of hydrologic phenomena. Dracup,

Mobasheri and Cardenas (1970, pp. 4-6) have perhaps summarized this

best as follows:

While much research effort has been expended in identify-

ing and developing the use of systems analysis techniques in

the analysis of water resource systems, few practicing engi-
neers have adopted the use of these techniques. This apparent

anomaly is an outgrowth of two major deficiencies that have

become apparent with the evolution of systems analysis in

water resources:
1. A communications gap between researchers and prac-

ticing engineers has developed to astonishing
proportions. . .

That the communications gap exists is apparent to all
familiar with water resources. . . . The fact remains that

many excellent research efforts have been successfully com-

pleted. The practitioner remains in need of analytical tools

and techniques. Yet the research results that exist have not

yet evolved to the stage of being applied . . • . It is the

purpose of this report to delineate the directions that must

be taken in near-term research to eliminate this alarming

hiatus. (Emphasis supplied.)

Perhaps the first problem a practitioner encounters in attempt-

ing to develop a model to attack a particular problem is the great
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number and diversity of model structures from which to choose. In many

fields the sheer number of models which have been developed or postu-

lated in the last two decades is enough in itself to cause concern.

Further, many models, though of potential practical usefulness, may be

presented in obscure fashion, in incomprehensible language and poor

notation. This illustrates that there can be a human factors problem

of presenting or "marketing" a model in an appropriate way. If the

potential model builder also feels that he must obtain a detailed under-

standing of each of the many models before he can make a rational or

reasonable (if not optimal) choice, he will be further inhibited in his

attempts to use the most applicable research results. He may very well

feel that it is simpler to forget about the vast literature and retreat

to traditional rules of thumb. Or he may, without any substantial use

of prior work for foundation, develop his own model to fit his own cir-

cumstances (or at least his perception of his own circumstances).

Indeed, his own pride may propel him in this direction in any case.

This, at best, is likely to cost more time and money, and, at worst,

is likely to produce a model in which many important considerations

previously discovered by others are overlooked. It may also add another

model of marginal value to the library of available models.

The would-be hydrologic modeller, therefore, may find it useful

to have access to some reasonable, quick and inexpensive way to locate

the models best suited to his needs and to eliminate (or simply fail

to call attention to) those models which are deficient in some important

aspect for the problem under consideration.
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The use of mathematical models for digital computer investiga-

tions of problems in hydrology has been accepted on a large scale.

Viessman (1970) reported that, among the 50 states, plus Puerto Rico,

24 were currently using mathematical or simulation models in their

state water planning agencies. He further reported that "about half

of them are making use of various types of models. The level of

sophistication and originality varies considerably. It seems clear

however, that modelling techniques will play an increasingly important

role in state water planning efforts."

Interest is not limited to the United States; the interest in

mathematical models in hydrology is world-wide. Popkin (1975) has

compiled a report of the state of research and application of only

stochastic methods in hydrology which incorporates contributions from

24 countries active in such work. Many of such activities are moni-

tored and/or guided by agencies of the United Nations such as the

UNESCO Working Group on Representative and Experimental Basins (Ibbitt,

1972), and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

(1972).

While Viessman notes some distress with the high cost

of systems analysis studies, the overall emphasis seems to be on im-

proving techniques for model choice, model building and model manipula-

tion to produce better results and to expand the range of situations

which can be treated by these methods. There may be some who would

avoid these newer methods and remain with unaided professional judgment

and intuition, but the complexity of the problems for which some sort
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of answers are now needed seems to be reinforcing the trend to the

development of models amenable to manipulation by large digital computers

or hybrid computers.

Even in those circumstances where the educated intuition and

judgment of experienced professionals would be adequate for a particular

problem, newcomers to the field cannot be expected to have the requisite

background. Use of appropriate models, then, can aid in solving the

immediate problem as well as providing the experience and educating the

discretion of the inexperienced as they develop the maturity of judgment

needed.

The Overall Modelling Problem 

The problems of creating mathematical models for particular

applications can be considered at many levels. Although this study

will be concerned almost exclusively with model choice (in the limited

sense of "model structure choice" as defined below), it will be useful

to describe briefly each of the general steps of the modelling process.

1. Model Design: We may consider that model design is that

period of the modelling process in which fundamentally different model

elements and interrelationships are tested. There are 
two basic sources

of model ideas for this step. One is to begin with first principles

based on knowledge and insights into the 
physical processes which are

known or suspected to be taking place within 
the system under investiga-

tion. The other is to see what structure must 
be built into the mathe-

matical description in order to permit 
it to produce the input-output

relationships known to have existed in the past, or 
thought to be
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required. That is, internal structure is imputed from behavior. In

either case the selection or development of model structures and their

proper verification by the steps described below is an important process

and is the part of the process which has received most of the research

attention to date.

2. Model Structure Choice, or simply "Model Choice": Formally,

here, model (structure) choice is defined as the selection of the funda-

mental mathematical structural elements to which parameters are to be

assigned. A simple example would be the choice of a linear or a non-

linear stochastic model for streamflow sequence generation.

Since researchers are presumed to have developed a family of

model structures to meet many needs, for the practicing engineer the

modelling process would normally begin with "model structure choice."

For the purpose of this dissertation, the process also will begin here,

since we are developing model structure choice criteria specifically

for those fields in which a substantial effort has already been de-

voted to model design. We are, then, seeking methods to move the most

suitable models from research to engineering.

3. Model Building, or Parameterization and Coupling:
 After

the basic model structure(s) has been selected, it is necessary to

assign values from suitable sets to the parameters and 
to specify the

linkages between the various elementary models which will make up 
the

system. In any sort of a complex situation 
this part of the process

is quite difficult, since parameter values 
existing in the field envi-

ronment cannot, in general, be measured directly. They 
must be imputed
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from other observed behavior. As an example, important parameters of

subsurface water flow are storage capacity of the subterranean structure

and the transmissivities in various directions. These parameters cannot

be measured directly since any attempt to obtain samples for test dis-

turbs the structure so that test results are no longer valid. The param-

eters are generally estimated from measurements made of the water level

change (draw down) experienced in a series of wells during certain con-

trolled pumping tests; that is, they are "imputed" on the basis of what

values must be present to produce the observed result.

4. Model Calibration: The calibration of the model is a pro-

cess where the model is operated in conjunction with the selected com-

puter in such a way as to insure that the model represents the real

world sufficiently well to make it useful for treatment of the problem

at hand. This is really an interactive phase with step 3, model build-

ing, since, often, the assignment of parameter values cannot be done

a priori with any degree of confidence.

If the first four steps of the modelling process are accom-

plished by imputing structure, parameters, and linkages from input/

output observations, the process is called system identification

(Astriim and Eykhoff 1970, Sagar 1973). In hydrology (Emsellem 
and

deMarsily 1969), and in other fields, it is often referred to 
as the

inverse problem.

5. Model Validation: Model validation is a continuing aspect

of model use wherein the calibrated model is under 
surveillance to see

that it is, and continues to be, an 
adequate representation of the
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phenomenon under study. It can be considered an extension of the cali-

bration step.

Steps 3, 4, and 5 can be similar in many respects in that, in

general, they are usually accomplished by use of problem-oriented data.

In some cases, there is an arbitrary partition of the data into sets to

be used for each of the three steps. That is, sometimes data used dur-

ing the model building and model calibration and model validation are

indistinguishable except in the manner of their use. In a philosophical

sense a distinction may be made between calibration and validation in

that the modeller himself must, in some way, establish the ability of

the model to serve the intended purpose (calibration), while others

(users) who may enter the scene at step 5, can validate the model.

One additional difficulty of definition arises in that the term

"model choice" is often used to encompass the steps 2, 3, and 4 of the

modelling process as defined above. That is, models having identical

structures but differing from each other only in the values of one or

more parameters are, in some sense, different models. Hence, the pro-

cess of choosing parameters would be considered as a "model choice"

question. For purposes of this study, however, the term "model

choice" is restricted to mean only step 2 of the process described

above--that is, selection of model structure.

Johnston (1969) and Kates (1962) in the context of model

(structure) choice for hydrology have referred to 
the assistance needed

by users as "broadening their range of choice" and 
freeing them from

"the prison of experience." The work described here is aimed directly

at this problem.
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Preview of Remaining Chapters 

Chapter 2, Origins of the Model Choice Problem, gives an over-

view of the nature of the modelling process and methodology of model

development as depicted by several of the important contributors to

the art. It also reviews some of the formal approaches to model choice

questions proposed by others. Here the concept is developed that the

important problem of model structure choice is prerequisite to effec-

tive model building or model parameterization.

Chapter 3, Designing the CHOOSE Model, develops the conceptual

framework for embedding the information that is needed to guide choices

of model structure. This framework is seen to contain some important

features from the concepts of multiple objective mathematical optimi-

zation and of information retrieval. The CHOOSE model, however, repre-

sents simply a function--a mapping of inputs into outputs without

considerations of present state or elapsed time. To make 
a model use-

ful requires a system for interaction and computation.

Chapter 4, Implementing CHOOSE Models, shows how the require-

ments of the human CHOOSERS and of the CHOOSE models lead to an 
overall

computer based interactive system for placing the needed information

at the hands of the CHOOSER. Also certain auxiliary systems 
are

developed which are useful in preparing a CHOOSE model for a 
particular

application and for placing it into a form for use by the CHOOSE system.

Chapter 5, Applications of CHOOSE Methodology, contains a de-

tailed example of an application of the CHOOSE techniques to a simple

situation. This example allows the CHOOSE concepts to be grasped



without becoming engulfed by the details of a complicated real world

application. Chapter 5 also cites the types of model structure in-

formation needed for hydrologic applications and refers to several

frameworks offered by others to organize such information. These

attempts at organization appear to be well suited for applications

to CHOOSE procedures.

Chapter 6 gives the conclusions, recommendations and sugges-

tions for extension of the CHOOSE methodology.

14
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Specialized Notation and Definitions 

At the outset it will be useful to define several terms as

they are used here.

CHOOSER: The term CHOOSER is used here to indicate the person

or group who has the requirement for making an appropriate choice or

decision among alternatives in the context of a particular problem

that has arisen. In the multiple objective optimization or a decision

making terminology he would ordinarily be called a Decision Maker

(DM). Here, however, the choice that is made is not necessarily ir-

revocable in the sense of decision theory.

EVALUATOR: The term EVALUATOR refers to those who follow the

guidelines in this dissertation to establish the evaluation criteria

and/or the specific evaluations of the various alternative candidates.

In the context of the problems under study here, CHOOSERs and EVALUA-

TORS are disjoint sets.

CHOOSE Model: The CHOOSE model for a particular application

is the set theoretic model developed for a particular problem 
in

accordance with the criteria of Chapter 3, and the methodology 
of

Appendix D.

CHOOSE System: The CHOOSE system refers to the 
complete set

of programs and related hardware facilities for 
both generating CHOOSE

models and making them usable by CHOOSERS.

In order to be able to speak precisely and 
concisely about

the various theoretical aspects of the 
problem, the pattern of nota-

tion developed by Dr. Wymore (1967, 1970, 1972, 1973) 
in his studies



of generalized systems has been adapted. Certain of the set and

function theoretic definitions are defined below as used here. For

a complete set of definitions, refer to Appendix A of his Systems 

Engineering Methodology for Interdisciplinary Teams.

The set and function theoretic definitions conclude Chapter

1. Those who are well acquainted with this notation, or who do not

expect to read in detail the symbolic representation used in Chap-

ter 3, can omit the balance of this chapter, without loss of conti-

nuity.

Sets: Set is an undefined term. If A is a set and x is an

element of A or, equivalently, if x belongs to A, the fact is denoted

x 6 A but is not otherwise defined. The fact that x does not belong

to A is denoted x ft A.

Subsets: If A and B are sets, then A is a subset of B if for

all x e A, x 6 B. The fact that A is a subset of B is denoted A c:B.

The set A is equal to the set B if and only if A c B and B c: A. The

fact that the set A is equal to the set B is denoted A = B. The set

of all subsets of the set A is a set denoted SUBSETS (A), defined as

follows: SUBSETS(A) = {B: B is a set and BcA} .

Complements: The complement of the set A in the set B is

denoted B rk, A and is defined as follows: B % A = {x: x e B and x A}.

The empty set is denoted 0 and is defined as follows: 0 = A % A for

any set A.

Intersections: If Al , A2 ,	 An are all sets, then the

intersection of the sets Al' A2'	
A
n 

is denoted A
l n A2 n	 n An

16
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and is defined as follows: Al 
n A

2 
n	 n A

n 
= {x: x e Al' 

and

X E A2'	
and x E AL

Numbers:Numbers: The set of all real numbers is denoted R. The set

of all positive real numbers is denoted R
+
. The set of all non-

++
negative real numbers is denoted R. The set of all non-negative

++
integers is denoted I. The set of all positive integers is de-

++
noted I . The set of all integers from n through m inclusive,

where n < m is denoted I[n,m].

Vector Products: If Al'' 
An 

are all sets, then the

vector product of the sets Al ,	 An 
is denoted Al X	 X An 

and

is defined as follows:

A
1 

X	 X An

= A
1 

if n = 1;

= {(al ,...,an): a i E Ai for each i e I[1,n]l

if n E I[2,œ).

Alternatively the notation X A, will be used to represent 
the vec-

i=1 I

tor product. Where each set Ai making up the 
vector product is the

n
same set A, the notation A will be used to represent 

the vector

product.

Projections: If Al ,	 An are all sets, and i E I[1,n] and

a e Al X	 X An' 
a = (al ,...,an

), then the ith coordinate of a is ai

and the projection of a into its ith coordinate is denoted 
Tri (a)

and isdefinedasfollows:Tr.(a) = a..
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Functions: If A is a set and B is a set, then the set of all

functions defined on A with values in B is denoted FUNCTIONS(A,B) and

is defined as follows: FUNCTIONS(A,B) = ff: f c SUBSETS(AXB), and for

every a E A there exists b E B such that (a,b) c f, and if (a,b) E f

and (a,c) E f then b = c}. If f E FUNCTIONS(A,B) and x E A, then the

value of the function f at x is denoted f(x) and is defined as follows:

f(x) 6 B and b = f(x) if and only if (x,b) 6 f.

Ilange.	 If f E FUNCTIONS(A,B), then the range of f is denoted

RANGE(f) and is defined as follows: RANGE(f) = {3: b E B, there exists

a E A such that b = f(a)}.

it. If A is a finite set, then the number of elements in A is

denoted it(A).

Vector Inequalities: The symbols <, >, <,	 $, 1, 1, and I.

have their customary meaning when comparing two real numbers. It will

be useful here to define a notion of vector inequality as used 
in this

paper. If a and b are n vectors with real components, then 
2

is defined to mean that ff.(a)< Tr.(b) for all i E I[1,n]. It should be-	 1-

clear that a b does not imply that a .> b. The symbol is not de-
_

fined or used for comparing vectors here. The symbol 
4_ simply means

that for some component j that ff.(a) > 11 - ,(b). Note that this defini-

tion for vector inequality is an alternate form 
of representation of

a tradeoff ordering defined below.

Orderings: Let A be a set. The set of 
orderings over A is

denoted ORDERINGS(A) and is defined as 
follows: ORDERINGS(A) =

{a: a E FUNCTIONS(A2,{FALSE,TRUE1) 
such that for every a E A, b E A,
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and c E A, a(a,a) = TRUE, and, if a(a,b) = TRUE and a(b,c) = TRUE,

then a(a,c) = TRUE}. Any element of ORDERINGS(A) will be called an

ordering, a set ordered by	 or often simply an ordered set.

An ordering a e ORDERINGS(A) is partial if for all a, b e A,

if a(a,b) = TRUE and a(b,a) = TRUE, then a = b (antisymmetry).

Similarly, an ordering a is simple if and only if for all a, b e A,

at least one of the following occur: a(a,b) = TRUE, or a(b,a) = TRUE.

Elements from a finite set that are simply ordered can be ranked

numerically (ties permitted) in the common meaning of the term. An

ordering is total if it is both partial and simple. Elements from a

finite set that are totally ordered can be ranked numerically with-

out ties.

Equivalence Relation andPartitions: If a e ORDERINGS(A) and

a(a,b) = a(b,a) for every a, b E A (sywietry) then a is an equiva-

lence relation. Note that this symmetry condition distinguishes be-

tween an equivalence relation and a partial ordering for 
which the

anti-symmetry condition applies. An equivalence relation 
partitions

the set A into disjoint subsets of equivalence classes. 
Each element

of an equivalence class has behavior equivalent to 
the others in the

same class (subset) in the sense that any one element 
of the class

can represent the entire class. That is, they are 
"tied" in their

behavior for the ordering relation being used.

An ordering relation can be both an 
equivalence relation and

a partial ordering relation only trivially; that 
is, only if a(a,b) =

a(b,a) = TRUE for all a, b E A, or if a(a,b) = 
TRUE only when a = b.
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Optimality: If A is ordered by a and there exists an element

a* 6 A such that for all b 6 A, a(b,a*) = TRUE, then a* is optimal

with respect to a.

If A is partially ordered by a and has an optimal element a*,

it is a unique element called the upper bound, and the partial

ordered set is an upper semi-lattice.

Maximality: If a 6 ORDERINGS (A), and a" e A, then a" is maxi-

mal with respect to a if and only if for all b e A, a(b,a") = FALSE im-

- plies a(a",b) = FALSE. Note that if optimal elements are present 
in A,

then there are no elements in A that are maximal but not optimal.

Tradeoff Ordering: Let A be a set not empty and let

a,	 y e ORDERINGS(A). Then y is a tradeoff ordering between 
a and

(3 if and only if: for a, b e A

(1) a(a,b) = (3(a,b) = TRUE	 then y(a,b) = TRUE;

(2) a(b,a) = f3(b,a) = TRUE, and a(a,b) = FALSE

or (3(a,b) = FALSE, then y(a,b) = FALSE.

Note that this corresponds to the 
vector inequality defined above

if comparisons are made on the individual elements 
of the vector

on the basis of 1 .



CHAPTER 2

ORIGINS OF THE MODEL CHOICE PROBLEM

Everyone complains of his memory, and
no one complains of his judgment.

La Rochefoucauld (Bartlett 1941)

A memory lapse, if we can accept La Rochefoucauld's statement,

is a more acceptable human failing than poor judgment. A person appar-

ently is more willing to admit to overlooking something than he is to

admit that he made a bad choice among the various alternatives which

he actually considered. Yet the opportunity loss which is occasioned

by making even the best possible choice from a set of alternatives

limited by memory may be high--much higher, perhaps, than that of

making a suboptimal choice from a larger domain of alternatives.

Poor memory, however, is not the only mechanism which restricts

the domain of choice. The failure to search for additional alterna-

tives, the lack of information on where to look, the lack of creativity

in establishing alternatives, and the lack of knowledge of the exis-

tence of alternatives which are created by others also limit the number

of alternatives which come under consideration.

Here, the problem of model choice is under study. The goals

are to decrease excessive dependence on memory, to encourage potential

model users to enlarge the domain of choice, to show them where to

21
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look, and to make them aware of the existence of the method described

herein for model choice. The intent is not to suppress creativity

but to see that creativity is not wasted on duplicating the efforts

of others.

There is a great deal of variation in the complexity of mathe-

matical models. They range from the simplest algebraic equations to

mathematical descriptions which may require several hundred pages.

Mathematical modelling of systems seems to be the least rigorous and

most subjective part of the whole process of systems analysis 
and de-

sign. However, once the model in the mind of the modeller is reduced to

a firm, communicable mathematical form, the investigator can turn to

many formal methods of manipulating it to seek answers to the ques-

tions which originally gave rise to the model. Or he may endeavor to

answer additional questions which may have emerged during the develop-

ment of the model.

Help in modelling is hard to achieve in itself, since it is

the artistic part of the process. Several writers have suggested

steps to follow in the modelling process (Kstre;m and 
Eykhoff 1970;

Wymore 1971, 1973), but, for the most part, the art of 
modelling is

taught by example (dymore 1967, Chapter 3). Usually this is done by

the description of an overly simplified situation or by the descrip-

tion of models which have worked well in specific situations. 
All

of this is not very encouraging to those who may lack "artistic"

insight yet who are, nevertheless, the consumers or 
"needers" of

models.
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Klir (1972, p. 9) seems to feel that improvements in systems

modelling methodology will come in time. With respect to Wymore's

(1967 and 1972) general systems theory Klir states, "Unfortunately,

there has not been enough time to elaborate the methodology asso-

ciated with the approach. In particular, very little has been done

in regard to systems synthesis, which is of primary importance in

engineering." He also considers his own theory (Klir 1972, Chapter 7)

and that of Mesarovic (Klir 1972, Chapter 8) to be inadequately

developed from a methodological point of view. Subsequently, however,

Wymore (1973) made some significant steps in development of method-

ology.

While a general modelling methodology may be useful framework

for discussing, or teaching modelling, there is no immediate prospect

for a largely automated procedure. Hence, one of the problems facing

systems engineers today, in the development of models of phenomena in

areas where mathematical descriptions have not been applied previously

with any degree of success, is a genuine lack of a formalized way in

which to proceed. But adequate models are essential if the power of

modern digital computers is to make itself felt strongly in newer

fields, and if engineering is to transfer its methodology to complex

problems that so far have not been treated in engineering terms.

Hall (1971, pp.1-13) takes a strong position "against a univer-

sal model methodology." In reference to "recurrent attempts to provide

a unifying methodology for all scientific modelling" he 
continues:
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The idea that such a unified methodology exists and can be
discovered by sufficient reflection is almost an article of
faith within the scientific community. Discussions of this

proposition usually place special emphasis on the coulmon
basis all scientific work has in the scientific method, which
has been defined with varying degrees of precision by philo-
sophers of science. From this point it is usually assumed

that the present balance between scientific method and crea-

tivity, between craftmanship and insight, can be progressively
shifted toward greater systematization until some operational
plan is identified which can be routinely followed to a solu-

tion in any problem situation.

In this paper, I will put forward a case against this

proposition as a feasible or even a desirable goal for
scientific activity. . . . [I]nstead of asking for universal

models, we should seek means of drawing forth competing models
so as to accelerate a dialectic process of model extension.

• •	 •

A methodology of modelling, if it existed, would consist

of a complete program for acquiring, structuring, relating,

and generalizing experience.
• •	 •

I suggest that the answer lies in a deliberate and

conscious rejection of the idea of a unified modelling

methodology.

Following Hall's suggestion the focus here will be on "drawing

forth competing models" on a very selective basis for determination of

their usefulness in solving a specific problem of model application,

rather than attempting to develop a universal modelling methodology.
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The Model Overchoice Problem 

The development of digital computers with large internal memory

and high computational speeds has given a great impetus for research-

ers to formalize models on a large scale. Klir (1972, p. 4) outlines

the role of computers in this process. "For systems theorists the

computer is a tool as basic and essential as the microscope is for the

biologists. Either of these tools enhances enormously the ability of

the human being in a particular area."

This has led to a rapid and somewhat disorderly development

of models of all types: conceptual models, mathematical models, mathe-

matical systems descriptions, computer programs, simulation models,

etc. The literature in some fields contains frequent announcements of

new models or refinements of models previously demonstrated or postu-

lated.

The proliferation of models at the academic and research

levels, in many fields, has created a number of difficulties 
for the

potential user. Many models have not found broad acceptance 
and wide-

spread use by practitioners. This may be due 
to several reasons, among

them: some models, in fact, are not very applicable to real problems;

some models are unproven or fail to give reliable results; others,

while useful for research leading to understanding, may be too compli-

cated for routine field use. Also, it appears that many investigators

have found it easier and perhaps more satisfying to create 
a new model

rather than to build on activities of others.

But many claim that valid and useful models 
are not more widely

used for more mundane reasons: the models are 
not marketed in an
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appropriate manner; the potential users have not kept up with research

efforts; the users would rather stay with familiar (less useful and

perhaps potentially dangerous) models than learn the newer ones; the

users would prefer to develop their own models for a number of very

human reasons.

In any case, it appears that a real problem exists and some-

thing does need to be done. Woolsey (1972) has written a strong

"exposé" of the problem as it exists in operations research and manage-

ment science. His suggestions for improvement cover professional

societies, education and individuals. But the recurrent theme through

all of his suggestions is that researchers, no matter how abstract

their work, should have sufficient practical orientation in their back-

grounds so that they will recognize which of their findings have 
prac-

tical implications and what the problems of reduction to practice might

be. Further, they should undertake to communicate these results to

the appropriate audiences in much more readable and usable 
format.

It appears that the burden of closing the gap between research-

ers and users must fall largely on the researchers. It is they who 
have

the desire and an inherent obligation to take the 
added steps necessary

to insure that their results are made available in suitable form to

those who have need of them. The CHOOSE system presented here 
assumes

that the researchers will take the needed extra steps.

Note, however, that no methods of presentation 
or organization

will help those users who--for avariety of reasons, ranging from lazi-

ness to incompetence, to a satisfaction that the 
methods to which they



have become accustomed in the past will serve their future needs--

are unwilling to learn of potentially better methods and the improved

sources for retrieving the information when needed.

27



Some Model Choice Schemes 

Many papers present methods or procedures for model choice,

each in its own rather limited context. Among those reporting such

procedures are Kashyap (1971), Smallwood (1968), Young (1971). The

decisions in these cases are often made on the basis of a numerical

measure of effectiveness which is easily calculated. Kashyap (p.1)

for example, divides model building into three parts:

(a) the choice of a number of a priori models with
undetermined parameters;

(h) the estimation of parameters in them using the

available set of observations; and
(c) the choice of a particular model from among the

various models obtained above, according to a

suitable criterion, and the check of the model to

see whether it reproduces the desired statistical
characteristics of the observed process.

Further, he states,

In the ideal case, we would like the output of the model to

reproduce all the important statistical characteristics of

the observed stochastic process such as the prediction error,

correllegram, power spectrum, and the range-lag characteristic

(the so-called VG graph) representing the average character-

istics of the extreme values of the stochastic process. Since

such a construction seems very hard at the present juncture,

we will be content in constructing models which reproduce some

of the important statistical characteristics of the observed

process mentioned above which are relevant for the conditions

under which they will be used.

This shows that Kashyap recognizes that the choice of a suit-

able model must be guided by its intended use. His subsequent

development is based, however, strictly on comparing models on the

basis of one attribute which is selected for model performance. 
We

further note that his model choice procedures involve the 
mimicking

of input-output relationships established through 
observation of the

real system.

28
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The problem presented in this study is broader than the one

in the Kashyap paper because we also wish to consider those situations

in which the data base does not contain sets of input-output informa-

tion over a time scale. That is, we will be concerned with models for

(1) situations with no present physical reality, that is, they exist

only conceptually; and (2) existing real systems for which no past

history is available, the only data available being those which can

be measured directly or imputed from surveys of present conditions.

In addition, we note that, in the context of limited resources,

it will often be necessary to make one model perform several jobs ade-

quately, rather than to perform one job in some "optimal" way. It

will not be convenient, in general, to have a separate model for each

of several performance criteria of interest.

Smallwood (1968), in treating model selection as a decision-

making process, outlines the following steps:

1. Formulate the requirements for the model.

2. Hypothesize a form for the model. This is the point requiring

the most insight and creativity and the part which is least under-

stood. At this point the model form constitutes a continuum of

models--the "model space."

3. Affix parameters to the model form hypothesized. (Each 
set of

parameters assigned or assignable to the model form creates 
a differ-

ent model--a "point" in the model space.) This is done by 
a) assuming

that a model of the hypothesized form has produced the data, 
b) assign-

ing a cost function which specifies the cost of 
using a particular set
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of parameters for each possible value of the true parameters, and

c) selecting the set of parameters which, for the present state of

information, minimizes the cost of using the parameters. Here

Smallwood introduces the term metamodel to mean a model space of can-

didate models presumed to have included the true one.

4. Test and evaluate the models. If necessary, return to step

3 for additional parameter choices. If necessary, return to step 2

and postulate alternative forms for the model.

Clearly, Smallwood's approach also falls short of our needs

because of the input-output data requirements.

Young (1971) offers an approach for choosing among systems

when input characteristics are uncertain. He proposes using proba-

bilistic inputs to evaluate by simulation all of the candidate models.

Again, the decision is based on some comparison of simulated outputs

with observed outputs. As pointed out before, this is not always

possible.

Simulation, using digital, analog, or hybrid computers, is 
a

powerful tool and is used in many situations. It is sometimes pre-

ferred in solution of problems where analytic treatment is possible,

but it finds its biggest uses in exploring system performance in

those circumstances untreatable by analytic methods. However, the

accuracy of results obtained by simulation using probabilistic 
inputs

is often very limited; reproducibility of results within two or five

percent often being difficult to establish. This occurs 
for a number

of reasons, probably the most important of which is that it is
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impossible to generate a finite stream of truly random inputs. Finite

streams can always be shown to exhibit some degree of sequential cor-

relation. Attempts to reduce this problem often result in increasingly

long computer runs. And, again, where probabilistic inputs are to be

generated in an attempt to reproduce with some confidence the inputs

which would be supplied by accident of nature or design of individuals,

the selection of a process generator may become as important a part of

the model choice process as the model structure itself. Simulation is,

by nature, a brute force process which does not yield elegant results.

It is not a sharp enough tool for many decisions.

It, therefore, seems that, for the most part, it would be im-

practical, as Young proposes, to evaluate a great number of candidates

by the tedious process of simulation with the expectation of reaching

clear cut choices.

To summarize previous comments, the three procedures described

miss the mark on several counts. In the first place, we are not so

much interested in postulating new model forms or structures as we 
are

in examining critically the model forms postulated or already in use

for particular fields.

Second, we will be looking at situations where comparisons 
of

model performance with data may not be possible. These 
cases will

arise in situations where model structures must be selected 
and param-

eters assigned on the basis of the simplest "present state" informa-

tion which has been gathered on site. There may be neither 
time-

indexed input information nor time-indexed 
output information.
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Third, the combinatorial problems would appear to make the

detailed examinations, which are required by Smallwood and Young, un-

reasonably time consuming.

Fourth, we will, in most cases, be unable to develop a simple

one dimensional decision criterion, whether it be to optimize a

single attribute or a one dimensional objective function made up by

ome convenient weighting of a set of single dimension attributes.

In other model choice problems, questions arise with respect

to the method of generating new model structure ideas. This is quite

appropriate in many fields where the underlying mechanisms of system

behavior are not understood. Mylks (1971), for example, created a

framework for interactive generation of models for improving health

delivery in urban areas. His thesis represents a rather formalized

way of "brainstorming" to produce additional model forms. Again,

however, the concern in this thesis is not towards the methods of

creating new conceptual models or new insights into internal behavior.

Rather, it is concerned with improving the selection of model struc-

tures from the vast library of those made available by research in

recent years.

Another aspect of the modelling question was introduced by

Wymore (1970, pp. 1/13-1/15). He takes a broader view of model

choice, stating that the model should be as large and all encompass-

ing as the resources available permit. His thesis is that models

have a way of growing; posing new questions to the 
investigator as
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work progresses. It is, therefore, useful to have the model as broadly

based as possible so that it can take on the added responsibilities

without substantial revision. This makes one of the important criteria

for model selection: is it a model on which one can build, one which

can grow with changing needs?



Model Structure Choice in Hydrology 

While the preceding material has referred to the general model

choice question--including that of selecting model parameters--only a

restricted part of the problem will be treated here. For the reasons

given in Chapter 1 Step 2, Model Structure Choice (pages 9-12) has

been selected as the most appropriate for treatment in this paper.

The problems of model parameterization are quite distinct from the

model structure choice problem and have an extensive literature.

The problem of model choice now seems to be particularly

acute in the field of hydrology since researchers in hydrology were

among the first to see great possibilities in a mathematical re-

orientation of their activities. Their frontal attack and a tenta-

tive assessment of the results was put very succinctly by Dracup,

Mobasheri and Cardenas (1970, p. iii) as follows:

There is probably no precedent in the field of water

resources for the manner in which researchers have seized

upon and applied the techniques of systems analysis to water

resource problems. The realization that there were now
available recently-developed mathematical techniques which

might be applied to "optimally allocate limited resources
among competing activities," resulted in an almost frantic

drive on the part of researchers to apply these tech-

niques. . . . The results, after almost two decades of

work, have been less than satisfactory.

The greatest danger may arise from not using formal models

at all, but simply settling for the simplest of mental models 
of the

kind that arise from a brief "man on horseback" type of 
survey.

One dramatic example of inadequate water resource 
planning

of this type took place in India. Akbar selected Fatehpur Sikri 
as

34



the site for a new capital which he founded in 1569 beside a lake 20

miles from Agra. The city of 200,000 had to be abandoned within 16

years for lack of an adequate water supply. The lake was completely

dry. The area now supports a population of a very few thousand, most

of whom are involved in maintaining the palaces, mosques and other

structures for visitors. Here the lack of adequate insight into the

water problems led to the waste of a tremendous amount of human

resources (Time 1973).

In approaching the model choice question, it does not seem

desirable to try to organize hydrologic models into something equiva-

lent to the periodic table of the elements or the evolutionary

structures used in biology. There is no single thread of relation-

ships; there is merely an n-tuple of attributes. Rather, it seems

more appropriate to group models into the most broad classification

possible. Examples of such broad classifications are watershed,

stream pollution, lake pollution, reservoir, thermal pollution and

groundwater models.

Once a classification scheme is selected, certain attributes

can be listed for each of the specific models. This information,

including data on whether the specific model possesses a certain

attribute (and, perhaps, to what degree), can be developed for each

model.

Models must be accepted or rejected on the basis of useful-

ness in providing insight into the problem at hand. This places

model choice in the context of use rather than in some attempted

35
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generalized measure of effectiveness at a higher level of abstraction.

But models are in some sense like life insurance policies. No one

policy is suitable for all clients. Some method is needed to educate

the discretion of the CHOOSERs so that the choice they make will be

near optimal in the sense of their particular requirements.

In order to talk more precisely about the problem, one example

from the field of hydrology--watershed models (including rainfall-runoff

models)--has been selected below for more detailed discussion. This

class of hydrologic models comprises those associated with surface water

flow in natural or man-made channels. It has been rather traditional to

refer to these in two broad classifications. The term streamf low model

seems to refer most often to models which generate flow information on

the basis of statistical projections from past performance (Fiering

1967). The term rainfall-runoff models applies to event-based models

which accept some input event and predict the output on the basis of

that specific input. See, for example, Fogel, Duckstein and Sanders

(1971); Yakowitz and Denny (1973).

There are many many watershed models of both types. Almost

every new issue of many of the hydrologic journals discloses some new

model for a particular application. Over 20 such models are codified

in the report by the World Meteorological Organization (1972). 
An

example of one of them is given in Figure 8 on page 133. The 
proposal

under which the present research was conducted (Kisiel, Qashu 
and

Duckstein 1970) contains an extensive 
bibliography with references

leading to many models such as the following: the Stanford 
model,
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the Purdue model, the Soil Conservation Service family of models,

various models involving instantaneous unit hydrographs, streamflow

synthesis models, the University of Kentucky model, and non-linear

models such as the Chiu-Huang model.

All of the above classifications represent families of models

which under different choices of parameters yield essentially differ-

ent detailed models. However, the first problem facing the potential

user is some way to locate the models of potential value to him, and

to select from those the appropriate model structure. All of this

should take place before parameterization is considered.

What seems to be needed, then, is some new effort, new market-

ing, new direction, or new emphasis which will get the required infor-

mation into the hands of potential users promptly and without

difficulty. Wholesale re-education of users should not be required.

They should be able to move, almost effortlessly, simply on the basis

of the existence of suitably organized information to the specific

candidates (results, models, or whatever) that offer the most promise

for their specific requirements. All of this, of course, is based on

the premise that no one model structure is so all encompassing 
and

pervasive that it completely dominates the others. It also presumes

that no such dominant model will be developed in time to solve the

present problem.

In seeking some sort of framework to organize 
information

regarding watershed models from the user's point of view, it would

seem appropriate to organize the information in a finite number 
of
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performance oriented attributes. This could lead to such user

oriented attributes (statements and/or questions) as follows:

1. Model Performance

a. Predicts timing of flood peaks

b. Predicts volume of discharge

c. Predicts complete runoff hydrograph

d. Predicts 24-hour (monthly, annual) runoff, etc.

2. Input Requirements

a. Area survey information

b. Slope estimates or survey

c. Infiltration model to be incorporated

d. Estimates of roughness coefficients

e. Rainfall records

f. Runoff records

g. Rainfall input (complete hyetograph)

h. Time scale

3. Resource Requirements

a. Funding

b. Skilled personnel

c. Computer

d. Time schedule

Clearly, some of the questions (attributes, queries) will lend

themselves to complete answers by a binary choice; that 
is, yes or no,

the model "does" or "does not" have the 
stated property. Others,
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however, will require answers which somehow indicate the degree or

level of response assignable to the question. In some cases the

response may represent the "degree of belief" which a binary question

has as to whether it will take one or the other of the two values.

In any case, the questions must be posed in such a way that some

merit ordering is possible for each of the answers.

With this background in hydrologic model structure choice,

the discussion can now return to a general statement of the design

considerations for the CHOOSE system.
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Design Considerations for the CHOOSE System 

As noted in Chapter 1 the "CHOOSE system" refers to the

complete set of concepts and facilities to be designed for attacking

the choice problems defined above. The guidelines used in designing

such a system can be summarized briefly as follows:

1. The final system should be something that users or potential

users could actually be persuaded to try: something that might

actually appeal to those facing the problem as a "good" way to

approach it.

2. It should be something that the user could try with very

little individual preparation. This means the system selected should

almost be self-teaching.

3. The format should embed the required information in the lang-

uage of the interests and portable knowledge of the user.

4. It should be something the user could work with, set aside,

work with again at his convenience, etc., until he was satisfied with

the result.

5. The system should be organized so that it could be easily up-

dated by the research organization implementing it. It should be

easy to add new candidates, readjust attribute information on 
individ-

ual candidates based on experience or new findings, 
or to add new

classification and selection criteria.

6. Assuming a computer is to be used, the 
system should not re-

quire any significant knowledge of computers or computer 
programming
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by either the researchers or the users. Further, it should be econom-

ical in the use of central memory storage or execution time in the

computer used.

7. The system should prevent, or tend to prevent, loss of appro-

priate candidates due to any of the following:

a. Oversight. No qualified candidate should fail to be

brought to the potential user's attention.

b. Information shedding. No candidate should be lost, ig-

nored, or otherwise neglected simply because the capacity of the user

to learn about and retain knowledge of a large number of candidates

is limited. The typical human response to an information overload,

information shedding (filtering or omission) (Sheridan and Ferrell

1974, pp. 133-134), is to be avoided.

c. Premature rejection. In many selection processes, many

candidates are rejected for further consideration on the basis of an

early screening. They fail to meet some criterion considered minimal

at that time for the problem under study. The problem here is that,

as goals, constraints, minimum levels of satisfaction, etc., for 
each

of the attributes evolve during an interactive learning 
process,

certain candidates that were rejected early in the 
search process

might again be worthy of consideration. These should be caused to

reappear for consideration if the evolving selection criteria 
indicate.

8. Ideally, the framework should be applicable without 
change to

a broad range of problems similarly situated. It should not be neces-

sary to modify the basic framework or the computer 
programs to accom-

modate problems in different fields.



9. Costs should be reasonable and requirements for hardware and

specialized personnel should be kept to a minimum.

With these thoughts in mind, the development of the CHOOSE

system is covered in Chapters 3 and 4 following. Chapter 3 develops

in detail the concept of the computational CHOICEMODEL, and Chapter 4

describes the implementation of the model so that the appropriate

computations and interaction, when required, can take place.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGNING THE CHOOSE MODEL

I realized also that the mind
can neither contain all the
knowledge it seeks, nor find
solutions to all the problems
it encounters.

al-Ghazali (ca. 1100)

The problem identified in earlier chapters is that of organiz-

ing and presenting specialized information in a way that will enhance

its usefulness and create a broader range of application. Towards

this end this chapter identifies the CHOOSE problem as occupying a

place somewhere intermediate between mathematical programming formula-

tions and information retrieval structures.

For the particular class of problems under study, we can ab-

stract the essence of the problem presented in Chapter 2 in the

following form:

1. The basic classes of problems under consideration are those

for which a substantial amount of work has been done (or can be done)

producing a large set of candidates (models, individuals, etc.) for

possible selection.

2. The candidates can be evaluated and compared on the basis of

intended application by a mixture of objective descriptions and sub-

jective, but presumably valid, expert opinions.
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3. Those choosing from the candidates must make their choices

(or at least narrow their range of choice) without substantial effort.

This implies that they are interested in making an optimal or near

optimal choice based largely on evaluations of those whose opinions

they are willing to accept with little question.

4. Those choosing have the ability and background to answer a

set of questions specifically designed to direct their attention to

the candidates most likely to succeed for their specific application.

The questions asked need not be in detailed quantitative form.

In order to design a process for aiding choice makers it will

be useful to have a framework for discussion of the ingredients of

the problem. Such a framework is presented in a set theoretic nota-

tion using the definitions given at the end of Chapter 1.

A Set Theoretic Approach to the Choice Problem 

There are many aspects to a choice problem. First, it is

desirable to consider as many alternatives as practical limitations

allow. When considering prospective candidates, it is not always de-

sirable or possible to know a priori that they are good enough to be

chosen. Therefore a choice model should have some constructs for

including such questionable candidates and for establishing their

feasibility or acceptability at a later time.

Secondly, in selecting subsets of candidates not just any sub-

set will do. The subset or individual candidate is usually chosen on

the basis of some perception of the concept best. And since the candi-

dates themselves do not often exhibit their own capabilities and
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limitations directly, it is necessary to create some measures of

expected performance of the candidates with respect to perceived needs.

This will sometimes require a mapping of candidate attributes to some

objective space.

The final problem is to use the measures of expected perform-

ance in some way to make the best choices. The minimum rational basis

for such a decision is that there are no choices available that are

better than the one chosen--or those in the subset chosen. Mathe-

matically speaking, this implies that the acceptable candidates are

to be ordered by an ordering relation that directs the set; that is,

one that contains an optimal element. However, if they are to be

best, the concept of best--whatever that may mean to the CHOOSER--

must be embedded in the selected ordering relationship.

Note that if the set of acceptable candidates has more than

two members, there will be more than one ordering that can produce

the same choice. Hence the ordering relationship associated with a

particular choice is not unique. This simply reflects the concept

that the minimum conditions for choice do not necessarily imply any

position concerning the relative positions of other candidates in the

choice structure.

Since the modelling of the choice problem implies that the

choice is not known, it may be that none of the candidates are accept-

able. A model of the choice problem should make provision for this

contingency. Further, the act of creating a choice model does not

insure that any best elements can be identified by the model. Hence,

it will be desirable for the model to partition the set of acceptable
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candidates into two subsets; one for those that are maximal on the

basis of the chosen ordering criteria, and one for those that are not.

If a clear cut set of best choices is not defined by the model, then

the choice process may begin anew with a second model to develop

choices from those in the "maximal but not best" category.

A set theoretic framework, a CHOICEMODEL, in which to embed

these ideas is defined below. As with other artifacts, however, it

is up to the person (modeller) who generates the various sets to see

that the sets of the artifact do provide a valid description of the

real choice problem.

Definition: A CHOICEMODEL C is a 4-tuple of sets,

C = (C, g, f, a), where

1) C is a set not empty;

2) g 6 FUNCTIONS(C,{NOTACCEPTABLE, ACCEPTABLE});

3) f e FONCTIONS(C',F), where C' = {x: x e C, g(x) = ACCEPTABLE},

and F is a set not empty; and

4) a 6 ORDERINGS (RANGE (f)).

The interrelationship between the definitions, notation and

intuitive concepts involved are given in Figure 1.	 Only the elements

of the 4-tuple need be defined in order to establish C. The 
elements

C', C" and C* defined in Figure 1 are implied in the model definition

and are exhibited only after the computations embedded 
in the model

are performed. Note particularly that the method of 
definition re-

quires C*	 C"	 C. If C' is empty, no choice is possible. 
There

is no candidate that meets the requirements established by 
g.



Concept 

The set of candidates or
prospective candidates
for C

The considerations for
feasibility for members
of C

Feasible or admissible
candidates of C

Objective functions or
goal functions of C

The set on which the
quality of goal attain-
ment for C is to be
measured

Choice criteria for C

Choices made by C

The best choices made
by C

Denotation	 Symbol 

CANDIDATES(C)

constraints (C)

OKCANDIDATES(C)	 C'

gocafunctions(C)

GOALME4SURES(C)

choiceordering(C) a

CHOICES (C)

BESTCHOICES(C)

C n={x:x C C',
f(x) is maximal
with respect to al

C*={X:x 6 C t ,

f(x) is optimal
with respect to al
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Fig. 1. CHOICEMODEL Equivalences
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If C' is a finite set then certain special properties arise.

If C' is not empty, then C" cannot be empty since every ordered set

has maximal elements. In fact, every element may be a maximal element.

If C" has only one member, then C*=C", since a single maximal element

will also be an optimal element. However, if C" has more than one

member, there is no assurance that C* is not empty. C* will have mem-

bers only if all the members of C" are equivalent as well as maximal;

that is, for all x,y c C", a(x,y) = TRUE and a(y,x) = TRUE. This is

equivalent to saying that if C* is not empty, it is the same set as

C".

The set F is a convenient intermediate set that need not be

formally defined; all that is necessary is that F:m RANGE(f). But

sometimes it will be convenient to define it in some broad way. For

example, in the multiple objective mathematical programming problem

of the next section, it will be convenient to let F = Rn . At other

times it will be convenient to define other auxiliary sets to simplify

the overall description. In particular, it will be useful to define

a set A, an attribute space into which the elements of C can be asso-

ciated with attributes meaningful for the choice problem at hand.

These considerations will become more clear with the examples to

follow.

Mathematical Programming Models

Classical optimization techniques have a lot of appeal since

they do lend a mathematical elegance to decision problems amenable to

such treatment. Classical optimization encounters some difficulties

when multiple criteria are involved, and thus gives way to 
the concepts
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of goal programming where objectives, constraints and optima become

aspiration levels, goals and satisfactums.

The mathematical programming approach consists of quantifying

the various considerations and combining them in mathematical equa-

tions or inequations, and then "solving them" so that the optimal choice

or "program" emerges.

In the notation defined at the close of Chapter 1, let

n, j	 I+, m 6 I++ , g FUNCTIONS(Rn ,Rm), b Rm ,

F = {x: g(x) < b}, and f 6 FUNCTIONS(F,10). Then the classical op-

timization problem, if F is not the empty set, is to find x 6 F such

that f(x) is optimized in some sense. (As will be noted later, the

"sense" in which optimization is to take place is a key issue.) Such

a problem is spoken of as having j objectives, m constraints and n

decision variables. The function f is called the objective function.

The g and b taken together define the constraints of the problem.

They constrain the values of x to the admissible or feasible region F.

If j = 1, the problem is one of single objective optimization--

a maximization or minimization problem--of the type that has been

studied for many years and has an extensive literature. See, for

example, Chapter 3 of Wilde and Beightler (1967). Certain specialized

single objective problems can be defined in the same framework. If the

n decision variables are to be non-negative, then the domain of g can

be defined as (R++)
n rather than R

n . It is probably more in keeping

with the way computation is usually organized, however, to modify the

domain of f by substituting Fmn n 
for F. For integer programming
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problems with non-negativity the domain of f becomes Fn(i++) n rather

than F.

If j > 1 the problem is one of multiple objective optimiza-

tion. This adds a new dimension to the problem both literally and

figuratively. The problem of multiple objective optimization, compro-

mise or trade-off,is as old as man. However, its intensive investiga-

tion in a mathematical framework is comparatively recent, and the

results are not altogether satisfactory. The added problem is that

it is no longer adequate to speak of optimization as a maximization

or minimization problem; the objective function no longer produces a

measure of optimization success but simply a vector of values in

which the meaning or sense of optimization is no longer clear. The

problem becomes one of somehow deciding what is best, i.e., what is

the proper basis for optimization. An overview of the topic and a

compilation of selected papers is given in Cochrane and Zeleny (1973).

Before discussing in detail the problems arising when multiple

objectives are sought, it will be convenient to express the above con-

cepts in the form of a CHOICEMODEL.

The Mathematical Programming CHOICEMODEL, M

In the CHOICEMODEL framework the conc epts of a mathematical

programming model can be defined as follows:

Definition: Let j, n c I+ , m 6 I++ , h c FUNCTIONS(Rn ,Rm),

and b c R
m
. Then a mathematical programming model, M, is 

a 4-tuple

(C, g, f, a), defined as follows:
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C=R
n

;

g = {(x, ok?): x 6 C, ok? = ACCEPTABLE if h(x) < h,

ok? = NOTACCEPTABLE if h(x)	 bl;

f c FUNCTIONS(C 1 ,10), where C' = {x: x	 C, g(x) =

ACCEPTABLE}; and

a = ORDERINGS(RANGE(0).

Note that the above model, like C, is still largely framework.

It will not be "computable" until each of the four sets, C, f, g and

a are specifically defined for the particular problem. The above

simply defines enough of the elements of the 4-tuples so that the

completely general framework is reduced to one of qualified general-

ity for mathematical programming problems.

As a further example, consider the following model 
of a

single objective linear programming problem with non-negativity con-

straints:
++

Definition: LetncI
+,mcI ,Abe anmxnmatrix of

real numbers, F be a 1 x n matrix of real numbers, and 
b 6 R

m .

Then a linear programming model with non-negativity constraints, 
L,

is a 4-tuple (C, g, f, a) defined as follows:

C = (R++) n ;

g = {(x, ok?): X 6 C, ok? = ACCEPTABLE 
if Ax < b,

ok? = NOTACCEPTABLE if A x j b};
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f	 {(x, F x): x 6 C, g(x) = ACCEPTABLE}; and

Œ = 1((x,y),z): x, y 6 C; g(x) = g(y) = ACCEPTABLE;

if f(x) < f(y), z = TRUE; if f(x)	 f(y), z = FALSE}.

If the feasible set is not empty such a model always has a

unique best value. In certain degenerate cases there may be more

than one candidate that produces that best value. Here the defini-

tions of A, F and b give a linear programming problem its specific

detail. The distinction between parameters of the model and inputs

to the model--from a computational point of view--is not important

in this case. In some cases, however, the definitions of A and F,

the constraint matrix and objective matrix, respectively, would be

quite basic to the problem and would be considered parameters,

whereas the amount of resources available, b, would be the variable

input that the decision maker would use to explore the behavior of

the decision. The output would be the selected x and the F x asso-

ciated with it.

Additional Considerations in Multiple Criteria Problems

Much of the original work in multiple criteria cases was in

devising ways of converting multiple objective functions into a single

objective function, and then proceeding as in the classical j = 1

cases. In other approaches, a hierarchy of objectives was used so

that optimization could first take place over a primary objective,
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and if any adjustment of decision variables remained, the attempts would

be made to optimize the second criterion, etc. The development of these

concepts is thoroughly documented by Johnsen (1968).

It soon became apparent, however, that other approaches were

needed. In some cases very small reductions from optimum for a primary

objective could sometimes produce valuable improvements in a secondary

objective. This produced the problem of determining marginal substitu-

tion rates for the various objectives. (But note that if substitution

rates are constant over the entire feasible region, the problem could

have initially been stated as one with a single objective function.)

But marginal substitution rates are often elusive, subjective, investi-

gator dependent, time dependent, and otherwise inaccessible to the

modeller/analyst. While there may be reasonable agreement among var-

ious modellers and analysts on the formulation of the various objective

functions and constraints, the relative importance of the various ob-

jectives under different proposed policies (choices, decisions) can

only be established by the decision makers. But it is not realistic to

ask the CHOOSER to define his preferences throughout F a priori so that

the optimization can be conducted as a predetermined experiment. 
The

CHOOSER will generally find it impossible to articulate his own prefer-

ences for the large region of F where no feasible solution is likely

to be found. In fact, while F may be well defined mathematically, a

substantial amount of computation may be required simply to present 
F

to the CHOOSER in a framework in which he can readily react. Hence,

if a completely predetermined experiment is sought, it may turn 
out
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that the CHOOSER has the added burden of supplying his marginal

preferences for alternatives outside of F.

For the above reasons, most of the multiple objective opti-

mization schemes that have been implemented avoid predetermined

experiments in favor of adaptive experiments; that is, they require

input information more than once as the experiments proceed. "In

this connection, however, there arises another problem: the 
problem

of successfully organizing the 'analyst-decision maker' dialog. For

psychological reasons, the questions put to the decision maker have

to be clear and sufficiently simple. The number of these questions

as well as the number of 'analyst-customer' dialogs have to be mini-

mized as far as possible (Benayoun and others, 1972, 
p. 1258),"

Important developments have taken place in recent years both

in determining marginal substitution rates and in organizing 
the

dialog. Geoffrion (1967) worked extensively with the j = 2 case for

which trade-offs can be diagrammed quite easily. Boyd (1970) developed

a technique for determining the decision maker's 
marginal substitution

rates for more general cases. Monarchi (1972) developed 
a computerized

scheme for getting decision maker's preferences dynamically at tele-

type or cathode ray interactive terminals. Other 
computer oriented

schemes have also been presented; e.g., 1) the 
STEP Method of Benayoun

and others (1970) treats the linear programming problem (where f 
and g

are linear combinations of decision variables) for j > 1, 2) the

Méthode Électre II of Roy and Bertier (1972) uses ordering relations
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to determine the regions of concordance and discordance in judgment

among a group or panel of decision makers.

Dyer (1973) developed a time-sharing program for attacking

multiple objective problems in Rn space. The particular feature of

Dyer's method is that he organizes the man-machine dialog in such a

way that only ordinal preferences (or indifferences) must be reported

by the decision maker. The computer then takes over the problem of

assigning numerical values to the preferences thus obtained. The

decision maker retains some control over the size of the decision

problem by controlling the step size. The computer program, however,

manages the whole process of moving stepwise, in the directions

determined in the preference evaluation.

Although Dyer's technique is not applicable to the present

problem for reasons given below, his insight into the problems of

eliciting information from a decision maker in a time-sharing envi-

ronment is directly applicable. In particular, he cites Torgerson

(1958) as arguing that ordinal comparisons are much less demanding

on the decision maker than point estimates. The ease of use by the

decision maker is an important element in making the time-sharing

process successful. Dyer also refers to a study (Feinberg 1972)

which indicates that "the tradeoffs obtained from a series of ordinal

comparisons are more accurate than those obtained from point esti-

mates."

All of the above work has been done in 
some continuous subset

of the decision space Rn . In addition, each of the component numbers
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of the n-vector x E F has the customary meanings associated with num-

bers. They are numbers that measure things and can be combined

meaningfully with elementary arithmetic and algebraic operators into

either objectives or constraints. They are not simply numerical sym-

bols representing non-numeric concepts. Taxonomies of many of the

multiple objective concepts for seeking optima (largely in Rn space)

appear in Roy (1971) and MacCrimmon (1973).

And, of course, all of the above assumes that some feasible

solution exists in the first place. That is, the set of feasible

solutions is not empty; all constraints are met even though the satis-

faction level of the available choices may not be very high. There

will be problems, naturally, for which this is not true. Techniques

for finding these and knowing when to seek other alternatives are 
also

needed.

Information Retrieval Models 

Quite different from mathematical programming is the concept

of automated information search and retrieval, where the typical

library system of cataloging (card indices of titles, authors 
and sub-

jects) has been supplemented by computer based schemes. Some 
are

quite specialized in that the hierarchy of coding information 
is

developed for a specific field of inquiry. For example, a 
substantial

effort has been made to code library type materials 
in the field of

arid land studies in a specialized computer file at 
The University of

Arizona (Zeitler 1970). More generally, the schemes involve key

words identified with the published material or some 
sort of computer



analysis of the text itself. Whether the text is coded by librarians

with appropriate backgrounds or by detailed computer analysis of the

text, results attainable in recovery of materials by such retrieval

schemes are limited by trade-offs between recall and precision. A

high percentage of recall (recovering all the related material) car-

ries with it a low precision (recall of excess amount of material not

useful). Salton (1970) reported that recalls of 50% and precision of

60% were attainable using these schemes. He feels that interactive

searches can produce improvement.

One of the most fruitful ways of upgrading retrieval per-

formance consists in using multiple searches based on user 

feedback information furnished during the search process.

Interactive search methods should then lead to a retrieval

effectiveness approaching a recall and precision of about

0.70 . . . [Emphasis supplied].

Even if the improvements envisioned by Salton are attained,

the results are not particularly attractive for the present problem.

The selection of documents is not in itself the choice or 
decision

desired, and the high rate of selection of inapplicable documents

would seem to compound rather than ameliorate the problem. However,

Salton does suggest what is required to improve the results.

• . . a retrieval system is designed to serve a large, 
some-

times heterogeneous user population. Since users may 
have

different needs and aims, and since their search requests

may range from survey or tutorial type questions 
to very

detailed analytical queries, an excessively specific analysis

may be too detailed for most users.

While "an excessively specific analysis" may be too detailed 
for most

users, in the present case, when the users constitute 
a well defined

group the specific analysis concept is appealing. A 
CHOICEMODEL for

one such scheme follows.
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A CHOICEMODEL I for Information Retrieval

The CHOICEMODEL I for information retrieval is based on the

concept of a single computation based on input supplied by the

CHOOSER. To use such a model iteratively, it must be embedded in

a dynamical system so that the model computations can be accomplished

as many times as necessary.

One method for information retrieval is based on identifying

each document (book, manuscript, journal, letter, audio tape, video

tape, motion picture film, or whatever source of information it is of

interest to catalog) with certain key words that relate to the con-

tents of the document. For example, the proposal for the research

grart under which the larger part of this study was done is identified

by the following set of key words: {validation, time series analysis,

systems analysis, computer simulation, network design, water resource

management, stochastic processes, statistical inference, cost-benefit

analysis). A document search can then be established on the basis of

key words that the CHOOSER identifies as closely related to his needs.

A document that is associated with several of the key words of CHOOSER

interest is likely to be pertinent. It may also be assumed that the

lack of certain key words would make the document useless. The number

of key words directly associated with the CHOOSER's inquiry might, in

fact, act as some measure of the likelihood that the document is

pertinent.

A CHOICEMODEL representation, I, of 
this is presented below.

Each of the elements is defined after some discussion of the under-

lying rationale.
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The candidate set can be as broadly described as desired,

although there is no assurance that all the documents described will

actually be coded and actually be present in the model. Further,

there is no need, from the mathematical description point of view, to

attempt to limit the number of candidates by prescreening in any way.

Hence

C = {x: x is any reproducible document considered of

potential value in the treatment of the present

problem}.

An intermediate attribute space will be notationally conven-

ient. Therefore let A = {k: k is a key word associated with any

member of C}. The desired attribute space, A, then will be the set

of all subsets of A. In this way the subset of key words associated

with any x e C will be the attribute of interest. Thus A = {a: ac=A}.

To identify each of the candidates with the appropriate sub-

set of key words is a task usually assigned to the writer 
of the

document (as in the above example), but it can be done by catalogers

or others. In any case the information retrieval scheme, 
if it is

to be of any immediate use to a CHOOSER, must have the 
function

C e FOCTIONS(C,A) defined and embedded in the model in advance.

Suppose now that the only documents that the 
CHOOSER considers

worthy of retention in C' (i.e., admissible or acceptable) are 
those

containing two particular key words. Let the subset of 
A (i.e., the

element of A) containing only those two words be identified 
as a2 .

Then
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g = f(x,ok?): x 6 C, Ok? = ACCEPTABLE if c(x)	 a2 ,

ok? = NOTACCEPTABLE if c(x) )a2}.

And, as always, C' = {x: x 6 C, g(x) = ACCEPTABLE}.

Suppose now that the CHOOSER decides that the number of certain

additional key words of particular interest to him would constitute a

useful score of best. Best in this context will mean that the documents

with the highest number of selected key words are considered to be most

likely to be of direct interest to the CHOOSER. In this sense it con-

stitutes an "expected value" of usefulness. Let a10 
6 A be such a

subset of key words; i.e., a subset of A containing 10 elements. Then

f = {(x,z): x 6 C', z = ii(c(x) n al0 )}; and

a = {((x,y),z): x,y e C'; if f(x) < f(y), z = TRUE;

if f(x)	 f(y), z = FALSE}.

Here the CHOOSER has depended upon a substantial amount of prior

work by others to define all aspects of the choice model, I, except a 2

and an . Implementation of the model consists of designing and building

a physical system, ZREAL , that accepts the required inputs, performs the

computations implied by the model, and produces the desired outputs.

If the model I has been implemented, the CHOOSER need only define a2

and a10 at 
the input of the device and receive his list of acceptable

candidates simply ordered by his criteria. If he is not satisfied with

the results obtained, he can reenter the system with different con-

straints or objectives to obtain new information.
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Moving Towards CHOOSE 

Only a small subset of the world's decision or choice prob-

lems lend themselves to the numerical treatment required for mathe-

matical programming. Many problems, the present one of model choice

included, deal with concepts and images which must be expressed

largely in non-numeric symbols and functions defined on these sym-

bols. If such symbols cannot be mapped into a suitable numeric space

and prepared for computation in the familiar arithmetic of real num-

bers, they cannot be treated by the mathematical programming methods

described above. However, the mathematics of arbitrary sets has been

developed extensively the last few decades, and there are many sym-

bolic mathematical techniques that can be considered. The challenge

is to see to what extent the properties of numbers can be enlisted

so that mathematical programming techniques can be of some assistance

in solving the problem.

Aspiration Levels, Satisfactums, and Goal Programming

In attempting to find some intermediate position between

mathematical programming and information retrieval schemes some

consideration of the role of goals, aspirations and objectives is

needed.

"It belongs to an educated man to seek such certitude in each

thing as the nature of the thing allows (Aristotle, in Saucedo and

Schiring 1968)." Since the ingredients of the multiple criteria problem

are so elusive, it is frequently desirable not to push the optimum
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concept too far. Continuing the search for optima beyond the point

where the preciseness of the mathematical formulation is meaningful is

a mathematical exercise rather than a problem solving exercise.

The approach taken now is to reach some satisfactum; a solu-

tion that meets all constraints and is as close to an optimum as one

can reasonably expect to come within the time available for analysis,

given the uncertainties of the evaluation techniques. The process

usually involves examination of a sequence of changing "aspiration

levels" for the various objectives so that the resulting mix of fea-

sible aspiration levels is acceptable to the decision maker. Such a

practice often involves adjusting some goals in attempts to see what

Influence such changes have on other goals. Hence the term goal

programming is also used.

Eilon (1972) points out that goals and constraints become al-

most interchangeable under these conditions. If an attempt is made

to maximize one of several objective functions at the expense of the

others, then one or more of the others may fall below acceptable

levels. To overcome this it becomes necessary to convert these ob-

jectives into constraints in order to see that they are met at some

minimum acceptable level. In the same way, if what was initially

an important objective is satisfied well above some optimistic aspi-

ration level, some reduction of that objective may be entertained

if it will lead to significant improvements in others. In this case

the original objective may become a constraint in that a limit may be

established on how low it will be permitted to go. As 
will be seen
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later, some advantage is taken of this interchangeability of goals and

constraints in the CHOOSE procedures.

Candidates, Attributes and Objectives

As noted by MacCrimmon (1973, PP .1-2) there is a fundamental

distinction between attributes of candidates and the ability of candi-

dates to meet objectives. In the context of multiple objective and

multiple attribute decision problems, his definitions are as follows:

Multiple attribute decision problems deal with choosing
among a set of alternatives which are described in terms of

their attributes. Choosing among automobiles described by

such attributes as initial cost, size, horsepower, accelera-

tion, and fuel economy is, for example, a typical multiple

attribute decision problem. Most of the techniques available

for dealing with these multiple attribute situations require

information about (a) the decision maker's preference among

values of a given attribute (how much does he prefer a 2-mile

per gallon fuel saving over a 5-mile per gallon fuel saving)

and (b) the decision maker's preference across attributes
(how much more important is cost than acceleration). The

multiple attribute techniques either directly ask the decision

maker for an assessment of the strengths of these preferences

or they infer them from his past choices.

Multiple objective decision models, on the other hand,

recognize that attributes of alternatives are often just

means to higher ends--the decision maker's objectives. These

techniques, then, require (a) preference information about

the decision maker's objectives and (b) information about the

instrumental relationship between objectives and attributes.

Preferences among attributes are thus derived from the prefer-

ences among objectives and the functions relating attributes

to objectives. In multiple objective models an alternative

can be described either in terms of its attributes or in terms

of the extent to which it achieves the objectives of the de-

cision maker. In our automobile example, the decision maker's

relevant objectives may be financial security, prestige,

dependable transportation etc. A multiple objective model

would require priorities on values of financial security

versus prestige and also the linkages which relate the 
extent

to which cost, size, acceleration, etc. contribute to

prestige.



In summary, the attributes are the things that can be used

to describe the candidates whereas the objectives are those end

requirements that must somehow be satisfied. Presumably there

exists some mapping between attributes and objectives so that the

performance objectives can be stated in terms of the attributes.

Once objectives are analyzed in some way then a backward mapping

leads to the selected candidate. This leads to a generalized

relationship which can be illustrated by the following mapping:

The arrows to the right indicate those mappings which must be de-

fined in creating the choice framework. The mappings to the left

show the steps that must be taken after some objective is selected

• in order to determine which candidate is indicated by that choice.

In the mathematical programming CHOICEMODEL M, the general-

ized procedures can be considered as being compressed to the fol-

lowing form:
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The implication here is that rather than the set of available candi-

dates giving rise to attributes, the attributes themselves over which

the objective choice is made do in fact constitute the candidate set

directly. The backward mapping stops when the policy vector (attri-

bute vector producing the optimal as measured by the objective) is

decided upon. The corresponding candidate is presumed to exist. For

example, in Dyer's model (1973) the choice is made strictly on the

basis of numerical attributes developed by the CHOOSER. In his

example of developing marginal substitution rates in the choice of an

automobile, he considers that such trade-offs exist, for example, be-

tween horsepower and gasoline mileage in a continuum and that the

problem is solved once the horsepower and gasoline mileage are selected.

No provision is made for the final backward mapping step to find an

actual candidate that has the desired attributes.

In the information retrieval CHOICEMODEL I a little different

situation exists in that the candidates are mapped into an attribute

space and the choice seems to be made by working directly with the

attributes rather than any formally defined objective space. This is

illustrated as follows:
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The person attempting to retrieve information has to work in a frame-

work which ends with attributes. He must search in terms of attri-

butes, often with little knowledge of how his choices will influence

his meeting his objectives.

Since it will not be possible to implement the basic CHOICE-

MODEL C in a completely generalized way, some compromises will be

required to create the procedures to attack the present problem.

Therefore an attempt must now be made to retreat from generality in

a slightly different direction than either of the two just described,

but in a manner that allows the choice process to proceed for the im-

portant cases of the present problem. The retreat in this case will

be an attempt to suppress the attribute space so that the following

form arises:

The suppression of the attribute space is the key step, and it

places the complete burden on the EVALUATORs of presenting all of the

information to the CHOOSER in objective form. This means that re-

searchers (EVALUATORS, applications engineers, etc.) must



adopt this viewpoint and try to formulate all of their measures of

candidate performance in terms of user needs rather than quantities

that are convenient to measure and display.

CHOOSE vs. Information Retrieval

In attempting to eliminate the attribute space it will be

useful to see just which aspects of information retrieval concepts

need to be carried forward into the CHOOSE model.

The user of a retrieval scheme is still required to devote

considerable time to study, analysis and filtration of the useful

documents retrieved; and to rejection of those retrieved that are

not pertinent. The CHOOSER must create his own judgment criteria,

evaluate his own requirements against those of competing candidates

and generate his own rationale for selection.

The problems identified in Chapter 2 indicate that this is

too much to expect. Information retrieval schemes have been in

existence for some time. Numerous key word files centered around

hydrologic material have been developed. However, their chief use

seems to be for educational purposes and for building foundations

for future research. They are not as helpful to users or potential

users of the concepts as many would like.

Even though the information retrieval and document search

schemes have not proved extremely helpful, a substantial sharpening

of the focus to specific choices could be attainable, as Salton

(1970) suggests, by making the analysis extremely specific. Note,
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however, even though the concept of making an extremely specific

analysis in an information retrieval context can be used, since the

search will be for model structure rather than documents, the choice

will not necessarily lead to journal articles or text books but may

lead to packaged programs, mass storage files at various locations

or data bases existing in almost any form.
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CHOOSE vs. Mathematical Programming

In viewing the CHOOSE situation from a mathematical program-

ming point of view three points can be made. First, there are mul-

tiple objectives/constraints/goals in these choice problems. There

will always be some need to balance resources of time, supplies, labor,

capital investment, etc., against the insights which the model is

expected to produce. All of these requirements must be determined by

the CHOOSER; they cannot be decided by the EVALUATORS who make the

detailed analyses of the items that are placed in the associated

CHOOSE data base.

Second, in mathematical programming problems the choice or

decision is made by selecting those feasible values of the decision

variables which produce the desired result. Each decision variable

is, within limits, presumed subject to the control of the decision

maker, and each can be made independently. It is this property that

makes them decision variables. However, in the present case, the

decisions come in "packages"; with one choice all of the attributes

(variables on which objective functions are defined) are selected.

So the points in the domain space are restricted to those sets of

points represented by the possible decisions. Even though you might

like to make each decision individually, you must end up picking, in

the present choice situation, one of the candidates that best (in

some sense) meets the objectives.

Further reference to Dyer (1973) should clarify this. His

illustration of eliciting trade-offs in the selection of an automobile
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considers three factors: cost, horsepower, and miles per gallon.

His interactive dialog then produces a feasible mix of these three

elements which represents the buyer's preferences. But automobiles

do not exist in a continuum of prices, horsepowers, and fuel con-

sumption rates. The problem remains, even after the satisfactum of

the decision maker is found, to select the automobile to purchase.

If the problem were the inverse, that of deciding what feasible com-

bination of cost, power, and fuel consumption should be embedded in

a new design, the situation would be different. In this case the

decision would probably be made on the basis of a collection of a

large number of opinions; in fact, several decisions are made in

such cases resulting in a multiple product line.

Third, mathematical programming is based on numbers; whereas

Information retrieval schemes are generally developed on words and

other non-numeric symbols. Further, the numbers used in mathematical

programming represent measures of the decision variables and objec-

tives. They are not simply ordered symbols representing non-numeric

concepts.

Many people, and particularly engineers and scientists, feel com-

fortable with numbers. Lord Kelvin (Beakley and Chilton 1973, p. 235)

summarized the attitude quite nicely with "If you can measure that of

which you speak, and can express it by a number, you know something

of your subject; but when you cannot measure it, your knowledge is

meager and unsatisfactory."

Since the CHOOSE model is conceived as a blending of the more

tractable elements of mathematical programming and information retrieval,



the challenge here will be to find symbols having some of the useful

properties of numbers so that some of the mathematical programming

techniques can be used.

The things that seem to be necessary to move towards CHOOSE

from information retrieval and mathematical programming schemes in a

way that suppresses the intermediate attribute space are the topics

of the next three major sections.

Selecting the Directions for Compromise

Oliver Wendell Holmes (Highet 1963) is said to have noted

that "no generalization is worth a damn; including this one." This

is undoubtedly true here. The generalized model choice framework

does not really display a mechanism for solving the problem. If the

mechanism for performing the required calculations is not embedded in

the model itself, then the model cannot be computed and the results

are not attainable.

The role of general concepts is to provide a framework for

thinking and to aid in directing compromises which must be made to

attain a useful, practical result. The directions of the compromise

which must be taken in the retreat from generality will, of course,

be guided by the nature of the problem under study. The nature of

the CHOOSE problem has been described in preceding sections. These

give some suggestion as to what the retreats must be. The next two

major sections develop those concepts in greater detail.
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Value Judgments 

Having agreed that the ordering relation "is as good as or

better than" is to be the guiding theme for comparison, it will be

useful to investigate how this can be applied.

In many cases the concepts of good, better and best are really

embedded in the text of the description. For example, consider the

binary question related to a particular streamf low model, "Does the

model predict peak flow?" If we are viewing this in a completely de-

composed framework in which each response is evaluated on its own

merit without considering the implications on other questions, then

an answer of "yes" is almost without question better than an answer

of "no".

As a second example consider the following. A set of stream-

flow models is to be evaluated on the basis of how accurately it pre-

dicts the time of a flood peak for a particular type of storm event.

The selected finite set of evaluations could be as follows:

1. Does not predict time of event

2. Predicts within ±6 hours

. 3. Predicts within ±1 hour

4. Predicts within ±10 minutes

5. Predicts within ±3 minutes

While it may not be important to an individual model user that timing

of flood peak be predicted better than one hour, it is still intuitively

obvious that the higher numbered evaluations are in the ordinary sense

better than the lower ones. Again this assumes the situation is not

confounded by concern for the influence on other questions.



But according to Hamlet (Shakespeare 1940), "things are

neither good nor bad, but thinking makes them so." There are situa-

tions where a CHOOSER or an EVALUATOR must take a position on what is

good or bad and perform a ranking (total ordering) accordingly. Sup-

pose, for example, one is faced with a question of evaluating stream-

flow models with respect to the size of basin for which they are

suitable. An integer indexed set of symbolic evaluations might be as

follows:

1. Useful for urban water catchments up to 100 acres.

2. Useful for suburban catchments from 10-1000 acres.

3. Of general use for undeveloped watersheds from 1000

acres to 100 square miles.

4. Useful for modelling perennial stream basins up to

50,000 square miles.

5. Useful for modelling ephemeral stream flow in basins

from 5 to 500 square miles.

Here the concept of what is good or bad is not intuitive at all and

would vary substantially depending on the user's viewpoint. Here,

to paraphrase an old saying, "best is in the eye of the beholder."

Symbolic sets of the above type which cannot be totally ordered on

the basis of binary relationship "is as good as or better than" are

useless in the present context. It is up to the ingenuity of the

EVALUATORS to formulate evaluations which will not encounter the

logical problem of the above example. If this cannot be done then

the CHOOSE procedures will not be directly applicable.
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To modify the above example consider now what might be done

to the above to make it useful in the CHOOSE context. A set of ques-

tions of the following nature can be posed, each of which admits of a

set of symbolic responses capable of the required total ordering.

1. Is the model suitable for use in evaluating urban

watersheds?

2. Is the model of use in evaluating suburban watersheds?

3. Is the model of use in evaluating undeveloped watersheds?

4. The model is capable of handling watersheds of the follow-

ing minimum size:

(1) 100 square miles

(2) 10 square miles

(3) 1 square mile

(4) 100 acres

(5) 10 acres

(6) 1 acre

5. The model is capable of handling watersheds of the follow-

ing maximum size:

(1) 1 acre

(2) 10 acres

(3) 100 acres

(4) 1 square mile

(5) 10 square miles

(6) 100 square miles

Note that questions 1, 2 and 3 are binary questions that are worded so

they can be answered yes or no, although it is true that questions 2
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or 3 could perhaps be evaluated on the basis of the degree of their

ability to do the required tasks and total ordering could be developed

on this. For question 4, response (6) can, on the basis of unaided

intuition, be considered better than (1). This is simply because the

word "minimum" appears in the statement. The corresponding question

(question 5) involving "maximum" is required to clarify the situation

completely. Note that this question inverts the order of the six

responses so that the larger integers representing responses can be

considered better than the lower ones.

It is true that a total ordering at the element level would

not be required and that partial orderings could be of some value.

However, since a fairly large number of partial orderings is not

likely to produce a very useful product ordering, it seems best at this

point to constrain the direct responses for the CHOOSE model to those

that can be totally ordered.

It can be seen that even though the numbers associated with

the various symbolic responses are not in fact measures of the vari-

ous properties, it may be possible to use them as measures in certain

limited contexts. This will be particularly true if the step size

between the various choices is organized in such a way that to the

CHOOSER or EVALUATOR each integer increase intuitively represents

about an equal "step" of desirability.
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Decoupling or Decomposition 

Although the importance of decoupling or decomposition of

questions (attributes) has been touched on in the preceding section,

some further development with examples seems indicated.

Note that it was necessary to break the one question in the

previous section down into five independent questions in order for

the concept of best to be embedded suitably. This unfortunately will

often be the case. However, some limitation on the total number of

questions will be necessary if a CHOOSER can be expected to interact

with the CHOOSE system and get meaningful answers within the space

of a few hours. Although experience with the television game, "Twenty

Questions,"would indicate that some fairly complex situations could be

resolved with 20--usually binary--questions, it seems plausible to

embed a higher number in the CHOOSE model. For the present configura-

tion of the CHOOSE system, on the CDC 6400 computer the limitation is

59 binary questions and 14 questions capable of up to 8 responses.

As an example of the need for decomposition of questions into

those whose replies can be independent of other replies, consider the

following. In choosing material for an electrical conductor, the cost

of the material in cents per pound could be considered an independent

and important question which is capable of being totally ordered, as

described in the preceding section. However, that is not the entire

story. The conductivity and density of the material are going to be

involved in determining how much is required. Conductivities could

also be stated as an independent question and the conductivities of
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various materials again is amenable to total ordering, where the higher

conductivities are considered better. A total ordering on material

densities would also be possible but here it would be difficult to

apply a value judgment. Is higher density better than low? But here

the problem arises that the CHOOSER cannot really reach a decision on

the basis of independent answers to any of these questions. In a

typical CHOOSE situation where the CHOOSER constitutes an intelligent

but uninformed user, he will of course seek the lowest cost and the

highest conductivity and probably not find any material that meets

both of these requirements. In these situations the EVALUATORs should

perhaps suppress both of the preceding questions and instead ask a

single question again amenable to total ordering as to what is the

cost per unit length of a particular conductor per mho of conductivity.

A single response to this question--which should be within the capa-

bility of an intelligent CHOOSER--would lead more directly to the

required material.

Additional questions of course could be used to clarify further

the material choices for particular uses. Attributes such as struc-

tural properties, corrosion resistance, size limitations, etc., could

be embedded in a CHOOSE model for such a situation.

It should be very clear now that the extensions sought to cur-

rent choice procedures place a substantial burden on the EVALUATORs to

generate not only independent questions/attributes, but to generate

them strictly in the context of the CHOOSER's limited ability to make

use of them. In other words the mapping from attributes to objectives



is done by the EVALUATORs. The CHOOSERs conduct their deliberations

strictly in an atmosphere of objectives.

This is not to imply that a question regarding cost per pound

of the material would be completely useless. It may be important to

certain CHOOSERs as a secondary objective. What is important in the

objective questions for CHOOSE is that the right questions need to be

present for the application at hand. It is possible to construct

the CHOOSE model so that questions that are simply ignored or unan-

swered by the CHOOSER will not influence the ensuing analysis. The

most important concept is that the CHOOSER must decouple the question

in his mind in preparing his responses rather than attempting to

equivocate between the questions. [It would be, of course, possible

to build such continuous trade-offs between two questions into the

model,but at this stage of development it seems better to stop at

this point in developing the attribute/objective space. Trade-offs

in a continuum of the nature of those developed by Boyd (1970) and

Monarchi (1972) could be embedded at a later date.]
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The Resulting Feasible Region 

If each attribute or objective had been associated with a subset

of the positive integers without embedded value judgment, the resulting

space would have been simply the series of rather randomly placed points

in the space (I
+) n , where n is the number of attributes or objectives

into which the candidate was mapped. For a two-dimensional visualiza-

tion of this, consider the case of four candidates with the following

attributes:

Candidate	Attribute I	 Attribute 2 

1 2 6
2 6 1
3 2 6
4 4 -8

This is mapped in two-dimensional positive integer space in Figure 2.

Here,since no ordering is implied by the numbers associated with the

various characteristics of the candidate, one has no way of establish-

ing any criteria for exploring the attribute space in any rational

method. The only way to operate in this situation is to view each

candidate in its entirety and make some overall value judgment.

However, using the value judgment concept for the various

attributes/objectives, the feasible region can be enhanced substan-

tially since each candidate which is evaluated contains in its

characteristics (attribute/objective set) all of the points with lower

numbers. For example, in Figure 3, candidate #1, if rated on the

same basis as before, now extends the feasible region to include all

points lying in the Cartesian product space {1,2 } X {1,2,3,4,5,6 } .
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Attribute 2

(Candidate 4

X	 •

• .	 .	 •	 •

(Candidate 1

• X	 •	 •	 •

• .	 •	 .	 .

• • 	s 	•

• •	 •	 •

The X's denote
the feasible
points.

•

X
(

Candidate 3
•

(Candidate 2

X

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8 
Attribute 1

Fig. 2.	 Feasible Space without Value Judgments

The same is true for each of the other candidates and the fea-

sible space generated by the four candidates is exhibited by all of

the X's shown in Figure 3.	 With this type of space the CHOOSER (on

the basis of the iterative procedures described in detail in Chapter

4) is given more of an opportunity to maneuver in the space until he

finds the best trade-off between his input and the capabilities of

the various candidates.
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Attribute 2

(Candidate 4 at its best

• •

Candidate 1 at its best (appears to be dominated)

• •

X	 X	 X	 X	 •	 •	 The X'S denote
the feasible
points.

X	 X	 X	 X	 •	 •

X	 X	 X	 X	 •	 •

A feasible point introduced by

X	 X	 X	 X
Candidate 3

"Candidate 3 at its best

X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 •

iCandidate 2 at its best

X	 X	 X	 X	 X •

Fig. 3.	 Feasible Space with Value Judgments

Briefly then, one considers those choice situations in which

the evaluation of the various candidates is to be done on the basis of

an n-vector of the decomposed or independent objectives, each element

of which can be assigned a numeric value from a small subset of the

positive integers such that the larger numbers represent the better

ability to meet the associated objective. Each of the candidates is

then evaluated in terms of a vector from the set of all vectors deter-

mined by the maximum possible candidate space.



This leads to a vector maximization problem of the type on

which much work has been done. See Cochrane and Zeleny (1973) where

some of the work has been done along this line.

The selection of the best available vectors turns out to be a

problem of defining aspiration level of individual CHOOSERs in such a

way that each individual CHOOSER can choose what is best in the con-

text of his particular application. The dynamics of this choice

process are described in Chapter 4. The embedding of the above ideas

into a mathematical description follows after notes on the probability

of feasibility and on dominance.
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The Existence of Feasible Solutions 

It appears that there are two fundamentally different choice

situations which arise in practice. The first of these is one in

which all the alternatives are known to the individual who needs to

make the choice. In this case he can analyze the trade-off questions

in the context of his view of the problem at hand and of the contri-

butions which each of the available alternatives would make to the

situation. He then chooses, on the basis of some stated or unstated

overall satisfactum, the one which he determines best in the context

of the time available, importance of the choice, and his state of

knowledge of the pros and cons of the situation.

A simple example of this situation would be the foreman of a

construction company who is required to make up a special crew with

motor vehicle to undertake a bridge repair at some distant point on

short notice. He is presumably aware of the capabilities and limita-

tions of each of the men available and of the motor vehicles at his

disposal. While he is not likely to make the "optimal" choice of

crew and vehicle in everyone's judgment, he will probably make a

reasonably satisfactory one. The point here, however, is that, what-

ever his choice, it is not likely to be infeasible. He will not

attempt to assign personnel not available or vehicles which are not

available to him.

The second situation is the one of concern here. This is the

case in which the CHOOSER does not have an intimate knowledge of capa-

bilities and limitations of what could be made available. This situa-

tion arises when the CHOOSER is not the "expert" on the subject matter
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of the problem but only has vague ideas of what is possible (feasible)

in the field of his inquiry. This situation seems to be at the heart

of the model (structure) choice questions treated here. If presented

with a set of judgment criteria and response sets, and no detailed

knowledge of the candidate set, the CHOOSER will be propelled by his

desire to do the best job to ask for the most benefit and offer the

least of his resources in order to see if the choice is possible on

such a basis. He may then be prepared to retreat to a point of less

benefit and application of more resources in attempts to arrive at a

suitable compromise.

In these circumstances infeasibility is likely to be a bigger

hurdle than moving towards optimality from an initial feasible solu-

tion. In any case, the treatment of methods of moving towards

optimality (or a satisfactum in the case of multi-objective situations)

has been covered extensively in the literature, particularly in those

situations in which the objective and constraints are such that the

problem can be considered in terms of marginal substitution rates of

real (and, hence, infinitely divisible) numbers. But in broader ques-

tions substantial uncertainty may be present on whether or not any

feasible solution exists. While this may appear to be a pessimistic

restatement of one of Murphy's Laws (if anything can go wrong, it

will), it does correspond with some experience.

To illustrate this second situation with an example of per-

sonnel selection an exercise was conducted with the CHOOSE procedures

of the Appendices. This was an attempt to assist in the selection of

a new head for the Department of Systems and Industrial Engineering
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at The University of Arizona. The writer, who has had substantial

experience in selecting professional and administrative personnel and

in evaluating applications, worked informally to develop criteria for

selection. He then evaluated all of the then 75 applications on the

basis of the 19-vector element rating scheme established. Following

this, three CHOOSERs (four, counting the writer) established the

response vectors, stating their requirements for the position in the

context of criteria developed. Although two of the CHOOSERs were mem-

bers of the selection committee (and, accordingly, had prior knowledge

of the qualification levels within reach), none of the candidates met

the minimum requirements established for the position by any of the

four CHOOSERS. By the rating scheme (described later beginning on

page 97), which ranks candidates on a scale of 1 (meets all criteria

without question) through 8 (fails to meet many of the tests, includ-

ing failure by more than one step margin in at least one case), the

best rating achieved on any of the evaluations was 5. A rating of 4

is the most marginal of the feasible ratings. A rating of 5 indicates

that at least one of the firm minimum requirements was not met.

It is necessary, if the job is to be filled at all from this

set of candidates, for the CHOOSER to modify his criteria. He may do

this in several ways. He may relax some specification until he finds

that some candidates become available. Not being satisfied with that,

he may return the relaxed specification to somewhere near the original

level and relax one or more of the other specifications until he finds

a feasible non-empty set of candidates with which he feels he would be

satisfied. He can then enter the optimization phase 
by varying his



criteria, by introducing other criteria not previously incorporated,

or by making subjective evaluations. Regardless of his technique for

approaching optimality, the toughest task for him has been to estab-

lish feasibility. The optimality of the final choice will probably

remain elusive even though certain mathematical niceties may be ob-

served in making the final choice.

The question may arise, "Is there any essential difference

between the technique just described for establishing the existence

of at least one feasible solution, and of moving toward optimality

from a collection of feasible solutions?" In one sense, in the

example just given, moving towards feasibility has the aspect of not

moving at all but simply retreating from the original goals and con-

straints to a less desirable set. It constitutes a retreat from

original goals and constraints to a new set, attempting to keep the

retreat as orderly and as small as possible. Of course, if such a

retreat is in itself feasible, it must mean that the original posi-

tion must be overstated to some degree. If the entire relaxation of

goals and constraints ultimately achieved had been available at the

outset, and if, in this form, they uncovered a non-empty set of feas-

ible solutions, then the problem would have appeared at the outset as

one of traditional moving toward optimality in a feasible set to

one final choice (following Roy 1971). So there may be no essen-

tial conceptual difference between moving toward feasibility

and moving toward optimality, but simply a question of direction of

movement of the constraints, and adjustment of goals. Yet for the

class of problems considered here, where the CHOOSER is seeking to do
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his best without detailed knowledge of what the possible choices are,

infeasibility can be expected to be the typical first result. The

alternative would be for the CHOOSER to enter the system with absolutely

minimal acceptable criteria for each component so that all tentatively

feasible solutions would be visible at the outset. This would reverse

the problem to the traditional one of moving toward optimality. How-

ever, in terns of the human proclivity for trying to get the most for

the least, by negotiating from an initially overstated initial position,

it may be that moving toward feasibility may be not only the typical

situation but also the preferred one.

While it is impossible to state the degree to which the feasi-

bility question would arise in any particular model choice context, it

is instructive to speculate on the probability of finding no feasible

solutions in the sense that there is no candidate which meets all of

the stated requirements at some minimal level. Certain simplifying

assumptions are needed. Suppose that we must satisfy,at the minimum

level,n criteria; that is, we are evaluating an n-tuple figure of

merit to see that all n conditions are met at the minimal level.

Suppose further that there are m candidates and that p is the

probability that any element of any candidate will be "equal to or

better than" the corresponding requirement. Then the probability of

failure of a particular candidate on any one point (any one element of

the n-tuple) is 1 - p. The probability that the candidate passes each

of the n tests is pn , and the probability that it fails at one or more

points is 1 - pn . Hence, if p = 0.75 and n = 20, the probability of an

individual candidate's failing is 0.997 or 99.7%.
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Now, if there are m candidates, each with the same likelihood

of failure, the probability that they will all fail is (1 - pn) m
•

Hence, the probability that at least I will pass is 1 - (1 - pn) m .

Continuing the above example, if there are 3 candidates, the probabil-

ity of existence of a feasible solution is 0.9%; if the candidate set

increases to 100, the probability of finding a feasible solution in-

creases to 27.2%.

The purpose of the above estimates is to develop some insight

into the magnitude of the problem. No implication is intended that

probabilities play any role in the actual selection processes contem-

plated by the CHOOSE procedures outlined here. Some extension of the

sample computations are contained in Table 1.

Table 1

Percentage Chance of Finding Feasible Solution

lu	 20	 40	 60

P = .50 1
3

10
30

100
300

3.1

	

9.1	 .3

	

27.2	 1.0

	

61.4	 2.9

	

95.8	 9.3

	

100.0	 25.4

.0	 .0	 .0

.0	 .o	 .0

.o	 .0	 .o

.o	 .o	 .0

.0	 .o	 .o

.0	 .o	 .0

P = .75	 1	 23.7	 5.6	 .3	 .0	 .o

	3 	 55.6	 16.0	 .9	 .0	 .0

	

10	 93.3	 44.0	 3.1	 .0	 .0

	

30	 100.j	 82.4	 9.1	 .0	 .0

	

100	 100.0	 99.7	 27.2	 .1	 .0

	

300	 100,0	 100.0	 61.4	 ,3	 .0

P = .90	 1	 59.0	 34.9

	

3	 93.1	 72.4

	

10	 100.0	 96.6

	

30	 100.0	 100"

	

100	 100.0	 100.0

	

300	 100,0	 100.0

12.2
32.2
72.6
98.0
100.0
100.0

	

1.5	 .0

	

4.4	 .1

	

13.8	 .2

	

3o.0	 .7

	

77.4	 2.2

	

98.9	 6.3



Of course it may turn out that, even under the most favorable

statements of goals and constraints, there may be no feasible choice

in the candidate set. The CHOOSER's problem remains. Unless the

candidate set is incomplete, has been prepared improperly or is not

up to date, the CHOOSER can assume that the problem has no present

solution in the context of his requirements. Additional research,

development, synthesis, discovery and/or problem reformulation may

be required before the problem is disposed of. And, finally, as

noted by al-Ghazali at the beginning of the chapter, there may be

no solution.
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A Note on Dominance

In keeping with the concepts of dominance and dominated

strategies as they appear in decision theory and game theory (Sheridan

and Ferrell 1974, p. 409), the notion of candidate dominance could be

introduced here. Since (as previously established) each candidate or

model will be evaluated in terms of finite n-tuple, where each element

of the n-tuple for a particular candidate is selected from a finite set

of responses totally ordered on the basis of "is as good as or better

than," a working concept for dominance here would be as follows: a

candidate is dominated if some other candidate is at every element as

good as the candidate in question, and is for at least one element

better than the candidate in question. Such candidates would ordinar-

ily never be selected, and, presumably, all dominated candidates could

be discarded.

Such an approach would not appear useful here, however. The

reason is quite simple. Certain questions (i.e., elements of the n-

tuple) will not be pertinent in some applications. It would be im-

proper to delete from the prospective candidate list those candidates

which are dominated because of their better position with respect to

those unused questions, when, in fact, they may be just as good with

respect to the requirements of a specific application.

Also, it may happen that the CHOOSER, having once selected a

dominant model, finds, on further study and evaluation, that the rating

supplied by the experts on some point does not coincide with his view-

point. The candidates or models previously found to be dominated may
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now become viable choices. On re-entering the CHOOSE process the user

should then be able to extract from the system these "second" choices.

Further, the evaluation of a candidate with respect to a partic-

ular set of questions and answers is not the entire story. There may

be several properties not included in the evaluation scheme which, on

more detailed study of a selected subset of candidates, would be of

importance. It does not seem appropriate, then, that any candidate

should be considered dominated on the basis of the limited evaluation

criteria which would be set up in this schPme.

.So, instead of determining dominance a priori, it seems pref-

erable to let dominance be determined by the relationship of the

interactive user's requirements to the candidates, rather than by the

more customary way. In fact, the entire interactive choice scheme

might, in some sense, be considered "dynamic dominance determination."

This position recognizes that the experts are not omniscient and that

the finite representations in this evaluation structure cannot always

be the basis for final choice.



A Prototype CHOOSE Model 

The ideas presented in the preceding section can be embedded

easily in a choice model 4-tuple. This will be done as an interme-

diate step to the final CHOOSE model. The final one contains addi-

tional features in the computation of the ordering which reflects the

need for a greater degree of "ordering power" in order to narrow the

choice more quickly--that is, with fewer iterations of the model.

The elements of the 4-tuple of the prototype CHOOSE model, P,

are defined as they occur in the following paragraphs.

The first step is to describe the general nature of the

CHOOSE candidates; the specific candidate set will, of course, be

associated with a particular choice problem. For the type of problem

under consideration there will be a finite number of candidates. It

will be useful to have descriptions of the candidates in three dif-

ferent ways to serve different audiences. First, each candidate

is assigned a serial number i (from 1 through m) for cataloging,

easy reference, and unambiguous identification. Second, in order

that each candidate be identifiable to human CHOOSERs, provision

is made for a short distinctive mnemonic name. This is conveniently

described by a single vector of individual descriptors w =

(w1 , w2' • • •, 
w
i' 

• • • w). Third and last, each candidate willm

haveassociatedwithit(notnecessaribruniquelDits own17.617,

where V is the attribute space described in the following way. Let

n C I , 	number representing the number of attributes

considered for each of the candidates;

= I[1,n], an index representing the j th attribute;
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M c I[1,œ), a number representing the number of candidates;

I = I[1,m], an index representing the ith candidate;

k = I[2,œ), a number representing the maximum number of levels
of evaluation for any attribute in the model; and

k = I[2,k], a number representing the number of levels of
evaluation for attribute j.

Then V = I[1,k1 ] X I[1,k2 ] X • • • X I[1,ki ] X • • • X I[1,kn ].

This permits the following definition of CANDIDATES(P):

C = {(i,wi ,vi): i	 I[1,m], wi = ffi (w), vi 6 Vl.

The function g is easily defined. It requires an input vector

b 6 V to act as a constraint to eliminate undesirable candidates. Then

g = f(x,ok?): x C, ok? = ACCEPTABLE if b < 3
 (X)

-	 '

ok? = NOTACCEPTABLE if b ff3 (x)1.

A simple measure of optimality--although as will be noted later,

not a particuarly useful one--is the sum of the digits by which the var-

ious attributes exceed the minimum requirements established by the con-

straint b. This means that the GOALMEASURES(P) constitute a finite

subset of the nonnegative integers. The goaUunction(P) is defined as

follows:

f = {(x,q): x 6 C'; q =	 Tr.(ff,(x)	 b)}.
j=1

The ordering, a, to be used is the simple ordering of the sub-

set of the nonnegative integers defined by the "less than or equal to"



concept. Formally

a = {(x,y),z): x,y c C'; if f(x) < f(y), z = TRUE;

if f(x)	 f(y), z = FALSE). ..

The prototype model uses as its input the vector b c V, and

its output constitutes a simple ordering of the feasible or admissible

alternatives of the candidates present in the model P. Note that in

this model if the set of feasible candidates, C', is not empty, there

will be at least one optimal candidate.

Although the prototype model does permit the rejection of

some candidates as infeasible and perhaps others as being non-optimal,

it does not constitute a complete solution to the present problem. It

simply presents its ordering of the candidates based on the sum of the

"excess" performance capability over all of the attributes. It eval-

uates each candidate as though excess performance in any attribute is

of equal importance to the CHOOSER. Further, it does not give any

idea of "feasible directions" for the user to move should he desire

additional iterations of the model to seek feasible candidates (if

there are none) or to find the better candidates if the choice is not

clear. The next section modifies the prototype CHOOSE model to miti-

gate these difficulties.
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Additional CHOOSE Considerations 

Assuming the correctness of the premises on "probability of

feasibility" and the needs for iteration to find the most satisfac-

tory positions for the individual CHOOSERS, the following modifica-

tions and extensions to the prototype CHOOSE model have proved to be

useful.

1. Rather than having the input consist of a single vector

b c V, the input consists of two vectors: b and bhigh c V such that

b < bhigh. This permits the CHOOSER to clarify those things that are-

important to him. In the b vector he establishes those values for

the individual criteria which he considers to be the minimum accept-

able. In the bhigh vector he solicits those values he considers to

be particularly Important to his higher aspiration levels. This per-

mits the model to give emphasis to criteria of particular interest to

the CHOOSER.

Rather than constituting an additional burden on the CHOOSER,

this actually results in a reduction in effort. The CHOOSER need now

pay less attention to making precise choices; he now simply quantifies

his uncertainty more quickly by specifying the range of his aspira-

tions. He is under much less pressure to be extremely precise in his

deliberations, and hence can proceed more rapidly with preparation of

the entry information.

2. A similar problem exists with the candidate vectors vi. The

EVALUATORs will sometimes be able to evaluate the candidates unequiv-

ocally at one level, and sometimes will prefer to specify an extended
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range of competence that is reachable under favorable conditions. But

this was considered to be useful only for those criteria which had more

than two levels of response. It was felt that those having only two

levels of response (that is, kj = 2) could be evaluated unequivocally

by the EVALUATORs since they represent binary choices (Yes, No; True,

False; the candidate has this property, the candidate does not have

this property). Hence, the candidate vector is expanded to a 4-tuple

(i,wvvvvhighi)wherevand for all
-

j c I[1,n] if kJ = 2, then yvi) = Tri (vhighi).

3. Since infeasibility was demonstrated in earlier tests of the

procedure to be an important problem in the choice process, some method

of finding candidates "almost feasible" was considered important. This

leads to the concept of "degree of infeasibility" which, when combined

withthevariouscomparisonsavailablebetweenbandnigh,andv.and

vhigh., leads further to a primary ranking based on level of feasi-

bility and optimality, and a secondary ranking based on measures of

excess capacity or degree of deficiency.

The elements of the final CHOOSE 4-tuple (H) can now be dis-

cussed.

The candidate set, CANDIDATE'S(H) = C is defined as follows:

C = {(i,wi ,vi ,vhigh i): i E I[1,m]; w i = Tri (w); vi , vhighi e V;

171 <viligh. alaciforallifk.=2, then
 -

'ff 07 ) := 7.(vhigh )}.
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The input information required to establish feasibility and

optimality consists of two vectors: b, and bhigh E V, where b <

bhigh.

GOALMEASURES(H) = F are defined as follows:

F = {(p, ․): p	 I[1,8], s e

The component p constitutes the primary rating level and the compo-

nent s constitutes the secondary rating information.

Before going into the formal definitions of g, f and a, the

meaning and construction of the rating structure will be presented

under the 8 primary rating numbers. Note that this information is

tabulated in Figure 16 on page 164 of Appendix A in a user-oriented

form. Those who prefer the non-mathematical description are referred

to that discussion.

1. Outstanding. (bhigh < v i). Here the highest aspiration level

is met or exceeded by the standard (low) candidate rating for each

criterion. A secondary rating scheme is based on the excess capacity

measured by 	1r.(v4 - bhigh). The larger the secondary ranking,
j=1

presumably the better the choice, although in some sense all those

candidates with a primary rating p = 1 are equal. That is to say that

the excess capacity or value for a particular criterion may be of no

significant value to a particular CHOOSER, and he may prefer to use

subjective criteria in choosing from among those candidates for which

p = 1.
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2. Fully Acceptable. (h < v. and bhigh < vhigh i). Candidates-

with a primary rating of 2 are considered fully acceptable. The

secondary rating value for such candidates is s = 0.

3. Acceptable A. (bhigh < vhigh
i
). Candidates with a primary

rating of 3 are reasonably safe in that optimistic or extended candi-

date performance (vhighi) does meet or exceed the highest aspiration

level (bhigh)--and, therefore, also exceeds the entry or minimum

level (b). But there are some points that prevent b < vi. That is,

the candidate, working at its standard or basic level of evaluated

performance, misses somewhat the minimum acceptable level of perfor-

mance. The secondary rating for such candidates is s = 0.

4. Acceptable B. (b < vi). The candidate, i, clearly meets the

minimum established requirements even though the higher aspirations,

bhigh, are not met by the candidate even when its most favorable

evaluation, vhighi , is used. This is poorest of the ratings in which

the CHOOSER can have reasonable confidence. The secondary rating

value for candidates with a primary rating of 4 is s = O. Hence, the

element of F associated with such a candidate is (4,0).

5. Marginal. (b < vhighi). The most optimistic candidate rating,

vhigh
i' exceeds 

the minimum requirements, b. This means that full

approval is not given but that there is some expectation that the

choice would be satisfactory. Here again the secondary rating of such

candidates is zero, and the associated element of F is (5,0).

In going to poorer ratings (6, 7 and 8), an additional distinc-

tion is useful. This is the distinction between binary questions for



which clear-cut evaluations should be possible, and higher order

questions for which some equivocation in evaluation can be permitted.

Any candidate which cannot meet all of the minimum binary aspirations

does not seem worthy of further consideration. It may be thought of

as having at least one fatal defect. In order to attack this partic-

ular problem it is useful to locate the binary criteria in vector V.

Letk .= -0:k.=2), then k is a set of indices that locate the binary

attributes in V. The k-projection of any element of V will present

the binary criteria. To insure that binary criteria are met it will

be required that Trk (b) < Trk (vi). The complement of the set k in the

set I[1,n] is denoted 17 and defined 17 = I[1,n] rk, k. With this addi-

tional notation, the description of the ranking levels can continue.

6. Bad. Ork(b) < irk(vi), and 11(b-{1} n) < Vvhigh i)).

A rating of 6 indicates that the candidate meets the binary criteria

but that the CHOOSER must reduce his minimum requirements on one or

more higher order criteria by one level in order to enable this candi-

date to attain a ranking of 5. The secondary ranking value is the

negative of the count of the number of criteria requiring such adjust-

ment:	 -	 n.(b-vhigh)•
jck 3

7. Very Bad.	 (11-,.(b) < ffk(vi), and TrE (b-{1}n )	 717(vhigh 1)).

A rating of 7 indicates that the candidate is almost hopelessly out

of reach of the CHOOSER's requirements since it fails to meet some

higher order criteria by more than one level of response, even though

all of the minimum binary criteria are met. A substantial adjustment
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of the CHOOSER's aspiration levels would be required to make this

candidate acceptable. For such candidates the secondary rating cri-

teria is s = O.

8. No Hope. (7k(b) < 7k(vi)). Candidate with a rating of 8 must

be considered "No Hope" unless the CHOOSER's thinking is completely

revised. In order for such a candidate to come up for consideration,

the CHOOSER must reverse his position on all of the binary aspira-

tions that the candidate cannot meet. For such candidates the

secondary rating criteria is s = O.

The eight primary rating levels and their relationships to

the vectors b, bhigh, vi and vhighi are shown in Figure 4 on the

following page.

The remaining elements of the CHOOSE 4-tuple can now be de-

fined. If the concepts of the prototype CHOOSE model were continued

here, all candidates with a primary rating of 6 or larger would be

considered not acceptable. Because of the feasibility problems pre-

viously described, a strong need may exist for downgrading aspira-

tions in order to find any feasible candidate. For this reason the

function g will not be used in this model to reject any candidates.

Hence

g = {(x,ACCEFTABLE): x E C}.

The goalfunction(H) can now be partially described as follows:

f c FUNCTIONS(C,F).



(I) Marginal vhighi

ASPIRATION
LEVEL

(Decreasing downward)

EVALUATION
LEVEL

(Increasing downward)

bhigh 0 Excellent

Acceptable B
Fully Acceptable

Acceptable A

(7) Very Bad. Test 6 is met for higher order criteria,
but fails on one or more binary criteria.

(8) No Hope.	 Some binary criteria are not met.

Fig. 4.	 A Diagram of the Relationships
of the Primary Ratings
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The exact content of the set f is determined by the aspiration levels

b and bhigh supplied by the CHOOSER and the relationships between the

vectors v and vhighi' which are, respectively, 73
(x) and 7

4
(x) where

x E C. The complete set theoretic description of f is deferred to the

next section where the full model description is summarized. The

description of the set of GOALMEASURES(H) above is the basis for the

definition of f.

The final element of the choice 4-tuple, choiceordering(H),

reflects a lexicographical ordering of the RANGE(f) using pair-wise

comparisons between elements of F. It is described as follows:

a c ORDERINGS(RANGE(0), such that for all x,y c C' a(x,y) = TRUE

if 71 (f(y)) < 71 (f(x)), or if 71 (f(y)) = 71 (f(x)) and ff2 (f(y)) >

TT2 (f(x)); ct(x,y) = FALSE otherwise.

Relationship to Fuzzy Sets and Approximation Spaces

Note that the development of the 8 valued rating scheme for

the various candidates can be considered from alternate viewpoints.

Zadeh (1965, 1971) developed the concept of Fuzzy Sets, as

opposed to "crisp" sets, which are the type customarily encountered.

Crisp sets are those where membership or non-membership in a set is

completely deterministic; an element either belongs in the set or it

does not. Fuzzy sets, however, consist of a set of ordered pairs

where the first element of the ordered pair is the element that would

normally appear or not appear in the crisp set in a deterministic

basis. The second element indicates the "degree of membership" of

the associated element in the corresponding set. The elements for
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the degree of membership can be any set but, more tractably, ones on

which partial ordering or total ordering can be defined. In many

cases the set of real numbers [0,1] is used where 0 indicates non-

membership in the set and 1 indicates full membership. In this case,

however, we consider the set of integers [1,8]. These constitute the

degree of membership criteria where the number 1 indicates full mem-

bership in the set of feasible candidates and the number 8 indicates

non-membership.

Hammer (1969) followed a similar idea in his development of

generalized "approximation spaces." In somewhat the same way he

associated each element with an element from the second set in such

a way that the element from the second set in some way measured how

good an approximation the first element was to the element being

approximated.

If we consider the input vectors as establishing the CHOOSER's

aspirations, then we can consider the 8 valued rating for comparative

candidates as measures of their degree of approximation to the re-

quirements. In this case the value 1 represents the best approxima-

tion and the value 8 the poorest.

It seems possible that the notation offered by either of

these techniques would be of some value in attempting to extend the

CHOOSE concepts. However, nothing further will be done here with

either, since the present notation seems adequate for the current

level of development.
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The CHOOSE Model 

The set theoretic description for the CHOOSE model can now be

assembled. For convenience, some of the definitions are restated here.

Given the following:

m = 1[1,m], where m

+.
n = 1[1,n], where n e I ,

k e I[2,œ);

k. e 1[2,k] for all j e n;

k = {j: j e n,k. = 2 } ;
-

= 2 114

1 e {0,1}n such that 7,(1) = 0 if j E k, and 7.(1) = 1 if j 6 2;
-	 J -

V = X I[1,k.1
j=1

w..= .(a unique descriptor (for all a,b e m '
 w 

a wb 
unless a = b)

-

for each i e m};

ni

we X W.;
i=1 1

b eV;

bhigh e V such that b < bhigh.

The CHOOSE Model, then is a 4-tuple H = (C,g,f,a) where

C =	 i e m; wi =

v. e 'V; vhigh. e V '
 v. < vhigh.; for all
 I -

j e k, 7i (v i) = 7i (vhigh i)},

g = { (x, ACCEPTABLE) : x e C}



f = {(x,(P, ․))} : x e C';

p = 1, if bhigh < 7 (X);- 3

p = 2, if bhigh	 73 (x), bhigh < 74 (x), b < 73 (x);

p = 3, if bhigh < 74 (x), b i 7 3 (x);

p = 4, if bhigh	 74 (x), b < 73 (x);

p = 5, if bhigh < 74 (x), b	 73 (x), b < 74 (x);

p = 6, if b	 74 (x), b-1 < 74 (x);

p = 7, if b-1	 74 (x), 7i (b) < 7 j (74 (x)) for all j e k;

p = 8, if 7i (b)	 7i (74 (x)) for all j e k;

s = 0, if p e {2,3,4,5,7,8 } ;

s =	 74(73(x) - bhigh), if p = 1;
jen

s	 y 7 (74 (X)	 b), if p = 61, and- j jek

a = {((x,y),a): x,y e C', a e {TRUE,FALSE}, ((x,y), TRUE) e a

if 71 (f(y)) < 71 (f(x)), or

if 71 (f(y)) = 71 (f(x)) and 72 (f(y)) > 72 (f(x));

((x,y), FALSE) e a otherwise}.

The parameters of this model are m, n, k, 1, and w. These

parameters are determined by the EVALUATORS. The inputs to the model

are the vectors b and bhigh and are supplied by the CHOOSER to indi-

cate his preference. As will be seen in Chapter 4, the CHOOSER is

permitted to modify his preferences as he views the output. On this

basis the CHOICE model computes new outputs. The output consists of

the partial ordering developed as a result of the EVALUATORs' param-

eters and the CHOOSER's inputs.
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Of course the CHOOSE model stated above is simply the framework

for defining the inputs, outputs and transformations required between

the two. It is now necessary to design a system for implementing this

model in a manner that the required inputs can be developed in appro-

priate form, the model computations performed, and the results dis-

played to the CHOOSER. The development of this system is the subject

of the next chapter.



CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTING CHOOSE MODELS

It is, of course, only part of the problem to design the model.

The CHOOSE model as described in Chapter 3 consists of, in its mathe-

matical essence, a 4-tuple. Note that there is no time orientation

implied in cue computation. Similarly the exact information that is

to be embedded in the output is not clear and the inputs, while men-

tioned in the text of Chapter 3, are not formally defined. If a

system is to be created for receiving inputs performing required com-

putations in a suitable time frame and for displaying outputs, these

additional aspects of the design of the computational system must be

considered.

In addition to deciding on the computational requirements of

a CHOICEMODEL H, some system is required by EVALUATORs to create the

appropriate models. This again can be considered as a system design

problem with its own input/output sets and its own time orientation.

The discussion of the design of this auxiliary system begins on

page 118.

In the context of a formal System Design Project (Wymore 1973),

it is necessary to establish both the technology in which the system is

to be implemented and the input/output requirements of the system.

Rather than giving the full set theoretic formulation of CHOICEMODEL
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implementation, it should be noted that the major part of the design

was in the conceptual model and that its implementation only in

computer based systems is considered.

The Technology 

The CHOICEMODEL H developed in Chapter 3 requires a certain

amount of computation for any complex problem with a rather large

amount of data to be considered. Requirements for the ultimate choice

are such that the CHOOSER, if required to define his complete choice

structure on the basis of all possible tradeoffs between the various

objectives without any concept of where the ultimate choices will lie,

would be faced with the essentially impossible task of defining pref-

erences in every region possible of the objective space. But the

structure of the questions and answers does imply that any candidate

can achieve all of the goals even at some minimum level or that there

exists any candidate in the set which meets the "highest" goal for

any one objective. As noted in Chapter 3, this leads to the consid-

eration of the possibility of "progressive definition of goals" in

the nature of an adaptive experiment. And, quite naturally, this

leads to a division of responsibilities between the computer and the

CHOOSER in such a way that computed results must be reviewed by the

CHOOSER, who then analyzes the information and creates inputs for

additional computation.

Because of the nature of the problem, two aspects of the

problem must be considered: first, the proper division of the
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responsibilities between the CHOOSER and the computer, and second, the

time frame over which the interchange is to take place.

Division of Man/Machine Responsibilities

Fitts (1962) analyzed the functions of man in complex systems

and defined what he considered to be, at that time, the functions that

men perform better than machines and what machines perform better than

man. Although there have been substantial improvements in computers

since 1962, improvements in human beings have been essentially negli-

gible and the 1962 analysis seems still applicable in a qualitative

way. A brief review of Fitts' criteria will guide the choice between

machine responsibilities and CHOOSER responsibilities in the CHOOSE

system.

1. Information-Handling Capacity.

Man has a very low information-handling rate. If he is asked

to perform several different functions at once he most usually accom-

plishes them serially since he cannot perform two things requiring

information processing at the same time. In contrast the computer's

ability to process information is essentially high and is increasing

rapidly over the years.

2. Information Storage and Retrieval Capacity.

While people differ widely in the amount of information they

can store, the accuracy with which it is stored is limited. On the

other hand, the computer is capable of storing large amounts of in-

formation and retrieving it with complete accuracy.
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3. Versatility.

In spite of man's limitation for information-handling, he has

an ability to handle a great variety of information processing tasks.

He can switch rapidly from one form of processing to another as he

perceives needs for the change. Computers can perform this work only

when previously programmed to make the various changes.

4. Adaptation and Learning.

Man has an unusual ability for learning skills and for long

term retention of important information and, particularly, for adapt-

ing to the peculiar requirements of a new task or new environment.

Computers are presently inadequate in this respect.

5. Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff.

Man has the unique ability to interchange speed for accuracy.

Again computers can be programmed to do this but the decision rules

for the change must be created initially in the program by some human

operator. The computer cannot make the transitions on its own.

6. Reliability.

Man's performance varies as a function of alertness, fatigue,

stress, interest, etc., whereas the computer's ability to perform can

be kept at a high level at all times.

7. Judgment.

Judgment is another attribute possessed in varying degrees by

humans but not at all by computers. Humans are able to "bring previous

experience to bear on unique situations. They improvise, see relation-

ships, select appropriate procedures, and usually arrive at decisions
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within the time and environmental limitations of the particular

problem facing them at the moment. As a result, we often decide to

include men in new systems because we assume that they will be able

to react intelligently to situations which cannot be anticipated at

the time the system is designed."

8. Dealing with Unreliable Information.

"Throughout his lifetime, man selects and smooths information,

estimates probabilities, anticipates alternative outcomes, and in

various other ways learns to make decisions in the face of excess,

missing, or unreliable information." The computer has this capacity

only to the extent that it is first programmed by some human to do

this.

Time Schedule for Interaction

In the context of computer modelling Kemeny (1973, p.382) puts

the whole motivation for interactive time-sharing computer use 
very

nicely.

Computer modeling is an outstanding example of a situa-

tion in which an occasional shot at the computer, or a 20-

minute turn-around time, is totally useless. One of the great

breakthroughs in time-sharing systems is the capacity for

research scientists to converse with a computer. With a 20-

minute turn-around, however, you might as well have somebody

else do your computing for you. You are never going to do

the work for which computer models are ideal if you don't
have the opportunity to sit at a terminal, vary the para-

meters of your data, watch the results come out, and, if the

answers raise still more questions, to begin exploring the

implications fully.

. . . But beyond the obvious advantage of a time-sharing

system, the fact that you literally work with the system 
in

the same way you work with a mathematical model with paper
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and pencil, makes a time-sharing system absolutely crucial
for the development of computer models. (Emphasis supplied.)

If we substitute the words "computer-aided decision making" for

"computer models" in the above, we have a pretty good picture of inter-

active motivation for the choice problems under consideration here.

Human Limitations in Computer Interaction

In organizing the system in which to embed the component sys-

tem CHOOSE, the human limitations for such action must be considered.

The following items seem appropriate:

1. If the interaction proceeds at a pace which will not be

frustrating to the CHOOSER, the solicitations of information from the

CHOOSER by the computer must be presented concisely and in the lang-

uage and portable knowledge of the CHOOSER

2. Computer responses should be reasonably prompt and unequivo-

cal.

3. The CHOOSER should not be required to maintain extensive

handwritten notes on the side as interaction takes place. The com-

puter should perform this storage function and the information should

be recallable by the CHOOSER as needed.

4. As noted in the design guidelines at the end of Chapter 2,

the system should be organized so that the CHOOSER could interact at

his convenience, set the system aside with partially completed results

if desired, and re-enter at his convenience to continue the work until

he is satisfied with the results.
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With this technology the choice was then made to use a computer

based interactive system so that the CHOOSER himself becomes embedded

in the overall system in a way that he can progressively define his

preferences as he sees the intermedidate results of his initial

choices. This role is depicted in Figure 5. The computer plays the

role of storing information in required form, performing the required

calculations, and displaying the intermediate outputs. The process

will terminate any time the CHOOSER is satisfied to let the last

standing intermediate outputs become his final criteria.

With this division of responsibility between the CHOOSER and

the system established, the input/output specifications for the

"machine" portion of the CHOOSE system can be analyzed.

The Overall CHOOSE System Boundary

The CHOOSER in
his role as
needing assistance
in a choice problem

40-*- 
The CHOOSE

System

The CHOOSER in his

	 role as system
feedback component

Criteria for
guiding
choice

L _ _ _
Fig. 5.	 The CHOOSER as both System User

and System Component
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Input/Output Specifications 

Considering the non-human portion of the CHOOSE system, that

is, the portion of the system in which the CHOOSER generates inputs

and reacts to outputs, the CHOICEMODEL can be analyzed in terms of

input/output requirements in the manner described below.

From the selection of an interactive mode as indicated in the

technology section above, it is clear that the CHOOSER himself becomes

an overall part of the system. It will, of course, not be possible to

exercise much design influence on the CHOOSERs themselves. The

CHOOSERs will be "designed" by their total educational experience

prior to playing the role contemplated for them in the CHOOSE system.

Therefore, the input/output criteria will focus on the actual CHOICE-

MODEL H computations. Looking at the 4-tuple item by item, we see the

following:

C - the candidate set which is embedded in the model

(CANDIDATES(H)) by EVALUATORS

g - the constraints(H) on acceptability which, for purposes

of this particular model, do not enter into the 
computation

since candidates are not rejected but are 
only assigned

numerical readings.

f - the goalfunctions(H) which depend for their assignment 
of

points in RANGE(f) on the elements of the candidate set

and on the two vectors, b and bhigh, which are 
supplied by

the CHOOSER.
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a - the choiceordering(H) which is dependent on the input.

From this it is seen that the inputs to the model are the

two vectors b and bhigh. It appeared desirable that these

inputs be permitted to enter into the system in several

different ways, depending on the degree of preparation of

the CHOOSER for selecting the values. Accordingly two

methods were designed for entering the vector inputs an

element at a time, and one method was built in to permit

the inputs to be entered a complete vector at a time.

Inputs

Inputs for this sytem will be those interactive messages that

are required to establish the various aspirations of the CHOOSER with

respect to the various components of the input vectors. It will be

useful to build in error detection routines and appropriate display

tables so that the information can be entered efficiently and 
accu-

rately.

Outputs

The primary output of the system is, of course, the 
sequential

presentation of the candidates as totally ordered by a 
(choiceordering

(H)). A number of other outputs were also determined to be needed.

Prompting messages were required to elicit inputs and 
to point out

inconsistencies in data supplied. Further, other outputs were needed

which would permit the CHOOSER to generate specific additional 
inputs,

establishing the type of output desired, and modifying 
inputs as the

need arises.



The CHOOSE Programs 

Once the decision was made to use interactive computation in

the input/output framework of CHOICEMODEL H, the problem then became

one of developing the required programs. It will not be useful here

to recite in detail the programming decisions that were made in order

to implement the design features referred to earlier.

In brief summary, however, the special considerations that

entered into program implementation were as follows:

1. Although the particular computer available for conduct of the

necessary experiments (CDC 6400) has a large memory, the decision was

made to program the information in such a way that storage require-

ments would be minimal. In this way the concepts could be imple-

mented on smaller computers more easily. This criterion required

that computer words be packed to almost the maximum extent allowable

by the information content in the material.

2. It was decided that it would not be useful to program in a

machine-dependent language since that would inhibit the transfer of

the programs to other machines. Since Fortran IV is a 
widely used

problem oriented language available on most computers, the 
decision

was made to embed the CHOOSE procedures in machine-independent For-

tran IV language as much as possible. However, since 
extensive

character storage and character manipulation 
was required, some as-

pects of the resulting programs make the 
CHOOSE programs machine-

dependent.
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3. A method of efficient computation was sought in order to keep

computational costs low. Hence integer computation was used wherever

possible.

4. It was felt that the implementation of the system for specific

alternative uses might require program modifications or extensions.

This provided additional motivation to write in a commonly understood

host language such as Fortran.

The resulting programs were developed over an extended period

of time. The experimentation on the system was conducted for several

different candidate sets which could be placed in the CHOOSE frame-

work. The final CHOOSE programs resulting from this iterative design

process are given in detail in Appendices B and C whereas the detailed

example of use is given in Appendix A.

Although the complete interactive system has been designed

and the associated programs written and tested, it would be inadequate

to stop at this point. Some additional systems are needed 
for use by

EVALUATORs in developing the appropriate models to be embedded 
in the

CHOOSE system. The auxiliary systems developed for 
this purpose are

covered in the next section.
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Auxiliary Systems for Building CHOOSE Models 

The CHOOSE system as described above includes the programs

necessary for the computer application and a suitably instructed

CHOOSER acting as part of the system, and working in such a way so

that the "best" candidate for his particular requirements can be found

or a small subset at least can be defined. As noted before, CHOOSE

procedures do not guarantee that there will be a suitable candidate.

It is recognized, however, that if CHOOSE procedures are to

be used easily to update data bases for the problems currently under

study or are usually to be applied in completely new systems, then

auxiliary systems would be needed. Two such auxiliary systems

(programs) were designed to perform these tasks.

The MAKEUP System

The original assumption was that the EVALUATORS would not

necessarily have any strong background in computer science or computer

programming. Their expertise would lie in the field of specialty 
for

which the model is being created. Accordingly, the preparation 
of the

model for computer use should be largely oriented in terms of 
prepara-

tion of data rather than of computer programming. Program MAKEUP was

established to enable codification of the evaluation criteria 
(question

and answer sets) developed by EVALUATORS in simple data 
card format.

By executing these data cards with Program MAKEUP the 
two sets of

intermediate information needed for further implementation 
of a CHOOSE

model are generated. The two sets of information are as 
follows:
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(1) the nucleus of the main program for the CHOICEMODEL, and (2) a

block data subprogram for use with the second auxiliary program,

CODEM, presented below.

This program was developed for use on two computers--the

CDC 6400 and the Univac 1110. Details of the program and complete

listing of the Fortran statements for the Univac 1110 version of

MAKEUP are presented in Appendix E.

The CODEM System

Once the evaluation criteria has been established, EVALUATORs

study the various candidates and assign ratings to the various com-

ponents of the evaluation vectors. These data again should be

treatable by a stored computer program so that the EVALUATORs simply

need to place the data in the required format.

Program CODEM has been designed for taking data in this form

and converting it to the statements needed in the overall CHOICE-

MODEL program for the subject under study. Details of this program

and its use are given in Appendix F.

The example in Chapter 5, and Appendices A and D, illustrates

the use of these auxiliary programs in detail.
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Overview of CHOOSE System Model Development 

Figure 6 on the following page gives a decision chart for use

when a choice problem arises in order to determine whether or not a

formal CHOICEMODEL should be implemented.

Note that at the first decision point a choice problem of some

nature has already arisen. The questions that need to be asked at

this point are as follows:

1. Are there enough viable alternatives to be considered?

2. Can presently available knowledge be organized in some

discrete attribute-objective manner which would permit

the required value judgments? If not, can additional

information be developed?

3. Does the choice problem arise frequently enough so that

it is worth the effort to develop a CHOICEMODEL rather

than stay with the traditional informal choice techniques?

If the answer to this first question is "yes" then the work proceeds

along the flow chart to the left. If not, then alternate methods

for making a choice must be used.

Assuming the criteria are met, then the selected team of

EVALUATORS will follow through the additional steps required. Note

that it would be presumptuous to assume that the first step (creating

the appropriate question and answer structure) can be accomplished at

the outset in a completely satisfactory way. Hence an 
iterative loop

is provided so that the EVALUATORS will have the 
opportunity to review

and modify, polish, update, etc., their criteria and their value



Rate the previous
candidates with respect
to the criteria

Select suitable question
and answer structure for
the analysis in question

rCodifyon 2 data cards

[-- 	

Execute with
Program MAKEUP

Yes

No
Document, advertise, and
turn over for use by potential

CROOSERs
Are the results

suitable, reasonable
and potentially

useful

Does it lend
itself to CHOOSE>ic	

Methodology 2)

Seek alternative
methods

Yes

Select a team of
EVALUATORs

Identify the potential
candidate set

No?

Merge information to create a

CHOICEMODEL Program

Fig. 6. Abbreviated Flow Chart for CHOOSE Methodology
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judgments as the program develops. It is only after a sufficient

amount of work of this nature has been done that the EVALUATORs should

feel that the model is ready for release to potential CHOOSERs.

Applications of the CHOOSE system are presented in the next

chapter. Details of the complete problem methodology are given in

Appendix D.



CHAPTER 5

APPLICATION OF THE CHOOSE METHOD

With the development of the CHOOSE model concept and its

Implementation through the CHOOSE systems, it now becomes possible to

speak of application.

The entire context from which these procedures were developed

was that of closing the gap between researchers and potential users

so that more of the work of researchers would find its way into

practical application. One of the intermediate conclusions of the

earlier material was that it was the researchers who were most dis-

tressed by the problem but they were also the ones who were best

equipped to take the first steps needed to help close the gap. The

major step proposed here, of course, is the preparation of the

CHOICEMODEL for the entire family of candidates for any broad appli-

cation they have in mind.

A decision to implement the CHOOSE procedures will require

them to make analyses and comparisons that they might not otherwise

have been prepared to do. It does not seem that the development of

a CHOICEMODEL would be worth the effort unless all of the following

conditions were present.

1. There is a reasonably large group of CHOOSERs or 
potential

CHOOSERs who would be willing or could be encouraged to use

the CHOOSE system in their choice problem;
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2. Sufficient stability exists in the candidate set so that

constant re-evaluation of candidates would not become a

problem.

When these conditions are met and it has been established that

the effort is worthwhile, then the research group who now become the

EVALUATORs must take the initial steps to construct the necessary

choice framework. They must ask these questions:

1. Is it possible to map the candidates over a finite set of

objective statements which will describe all of the impor-

tant user oriented aspects which will be involved in the

choice?

2. Can these objective statements be written in such a way

that a CHOOSER's aspiration level to each objective can

be effectively decoupled from the aspiration level for

the others?

3. Is it possible to make a small discrete set of choices

for each of the objectives in such a way that they can be

totally ordered on the basis of the ordering relation

as good as or better than?"

Once the decision has been made that the effort would be worth-

while and that the topic itself is amenable to such treatment, the

actual procedure can begin. The researchers then begin to play the

role of EVALUATORs and follow the steps outlined in Chapter 4 begin-

ning on page 120. The steps of this process are given 
in much more

detail and with more of a computer orientation in 
Appendix D.
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Rather than discuss the whole procedure in abstract terms, a

simple example involving application for selection of home sound

reproduction equipment is given in detail. This is followed by

another major section describing the various frameworks available

for researchers (EVALUATORs) to develop a CHOICEMODEL for watershed

models.

Example for Home Sound Reproduction Equipment 

The problem of choosing an 8-track stereo cartridge player for

home use was selected for example for instruction purposes only. Here

the work of evaluation has been done by the Consumers Union of the

United States (Consumer Reports 1974, pp. 672-675). The additional

role of the EVALUATOR can be accomplished very easily by placing value

judgments on the various criteria. Although the CHOOSER is presumed

to be "intelligent but uninformed" in the general context of model

structure choice in hydrology, this example has been chosen because

it corresponds to the experience of many CHOOSERs who will be viewing

this example. All of them will have some idea--once they go through

the choice processes for an 8-track stereo tape unit--as to whether

or not the resulting choice is near optimal for them. Therefore,

this should be building some confidence that the procedure does lead

in the proper direction even in those situations where 
the CHOOSER is

not so well informed.

Although the Consumers Union article in this 
case contains

three pages of useful narrative information, the 
essential parts of

the results are contained in Figure 7.



Fifteen different models from 15 different manufacturers were
evaluated in accordance with the following criteria:

• Retail Price ($40 to $120)

• Size (3 linear dimensions; the largest linear
dimension of any unit was 13-3/4")

• Weight (4 to 9-1/2 lbs.)

• Freedom from Flutter (poor to very good)

• Frequency Response (good to excellent)

• Signal-to-Noise Ratio (fair to very good)

• Freedom from Crosstalk (fair to excellent)

• Speed Accuracy (poor to very good)

• Speed/Line Voltage (good to excellent)

• Ease of Removing Cartridge (poor to excellent,
with various footnotes pertaining to special
features of individual units)

Fig. 7. Consumers Union Ratings of
8-Track Tape Decks
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Note that although the basic work of evaluation has been done

by the investigators at the Consumers Union of the United States, they

have taken the usual approach of defining measurable attributes with

no particular attempt to convert them to objectives in the context of

a CHOOSE model. For example, they enumerate the width, length and

height of the various units without implying that there is anything

good or bad about the various dimensions. The display of such infor-

mation then leaves it up to the reader to assign his own value judg-

menis with respect to the individual attributes. This of course is

not adequate for a CHOOSE model. In the CHOOSE model the EVALUATORs

must assign "objective" type evaluations to the various units in order

to make the model workable. This is the critical step since it is the

point that translates the expert evaluation into a form accessible by

users. Note that the term "objective" above refers to the EVALUATOR's

perception of the objectives of the potential user. In this context

the word "objective" is appropriate even though the judgment of the

EVALUATORs may very well be subjective.

Some of the evaluation points of Figure 7 are rated in sub-

jective terminology (fair, poor, excellent, etc.) although most of the

attributes to which they are applied can be measured in the laboratory.

The six attributes beginning with freedom from flutter continuing

through ability to hold constant speed with variation in line voltage

are things which can be quantified with laboratory test equipment. It

is then up to the EVALUATOR to assign the word description to the 
numer-

ical values. The next item, however, is of a different type. 
It
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relates to a rating on the ease of cartridge removal. Presumably it

is possible to perform time experiments using a number of different

test subjects to arrive at a rating of this type. However, the ratings

finally assigned would probably be based on comparative judgments of

several EVALUATORs, without direct application of quantitative data.

The remaining attributes are strictly binary in that there are

certain features which the various candidate tape players either pos-

sess or do not possess.

These concepts set the stage for the complete evaluation which

was done for this case and is given in full detail in Appendix G. The

information so developed was then carried through the various steps of

the development of the CHOOSE model which were given in Chapter 4 and

presented in complete detail in Appendix D. This example was used to

illustrate the points in each of the Appendices A through F. With

this implementation, the model is ready for any number of CHOOSERs,

each of whom seeks to make a selection of an 8-track stereo tape player

on the basis of his own individual requirements.

Table 2 shows the sample responses of two individual CHOOSERs

to the queries presented at the display terminal by the CHOOSE system.

Note particularly that while cost, weight and size were not particu-

larly important to CHOOSER A, he did insist on having both a fast

forward and repeat switch available and also that the unit be

capable of playing 4-channel tapes. CHOOSER B, on the other hand, had

a space limitation in which the maximum linear dimension could not ex-

ceed 12 inches and a price target of $75.00. Since he already had 
a
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Table 2

Sample Responses in Choosing an 8-Track Tape Deck

Query CHOOSER Response Analysis of Response

1. Cost A 1-1 Unimportant
3-4 Cost under $65 preferred

Would accept $65-90 range

2. Weight A & B 1-1 Weight is not a criterion

3. Maximum linear
dimension A 1-1 Not a problem

3-3 Not to exceed 12"

4. Volume A & B 1-1 Overall volume not
Imp ortant

5. Freedom from flutter A & B 2-2 Fair

6. Frequency response A & B 3-4 Good to very good

7. Signal-to-noise ratio A & B 3-4 Good to very good

8. Freedom from cross-
talk A & B 3-4 Good to very good

9. Tape speed accuracy
rating A & B 2-3 Fair to good

10. Reaction to line
voltage changes A & B 3-3 Good

11. Ease of cartridge
removal A & B 2-4 Fair to very good

12. Cartridge disengage-
ment switch A & B 1-1 Not required

13. Fast forward and
repeat switch A 2-2 Required

1-2 Desirable, not required

14. 4-channel capability A 2-2 Required
1-1 Not required

15. Ejection switch A 1-2 Desirable, not required

1-1 Not required

16. Kit form A & B 1-1 Willing to build from
kit if necessary
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4-channel recorder, the 4-channel option was not required. Also, he

did not feel that it was important to have an automatic ejection switch

on the unit. With respect to the other attributes/objectives, CHOOSERS

A and B selected the same values. Whether the above inputs represent

the initial entries by the CHOOSERs for their requirements or represent

the end result after a certain amount of interaction, the display is

essentially the same. In CHOOSER A's case, he is offered only the

following rankings and item identification:

LIST	 IN	 APPARENT	 DECREASING	 DESIRABILITY.
5 P 	TCPOP 1

F CCNCOPD CDPA 1

12 8 PEPSCOPF	 "'DPP. 1

A F LAFAYETTE	 I7 1-07 2 2

1 8 PANASONIC	 FSPOIUS 2

7 8 SYLVANIA ET27OW
2 F JVC	 F 0 1102 2

9 8 TCSNIPA	 KTPA 2

10 8 REALISTIC	 TF166 2

11 F VPFDS	 CPT.	 NO.	 681 4 2

Note that this ranking means that he has failed to achieve his objec-

tive on certain items which are not yet identified. However, addi-

tional interaction with the CHOOSE system displays the following

deficiency information:

GIVE CANDIDATE No.,	 S TO EXIT THIS STEP, OP F TO

EXAMINE DETAILS OF LAST CANDIDATE NAMED.

CND. NO. -	 15
SHOFT NAME - HEATHVIT 0 028

15. CPITFPIA NOT MET - 0
MARGINAL PESPCNSES PEE	 1	 7 9 13
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CAND. NO. -
SORT NAVF - ECNY TCP( -)

5. CFITFFIA NT VET - 14
VAPGINAL PFEFCNSFS AFF 	 11 15

CAND. NC. -

CUFE. Ne. -
	

1 A

CUES. 1'  YOUF, INFUT P-P, AND	 5 IS FAIED 1-1, VAX=2

Matching with the question numbers permits CHOOSER A to select cri-

teria for modification.

CHOOSER B, on the other hand, receives the following choice

information from the system:

LIST	 IN PFPAPFNy	 DFCFFASING UFSIFAFILITY.

1 4 PANASONIC	 FSPOIUS 0

P A JVC	 FP1103 0

3 A GFN.	 FLFCTFIC	 T560 0

13 4 SFAFS 9105 0

15 A HFAIHKIT	 GP28 0

5 5 SONY TC208 0

7 5 SYLVANIA	 FTP750 1.1' 0

A 6 LAFAYF17F FKFP 1

8 6 CONCOFD CD F4 1

9 6 TOSHIBA KT8A 1

Note that these choices are quite different from those offered to

CHOOSER A. Either A or B can now accept the 
choices offered after view-

ing the deficiencies presented by the system or 
they can interact again,

re-examining their tradeoffs of the various objectives, in 
order to find

an item which may come closer to their overall satisfaction.

Appendix A, The Interactive Instruction Manual, uses the input

vector from CHOOSER A to illustrate all of the details 
of this step by

step interaction.
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Application to Watershed Models 

The EVALUATORs of the large family of watershed models available

will find that a great deal of basic work has been done in attempting

to organize the needed information. Such efforts could serve as a

valuable starting point for organizing information into the CHOOSE

framework. One of the most attractive frameworks for the present

purpose is that developed by the World Meteorological Organization in

their "Report of the Meeting of Experts on Inter-Comparison of Concep-

tual Models for Purposes of Hydrological Forecasting" (1972). While

the main thrust of the work described was that of developing standard

data sets for measuring the relative merit of watershed models, it

also contained a questionnaire type summary of conceptual models cur-

rently available in several countries. At that time the report con-

tained analyses of 21 models.

A copy of the organized information for a representative model

is given in Figure 8 to illustrate the format. Much of the informa-

tion on the form is clearly amenable to treatment by the CHOOSE method,

and, using the additional decomposition techniques described 
on page

74, qualified EVALUATORs could generate a complete CHOOSE 
model. In

the example cited (the French Model SIMOUN), items 1 through 
3 would

become part of the model identification vector. Questions 
5, 21 and

24 would be of limited interest in the objective 
vectors except to

the extent that a component based on confidence in the 
validity of

the model might be developed from these criteria. 
The balance of the

questions would be of the type that lend themselves nicely to 
use by
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COUNTRY INTERCOXPARISON GE CONCEPTUAL MODELS

FAA:;C2:	 1	 OUTSTUNNAIRE P.7./I.‘4

1. MODU NAME 2. :Inn DE7ELO1E9.

ccsrca'n	 e:r.snotl.)1

3.	 MODEL USE 	1	 4.	 FORECAST PCRP0SE1	 1	 5. FIRST YEAR
USTU

SIX3ON Saco 	1	 Eeneral	 hiuroloyie..	 ,i	 Lyo;

j	 forecnettn7	 I
'--1. CLASSIFICATIOdele basin response including human interference

flow routing(h)	 3 - modale

7. DESChIPTICNJ 	Mathematical model of flow in a canal and stream network,	 based on uniform
preoeure at sections.	 Wave routing with calculation of

Needed:	 a known condition for each limit (h or Q as
curve downstream).

velocity distribution and hydrostatic

h and Q at each point as f(tima).
f(time) upstream or limiting rating

8. A 0 PLICACIO:I	 !IA!:(7,1'.	 ! 	from	 laboratory models of canals to river systems,	 time simulation

from seconda to days.

9. PARAMETERS 1	 Wetted	 sections as a f(h); Q as a f(h);	 the characteristics and tue workings
etc.);	 limiting conditions (Q or h as a f(t) of tribut-

Calibration by trial and error.
of hydraulic structuras (gates,	 dams
aries, end downstream conditions.

Q. 	DEJELCPE:;7 DATA NEEDS j	 x sectional data,	 detailed maps,	 etrickler coefficient,
works and their operation.detailed description of hyd.,:aulic

II. OPERATION DATA NEEDS j	 Physical data sa above (calibrated) not varied during forccaet.
conditions of h cr Q as a f(t), operation of hydraulic

presented as tables.
Data on flood to be forecast:	 limiting
structures etc.	 These data can be

12, ODTPHT DATA 1	 h and Q as a f(t) for each point of model needed.	 Eventually operational	 .
rules for hydraulic structures.

13. MATHEMATICrL FORT7iLATICN 1	 Finite difference equations (implicit method) of Saint-Venant

s • vetted surface

+ 0,2,,. 32- - gsIla s zksQ/rQ/-0
e' Zx	 ox	 k . roughness

equations:
1h	 1 ag

(1) continuity rt-	 - 	 .. 0

(2) d7namtc equation	 -11 -	 ..-2 (1
a	 s

14.	 ALoORITs.'.	 fOil,e1.A,I0,; 	 Given.

15. RESTRICTIONS j	 lo critical flow computations.

16. PRECISION AND STADILITY I	 Unconditionally stable,	 time steps may be large but 'then

IBM-360-65,	 256 x
least), minimum: IBM

results may be somewnat in error.

17. COMPUT"	 LANGUAGE	 j	 Fortran IV,	 G level. Th8.	 HARDWARE RE;COMY:END f
and disks or tapes	 (-2 at
360-40, 64K

19. FORE.CAS ING TIME LEAD ;	 Set up time order of f-heTar maximum.

—20. DEVELOPvE.TP TIME 1	 Variable with basin or network.

22. VERIFICATION CRITERIA

MACHINE TIME
secondn.0021

point, 01010

;	 Long discussion.

rainfall effects and

21.	 PFE7100S Iword: 1	 More than 100
applications.

21. FTITUT(F, PROSPECTPLJ-- lnclusion of flood plain infiltration programme,

evaporation from flood plain.

24. REFEHE.NCES ;	 7 given.

25. DAeA AVAILABILITY ...)	 May ask client for data,

Willing to

willing to diecuss.

	 — ----
prcvide 2 months of engineer

---------:--

lima and
YON7TTI-diz.,,TIoN126.	 CONDTTIONS

5 hours cf machine time.

2 • SDCGESTIONS i
None.

Fig. 8. Sample of Organized Information for 
Watershed
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the EVALUATORS in developing the required question and answer set and in

making the appropriate assignment of ratings.

In this particular model note that question 8, APPLICATION

RANGE, indicates time simulation can be from seconds to days. Criteria

such as these can be directly embedded in the appropriate question and

answer set. However, questions such as 17 and 18 which relate to the

type of computer language used, and disk and core memory requirements

would need additional thought. Some method of stating this in the

context of general computer requirements rather than those related to

specific computers or computer languages would be useful. It appears

in this case that any appropriate computer with 64,000-word internal

memory capacity would be adequate.

Other classification schemes for hydrologic models appear 
in

the literature which could also provide useful information (Ibbitt

1972). Of particular interest may be the report begun by the late

Dr. C. C. Kisiel of the University of Arizona and 
currently being com-

pleted by B. Popkin for the 1975 meeting of the International Union

of Geophysics convening in Contress, Grenoble, France. This report

summarizes the status of hydrologic modelling in 23 
countries.

A good summary of the hydrologic model choice problem 
in the

context of economics was given by Kisiel 
and Duckstein (1971). This

report organizes a considerable amount of 
model specification infor-

mation in a framework which is useful for approaching 
the cost-

effectiveness problem in model choice. Cost-effectiveness 
questions

should also be embedded in a CHOOSE model in addition 
to the criteria

developed by the World Meteorological Organization.



Since the actual implementation for a CHOOSE model in any

particular field does depend on the expert judgment of the selected

EVALUATOR, no attempt beyond the above was made to implement a

CHOOSE model for hydrologic CHOICE questions.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND EXTENSIONS

The problem which motivated the previous material was that of

getting more effective application in the field of hydrologic models

that have been developed by various research establishments throughout

the world. The investigation led to the conclusion that the models

were not presented and marketed in such a way that they would be chosen

and implemented by practicing engineers in appropriate situations.

The problem was perceived as occupying a place somewhere in the

middle ground between mathematical optimization models which all too

often require analysis in continuous n-space, and information retrieval

schemes which require massive analysis of documents for content 
without

value judgment. In the first method, it is assumed that decisions can

be selected from a continuum of available alternatives. In the second

method the effort is aimed at supporting researchers who 
are seeking

information as a foundation for future work and 
from which to synthe-

size more ideas. Neither of these meet the needs of 
those who seek an

established technology to treat a problem in some 
sort of satisfactory

manner.

By abstracting some of the more useful features 
of the two

techniques it appeared a scheme could be developed which would not

only aid in hydrologic model choice but would be 
applicable in any

136
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problem similarly situated. Accordingly, the CHOOSE model (Chapter 3)

and the CHOOSE system (Chapter 4 and Appendices A thru F) were developed

to provide a general framework for attacking such problems.

The feasibility of the CHOOSE system was demonstrated in a

fairly simple case involving choice of an 8-track stereo tape player,

and ha personal selection. Several suggestions were given (Chapter 5)

on how a group of qualified EVALUATORs with the requisite background

in hydrologic models could implement such a scheme for hydrologic

model choice using and extending attribute structures already developed

in the literature.

The two following sections examine some possible extensions to

the CHOOSE system, and some additional possible fields for application.

The closing section suggests a few additional features that could be

embedded in the actual computer programs.
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Possible Extensions to CHOOSE 

The CHOOSE procedures as developed above have drawn on mathe-

matical programming and information concepts to provide a methodology

suitable for use under the conditions defined on page 120.

At present CHOOSE procedures are limited to completely de-

coupled questions and to discrete value judgments. Possible extensions

of the CHOOSE procedures are as follows:

1. Multi-level Choice --Basically it seems that there are two

ways in which multiple level choices could be made.

(a) Multiple Levels for the Same Choice Problems. It may

prove useful to partition the question and answer sets into two or more

sets. The first set could contain the characteristics determined by

EVALUATORs to be the most important in the CHOICE situation. The

second sets could be called upon to supply additional criteria should

the CHOICE problem become more difficult. In this way the 
psycholog-

ical impact on the CHOOSER could be reduced by giving him fewer ques-

tions to respond to in the initial set and only going into 
the more

detailed sets should the circumstances of the 
CHOICE problem require.

For example, in the watershed question given on page 
72, some finer

resolution of criteria for size of 
watershed might be needed in order

to make a final choice between certain candidates. The extension of

the CHOOSE model here then would be to allow for 
additional evalua-

tion criteria to be presented when needed.

(b) Taxonomies of 
Models. Previous reference has been made

to making an excessively detailed analysis. 
A possible extension of
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CHOOSE is to make it multi-level in the sense that it searches through

some sort of taxonomy of models so that those CHOOSERs who are really

unacquainted with the field could be led to the appropriate subclass

of detailed models. For example, in determining behavior of 
water-

sheds some of the available models are strictly probabilistic models

(often called streamflow models) and are based on past history, where

others are models which examine behavior under varying inputs 
(rainfall-

runoff models). Rather than embedding both streamf low and runoff models

into the same CHOOSE model, it may be better to have the 
CHOOSE model

which directs the CHOOSER to one or the other. Then at 
the next level

additional CHOOSE models, each with its own precisely organized

question/answer criteria aimed specifically at the class of model se-

lected, would be called into action.

2. Real Value Judgments-- It may be useful to embed some

questions in the model structure that permit answers 
in a continuum

rather than at a limited number of discrete levels. 
This could permit

some additional measure in the choiceordering 
which might be useful.

3. Coupling of Answers --
 Mechanism could be included which

would permit a few trade-off questions 
to be embedded. This could be

similar to those embedded 
in Monarchi's SEMOPS (1972), or, more in

keeping with the philosophy of 
CHOOSE, only discrete trade-offs could

be considered. A modification of this 
sort might extend the range of

application of 
CHOOSE procedures to choice problems not otherwise

amenable to such analysis.
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4. CHOOSER Selected Value Judgments  --It would be possible

for the EVALUATORS to establish their evaluations of the decomposed

objectives so that ordering could be on the basis "is as good as or

better than" or "is as good as or poorer than." Then the CHOOSER

could be permitted to input his value judgment at the time of inter-

action. For example, suppose that a CHOOSE model has been implemented

for selecting a synthetic plastic for a particular application. Dif-

ferent plastics have different ductilities. For one user higher

ductility may be better than a lower one. In other cases the opposite

may be true. Rather than having the EVALUATORs decide which is best,

the selection could be left up to the CHOOSER.

5. Optimization—As pointed out in Chapter 3, a classical

mathematical optimization is not particularly applicable to problems

thought to be treatable by the CHOOSE procedures. However, there may

be circumstances where, by interaction, the CHOOSER has found several

satisfactory candidates and now wishes to go to some form 
of scheme

for attempting to approach the optimum choice. He 
then may wish to

assign linear weights to some selected few of the 
criteria so that

he can obtain some measure of performance 
which will aid him in his

final choice. Such a scheme for "fine tuning" 
the decision could be

built into the CHOOSE system.

6. Choice Combinations  —A major extension to 
the CHOOSE

concept would be to a scheme which allows a 
combination of choices

to meet the needs. For example, in 
rainfall-runoff models, only two

things may be needed: 1) the time of peak 
flow and 2) the total
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volume of discharge. There may exist one model which furnishes both

of these at the optimum level but at a cost which is unnecessarily

high. A better choice, however, might be one inexpensive model which

provides one part of the answer, and another such model for the other

part at a total cost less than the model which does both. As another

example consider the selection of a utility vehicle in which case the

CHOOSER finds that he needs a 6-passenger pickup if he is only to buy

one vehicle. But he may find that his overall needs are better met

with a 1/2 ton pickup and a sedan at less o -vrall cost.

There are combinatorial problems which would arise in attempt-

ing to incorporate such a feature, however, future development in

computer speeds could make such extensions to CHOOSE possible.
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Possible Fields of Application for CHOOSE 

As noted before the impact of the evaluation effort may very

well restrict CHOOSE procedures to those CHOICE problems for which the

candidate set is reasonably static.

For the most part this implies that because a candidate has

been chosen by one or a few other users it is not lost to future users.

This would be true, for example, on any sort of information oriented

choice since the consumption of information by one individual does not

remove it as a resource for others. It would also be true in a market

place where there is no scarcity of the quantity in question. For

example, in implementing a CHOOSE model for selection of tires for

passenger automobiles, many, many candidates could be included. The

choice of one manufacturer's model tire would not preempt that choice

for others, whereas a choice model based on rare Phoenician coins

would not have this property since once a particular one is chosen,

it has to be removed from the available set as choices for future

users.

A number of systems can be visualized where the 
requisite

"infinite" resource condition is met. The following 
are a few examples:

1. Basic Manufacturing Materials-- In a 
CHOOSE model for se-

lection of basic materials for 
manufactured products, choice criteria

could include strength, hardness, ductility, colorabilitY, wear resist-

ance, machineability, availability, cost, 
viscosity, temperature per-

formance (low and high), behavior in high 
radiation environments,

conductivity, density, solubility in air, and 
solubility in water.
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2. Consumer Products --Practically any high volume consumer

product which can be evaluated in an objective way is a candidate for

CHOOSE. The TPDEK8 example is a clear case of this.

3. Hydrology-- A broad range of hydrologic models other than

streamflow and rainfall-runoff could be structured in the CHOOSE form.

These could include snow melt models, ground water models, estuary

models, ocean basin models, lake models, etc.

4. Trip Planning-- There would appear to be some possibility

of adapting CHOOSE for use in planning travel. For airline travel,

for example, some of the objective criteria which might be used to

establish a choice might be lowest overall travel time, lowest time

in the air, fewest transfers, "optimum" time for transfers, and/or

lowest fare.

5. Software Selection-- The great proliferation of computer

languages in the last few years has created a selection of languages

in a particular application almost as bad as that for hydrologic

model choice (U. S. News and World Report, June 24, 1974). It

appears that use of a CHOOSE model as a guide in selection 
of computer

languages in particular applications could be very beneficial.

Since the CHOOSE procedures are based on a 
rather extensive

effort by EVALUATORs to establish appropriate values for 
particular

questions and to rate candidates accordingly, any system that has 
an

unstable data base might not be suitable for 
reduction to CHOOSE pro-

cedures. Two brief examples might illustrate this point.
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In the selection of personnel to fill a particular position,

a data base could be constructed; however, once the candidate becomes

unavailable (by being chosen to fill the first opening for such a

position, or simply by not being available when the time comes to

negotiate an agreement) then he must be removed from the candidate set

and the procedure begun again. The problem in personnel selection

would be further complicated if a general data base were desired for

choosing candidates for several types of positions. Here the value

judgment questions would be confused. For example, EVALUATORS would

be unable to place value judgment on M.S. in Chemical Engineering vs.

M.S. in Electrical Engineering without some knowledge of the position

for which they were structuring the data base.

As a second example, consider the problem of real estate mar-

keting. While it may be possible to develop an appropriate question

and answer set and make a reasonable set of value judgments regarding

them, the dynamic nature of the market may add and remove candidates

from the set at a rate which makes it difficult to keep up the data

base.
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Potential Program Improvements 

Possible extensions and improvements to the CHOOSE programs

could be considered along the following lines:

1. Batch Mode --Additional features could be embedded in the

programs so that users could enter end inputs from the terminal but

receive the output from the line printer in such a way that they could

conduct their preliminary screening "off-line."

2. Readout of Data Base-- Some scheme could be built which

would permit anyone dialing in to read out the entire data base for

a particular CHOOSE problem into their own local facilities for local

interaction. In this way they could avoid lengthy toll calls to link

up their terminals with data bases some distance away.

3. Data Base Maintenance  -- A scheme could be devised by

which the candidate library could be modified directly from 
the key-

board. This would permit the EVALUATORs to keep the data base 
up to

date more effectively.



APPENDIX A

USING THE CHOOSE SYSTEM

The material in this appendix consists of instructions

prepared for users of the CHOOSE system (CHOOSERs). Accordingly,

most instructions are given in the second person. Occasional paren-

thetical notes directed to those interested in the entire concept of

the CHOOSE system are included. These may be ignored by CHOOSERs.

To follow these procedures requires no knowledge of com-

puter programming or of the method of preparation of the data base.

Some minimum acquaintance with an interactive terminal--whether

teletype or cathode-ray--is desirable. Beyond that the CHOOSER

simply needs:

1. to know that a panel of experts has made appropriate studies

and have organized information (under a named program) that can be

of use to him in making a choice for some problem with which he is

confronted,

2. to have access to an interactive terminal, and

3. to know that choice assistance is available to him through

the terminal through telephone connections to the CDC 6400 
computer

at The University of Arizona.

Throughout the description of the interactive 
procedures which

follow, reference is made to a particular choice problem involving

selection of an 8-track stereo tape player. 
The data base/interactive
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program for this problem is called TPDEK8. This is the same example

program referred to from time to time in the main text. The steps

described here are illustrated by reference to reproductions of actual

teletype output obtained during execution of the program with the

TPDEK8 data base. For any other previously prepared and available

data base, it is only necessary to substitute the appropriate data

base name for TPDEK8 wherever it appears.

The data base/interactive program was created in accordance

with the instructions contained in Appendix D. At the present time,

TPDEK8 and CHOOSE are brought up from magnetic tape storage to CDC

mass storage devices each day as needed for test or demonstration.

The small CDC "batch" program needed to accomplish this is given at

the end of this appendix. Looking ahead to making such information

always available (as perhaps a "public-utility" program for world-

wide users on a 24-hour basis) it would be necessary for the programs

to be available on mass storage devices (magnetic drum, disk, etc.),

or be readily accessible for mass storage on request from 
interactive

users. For the present, funds are not available for the mass 
storage

charges that would arise in an attempt to keep the 
program in perma-

nent disk storage. But, for purposes of this instructional 
manual,

it is assumed that CHOOSE and TPDEK8 have been brought up 
on mass

storage devices accessible to the interactive user.

Since the CHOOSERS are not required--or expected--to 
have

access to this entire document, the instruction 
manual portion of

this appendix, beginning below, repeats many points 
that were intro-

duced at other points in the text.
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Interactive Instruction Manual 

The CHOOSE procedures have been designed to make expert

evaluations of various choices or alternatives accessible to you by

a simplified approach that avoids extensive research and analysis on

your part. By using these procedures in conjunction with any pre-

pared data base, you can avoid the mental paralysis that arises from

having too many alternatives to analyze or the uncertainty that

arises from not knowing enough about the alternatives that could be

considered.

These procedures begin by obtaining and examining your needs

(goals) and resources (constraints). This is done by the presenta-

tion of a series of questions which are constructed as carefully as

possible to permit you to make direct replies without extensive re-

flection or computation. Following this, the computer displays those

alternatives (candidates) that have come the closest to meeting 
your

stated requirements. If you are satisfied with one or more of the

candidates presented, the problem is solved. However, as 
is often

the case, some of the needs will not be met within the 
constraints

given. This leads to the interactive dialog.

The key feature of the CHOOSE procedures is that they not

only permit but also help guide a dialog between you 
and the computer.

This feature, when used properly, can illuminate the 
problems, and,

by using information you supply on acceptable modifications 
to your

needs and resources, move you toward the best 
alternative candidates

for you. All of this is done without exposing you to any 
of the

candidates that fail seriously. Hence, it reduces the choice prob-

lem to manageable proportions.



Steps

steps.

below.

1.

Discussion of CHOOSE breaks down quite naturally into eight

Before going into detail, these procedures are enumerated

A detailed discussion begins on page 150.

Becoming familiar with interactive terminal operations.

149

2. Establishing communications between the interactive terminal

and the desired procedure.

3. Establishing identification and mode of operation.

4. Obtaining inputs from the CHOOSER. (Section I of CHOOSE.)

5. Reviewing and modifying (if desired) the input. (Section

II of CHOOSE.)

6. Summarization and encoding of input. (Sections III and

IV of CHOOSE.)

7. Interaction. (Section V of CHOOSE.)

8. Termination.

The process is much easier to use than would appear from 
the

detailed instructions below. So don't become intimidated; just give

it a try. The easiest way to become familiar is to dial 
in and begin

using the system. After the first two steps, the 
process is largely

self-explanatory.

To familiarize you with the method, a special 
data bank named

TPDEK8 has been constructed. It involves a simplified 
version for

selection of an 8-tape stereo tape deck for home use. 
By experiment-

ing with various goals and constraints, you can see how 
the selection

process/interactive dialog works, and 
how it produces different
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recommendations under different conditions. The discussion which

follows uses TPDEK8 as the example.

Step 1. The Interactive Terminal. Obtain some minimum famil-

iarity with the teletype or cathode-ray terminal you will be using.

Customarily, there will be a small operating manual available at the

terminal for this purpose. Note that, regardless of the terminal in

use, no message is transmitted to the computer unless the RETURN or

SEND key is operated. Acknowledgment of receipt of a message by the

computer is given by a LINE FEED signal returned by the computer.

Step 2. Establishing Contact with the Computer. Establish

initial contact over commercial telephone lines by dialing 602 884-

3194. The computer will respond with identification material and end

with PLEASE LOGIN followed by a carriage return and a line feed. You

must then respond with LOGIN followed by a RETURN (carriage return).

This begins the interaction, and you must now send a series of mes-

sages in response to specific inquiries from the computer 
to establish

your right to use the computer, the job size, time limits, 
and to load

and execute the appropriate programs. The entire sequence 
for this

appears in Figure 9, where underlined messages represent 
inputs to

be entered by you at the keyboard and transmitted to 
the computer by

depressing the RETURN key. Those messages shown but 
not underlined

are supplied by the computer. Explanatory notes are 
given at the right

side of the figure.

When the entries given in Figure 9 have 
been received and

accepted by the computer, the connection 
of the terminal to the

computer is completed. The interactive 
program headings appear next.
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AFT7PNP INTFFC(' 1 .1	 On dialing the computer

PATF	 O'/1P/7	 (602 884-3194) this response

TIVF	 19.7P.1(, .	 begins the procedure.

FLFASF LPC, IN
LCC, TN
FNTFF l . FFP NPN/F- FFI
EFFIFIFFYTTY FN1FP FPFSt..pH--

{

The password (LOVELL in this
case) is typed over the
blocked out background so
that the password is not
compromised.

Oz1/1P/75	 LO(GFP TN PT	 19.79.n.
VITH LFFF-IF FL
FOLIF/PnT 11/1=,

CCVVANP- ATTPCP(TFrFvP,1 - FrFVP , TF=FFL ) 

FF CYCLF NP. = crt
CelvVPND- Pl- TtCP(CY-P.C5, F,CHCP5T , TP=FF I_ )

FF CYCLF NC. = nri
CeNVAND- CCNNFCT(1NE - 17 , r!THT )

CVNivP , NP- FFI 
ccvrPNE.- FIL 'in.
CCVNANP- )(FC ,

vp -f1c'N=Lc('-r=1FrFv 2 ,(-1 .5- F

eFTICN=FXFC1 -!P=TFI- F

NOTE: Entries made
from the keyboard
are underlined.
Others are supplied
by the computer.

Fig. 9.	 Step 2. Establishing Connection
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Step 3. Preliminaries. Refer to Figure 10. For the record,

the computer responds with its address (line 1) and the name of the

prepared data base with which interaction is contemplated (line 2).

The next two lines give the date that the criteria set was last re-

vised and the date that the candidate information was last updated.

(Updating of criteria can take place as new needs or constraints are

perceived or old ones found to be of little consequence. Such changes

will require an updating of data for each of the candidates at the

same time. However, updating of individual candidate information will

generally take place whenever additional candidates become available

or when experience or judgment indicates that prior evaluations re-

quire adjustment in one or more of the criteria.)

Following the readiness question which next appears, indicate

your readiness to proceed by typing YES (or simply Y) or NO (or simply

N). Note that, even though the set of answers offered by 
the computer

seems to be limited, there are actually a number of answers that 
are

always acceptable. For easy reference, these are given in Figure 11.

For example, by typing S (for Skip) you can cause the interactive 
pro-

gram to skip to the next major section. By typing R (for 
Return) you

can make the program return to an earlier section for 
review or change

of entries. By typing # you can cause suppression of 
detailed messages

(if they are currently appearing) or cause detailed 
messages to appear

(if they have been previously suppressed). At 
any time, if you are

confused as to how to respond, you may type ? and the 
program 1) will

give you a list of acceptable responses at that 
point, 2) return to



UNIVFFSITY OF API7ONP, TUCSON, PFIZONA P5721
INTFFPCTIVF CHVICF FFCCFPN - TpDFKp
CFIIFFIA(C PNP P SFT) LAST UFFATFE 11-1A-7z.
CANDIDATE INFOEVATION LPET IFrPTEP 11-IA-7z.

FEADY\ YES OF NO -	 YFS

°LEMONS PPF ANETFPFD FY CIVING P NINTFICPL FFSPONSE

IN THE RANGE FEPVITIFU, FY TYFING

A (10 AFPFT THE FNTIFF PEWEES),
S (TO SKIP APFPF TO TPF NEXT VAJOF SECTION),

F (TO FETUPN TO AN FPFLIFP NAJOF SECTION FOE PFVIEV), OF

\ (IF yvti PON"T KNOV HOV TO FFEFONF).
YOUR FFEPONEFS AFF FNIFFEr TN THE FLPCF FROvIDEr AFTFP

THF VFSSAGF liGIVF VALID . FESFONEF - #.	 EACH FFEFONEF VrET

PE FOLLOVED PY STFIKINT THE EFTL'PNP KEY 10 TFANSVI1 YOUF

RESPONSE TO THE COMPUTFF.

READY\ YES OF NO -	 NO

HAVE- COIFAGF -- YOU VILL PF PPLF TO PPOFT VI71-1 A PNY TTVF P

OUFSTION IS ASKED.	 NOV, ONF VOFF CHANCF.

READY\ YES CF NO -	 Y

CUESTIONS APE ANFVFPFP FY GIVING A NIVFFICPL PESPONSF

IN THE RPNGF PEPVITTFE, FY TYPING

A (TO APORT THF FNTIFF FFOCESS) ,

S (TO SKIP PHFAr TO THE NEXT VAJOP SECTION),

P (TO PFTUFN TO PH FPFLIFF, VAJCP SECTION FOP FF)IFY), OF

\ (IF YOU FON"T KNOV HOt. TO FESPONr).

YOLE PESPONSFS AFF ENTEFEr IN THF FLPCF FFOVIDFF AFTER

THE VFESAGE	 VALIr EFEFONSF -	 • FACH FFSFONSE VUST

FE FOLLOVFD FY STFIKINC THE rFETUPN# KFY TO 
TFPNEVIT

PFSFONEE TO . THF COmPUTFF.

READY\ YES CF NO
	

Y E S
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Fig. 10. Step 3. Preliminaries
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Response	 Meaning and Comment 

Always Acceptable

Where numerical responses are expected, the set of
integers over which response is to be made is given.
Even though numerical response is solicited, the al-
ternative responses given below can be given, if needed.
If an invalid integer is entered, the program will re-
ject it with appropriate message and, except in tables,
will solicit a new figure.

Stop the entire procedure. This stops execution of

the program. To start over from the beginning it is
necessary to respond to the next COMMAND request from
the computer with the last three statements of

Figure	 (COMMAND-XEQ, etc.). To terminate the con-

nection, see Step 8.

numeric

Return to an earlier major section.

II

Skip ahead to next major section.

Activate or suppress the detailed messages. This entry

causes the detailed messages to be switched on or off.

"Off" is desired in order to speed up the process. For

those unfamiliar with the procedure "On" is the pre-

ferred mode. "On" is established initially by the

program. This switch can be made as often as desired

in the program.

Type ? when uncertain what to do. Explanation will be

offered, and the question will be repeated.

Sometimes Acceptable 

D or blank	 No response will be given at this time. Note 
that a

blank is made by space bar followed by carriage return.
Carriage return alone is inadequate, since it is inter-

preted as no message and the computer 
simply waits for

your valid response.

Fig. 11. Standard Responses and 
Their Meanings
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giving out detailed messages, and 3) repeat the previous question for

your new response.

After the preliminary information is presented, and you have

elected to proceed, you will be led automatically through the major

sections of the CHOOSE procedures. Each of the sections represents a

phase of the choice process and is identified at the interactive ter-

minal by Roman numerals. The form of response you are to use is as

indicated in Figure 11--except in certain cases where special tables

are presented for entry of your answers. Note that, if at any time

you wish to abort the process, you can do so by simply sending A.

Note also that the system has been made largely foolproof. When

unacceptable entries are received they are rejected, some comment is

then offered on how to make a valid response, and the opportunity is

presented to try again. Even though some part of the process may be

skipped or deferred to a later time, the system at all times retains

"default" values in storage that act in a fail-safe role. 
About the

only mistake that will wipe out previous work is to respond with 
the

abort signal (A) inadvertently.

Rather than explain each of the major sections in 
detail, each

is discussed briefly and reference is made to the 
appropriate figure

to show the behavior for sample answers for the 
illustrative case. As

before, in each figure the underlined entries represent those 
made by

the user from the keyboard. All others are 
supplied by the computer.

Step 4. Section I of CHOOSE. Eliciting 
Input Data. Refer to

Figure 12. Here you will enter your needs and 
resources in the criteria

set established for the choice problem you 
have selected.
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SFCTION I. MOPFL CHOICE FFCCFAV FEGINS.

PO YOU WPNT THE CONFLFTF TFXT WITH FPOH CUFIION\

NOTE - yOr vAY FFVFPFF THIS FFCTSION P NY TIVF LITE
BY TYPING	 IN PN:TF, TO ANY CATFTION.

REPLY -YFS

WERE A FF 7 VPYS IC FN7FF YOLE CHOICE

CRITEFIP.	 FFLECT ()NF.

1 = EACH CUFSTICN IN1IV1PLLY FFEFFNITP.
= FFFVICUFLY FTEPPRFD ANSVEFF  TV BF FNTFFFF.

3 = PFECOPED NUMFFFF AFT TO FF FNITFFFP.

RFFLY -1

EACH CUFSTION IN USE LILL FF CALLFP IN TI N. THE US1PL

NUNFEICAL ('NP SYMFOLIC RESPONSES ('FE TO FF USEP.

pFppy\ _	 YFS

C.	 1.	 PNSWEF FANGE - 1 TO 6.

FFCORD YOLE PNSVEPS

C. 2. PNSWFP FPNCF - 1 TO E.

FFCORP YOUR PNSVFFS

C. 3. PNFVFR FANCF - 1 TO 7.

FFCOFD YOUR ANSVFFS

C. L. 	ANSWER FPNCF - 1 TO 6.

RECOPP YOUR ANFVFPS

C. 5. ANSVFF FANCF - 1 TO

FFCORD YOLF ANSVFEE
	

i/pi/
	 #2#

C. 6. ANSLTF PANGF - 1 TV 5.

RFTORD YOUF ANSWFFS
	

#

C. 7.	 ANSVFF FPNCF - 1 TO

FFCORD YOUR ANSVFFF
	 #F#

Fig. 12. Section I. Opening and 
Method 1 of Entry
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First you are asked whether you want the complete text with

each question. If you have no prior knowledge of the questions and

the choice of answers available, you should enter YES. However, if

you have access to the questions and the answer set, and perhaps have

established the range of answers you intend to supply, you should

enter NO. [The latter will, of course, depend on the criteria set

being generally available to the prospective user, wherever he may

be situated. Technical periodicals could be used for this purpose.

In this way the user will be able to prepare his criteria in advance

(in an "off line" mode) with greater opportunity to reflect on the

questions and to discuss some of his proposed responses with his col-

leagues. The interaction in this case can be reduced to a brief

"hook-up." When such advance work can be done, it is the recommended

procedure.]

Next you will be asked in which of three forms you wish 
the

questions to be presented. The three alternatives are:

Method 1-- Here each question 
is presented individually, and

its answer range is given. If the fun text condition (as previously

established) is ON, the question will be stated along with 
a numbered

set of answers followed by a place for two responses. 
If the full

text condition is OFF, only the place for 
your two responses is pro-

vided. This permits you to enter a range of 
answers if you are un-

certain which specific answer to select; that 
is, you are allowed to

equivocate, if you need to, to keep the 
process moving.

The basic rules for 
selecting responses (answers) is to give,

as a low answer, the minimum acceptable condition in the 
context of
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your particular situation, and for a high answer, the best you can

expect or can offer in resources as the high answer. Both answers may

be the same. Figure 12 shows how some responses of this nature are

entered. (Note that it is up to those analyzing, developing the cod-

ing criteria, and evaluating and coding candidate information to

construct meaningful questions and code them in the proper numerical

sequence so that the low and high numbers of answers are suitably rank-

ordered.)

Method 2-- Method 1 is the most tedious but must be relied upon

if you have been unable to prepare your answers in advance. Method 2

is the preferred one if you have been able to prepare your responses

in advance.

In the latter case, select Method 2 for the form of data and

enter the numbers directly into the tabular form. Refer to Figure 13.

Note that the questions are displayed 14 at a time along with 
the maxi-

mum allowable answer and the answer currently stored for the 
low value.

Those marked with an asterisk are those for which no 
response has yet

been obtained; those showing no asterisks were answered when Method 
1

was in use (Figure 12). At the end of this display 
the question OK?

is asked, to which you may reply YES (or 1 or Y) or NO (or 
2 or N).

If you enter a NO, a new line is displayed for 
your entry of the appro-

priate new or revised numbers. Where no change 
is needed, blanks can

be substituted.

When you have sent the new infomation, 
the computer analyzes

and reproduces the information and notes 
any errors you may have made.
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Again it asks OK? If you respond YES, the procedure advances to an

analysis of the high values of your response and continues in this

manner until all questions have been displayed and/or accepted. In

Figure 13 this occurs when the high answers for the last 2 of the

total 16 questions have been accepted by answering Y (on the last

line).

Method 3-- The third option permits direct entry of your cri-

teria in octal coded form. This option is only useful if you have

found, during previous interaction, what the coded computer words

are for your criteria. This will generally mean that you have worked

interactively before and wish to pick up from where you previously

left off. When this is the case, you can select Method 3 for input

format and then enter those coded words displayed under Section IV

(see below) of the earlier run. The form displayed for entry 
in this

is identical with that shown in Figure 15 except that after each

label you are expected to enter the appropriate 20 octal 
characters.

For example:

NEED2H = 00000000000000000041 (Carriage return)

Step 5. Section II of CHOOSE. Review 
of Input. On arriving

at Section II, you will be given the 
opportunity to review the inputs

you established in Section I. This is illustrated 
in Figure 14. Here,

when a REPLY is solicited by the computer, 
you simply enter the number

of any question you wish to review. In the 
example, question 12 was

brought up for review, the maximum 
available answer indicated, the cur-

rently recorded low and high answers displayed 
and spaces given for the
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SECTION II.	 FEVIFW OF C. AND A.

HERE YOU VAY PFK FOE P NY CUE STION TV HF PFFSENTED PCPIN.

TO LEPVF THIS SECTION YOU HST TYFF F AF YOUF FESPONSE.
OTHERWISE GIVE THE DESIRED UTSTICN NUVPFF AS YOUR

FEFPCNSF.
REPLY -12

C. 12.	 PNSWFF PPNGF - 1 TO 2.

NOV; PECCPDFF
RECORD YOUR PNSWFPS

	LOU 11 1 11	 HIGH 1/ 1#

	

#S#	 # #

SECTION III.	 SUVMPPY OF ANSVEFF.

CHOOSE VETHOD CF FFEFFNTATION CF EFF1LTF.

1 = PLL ANSWERS, 2 = NONE, 3 = UNANSWEPFP CI 
EFTIONS ONLY.

REPLY -1—

THOSE PNFWEPF YAFKFD PY AN * PPE ANSVFES 
SUPPLIED PY THE

SYSTEM SINCE YOL HPVF NOT YET PNSVEFFD THEM.

NO. LOW NIGH MPX.

1 1 1 6

2 1 1 6

3 1 1 7
A 1 1 6
6 2 2 ,
6 3 Li
7 3 Li 5
F 3 A ._.
9 2 3 5

10 3 3 _
11 2 ii ç

1? 1 1 2
13 2 2 2

2 2 2

15 1 2 2

16 1 1 6

De YOU WISH TO MODIFY ANY RESPONSES\ -
	 NO

Fig. 14. Sections II and III 
Illustrated
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new response. Here, the response S was given since the answers shown

for 12 were considered satisfactory, and no other questions were

thought to need review. The S causes a skip to the next section.

Step 6. Sections III and IV of CHOOSE. Summary_and Encoding 

of Input. Refer also to Figure 15. Section III gives you the oppor-

tunity 1) to obtain a summary of all input information, whether en-

tered from the keyboard or default values entered by the program for

unanswered questions, 2) to obtain a listing of unanswered questions

only, or 3) to skip over to the next section. This is done by answer-

ing 1, 2, or 3, respectively, to the initial query of the section.

In the example, 1 was selected, and a complete list of 
re-

corded responses to all questions was obtained. Note that those low

and high values recorded and marked with an asterisk are 
default values

supplied by the program. (In the example, none are 
so marked, since

all questions were answered from the keyboard 
in Section I.)

Section III closes with a question of 
whether you are satis-

fied with the complete list. A response of 
YES sends you to the next

section. A response of NO, returns you to 
Section II, where you again

have the opportunity to call up specific questions and 
to modify your

responses.

In the example, the NO response activated 
Section IV. Encoding 

the Answers. Refer to Figure 15. 
Here, no interaction is required,

and the computer encodes your response into 
octal words to prepare for

the search and comparisons which will be needed. 
For the record, the

four coded words are displayed at the
 terminal. They may be used for
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direct entry of coded information in Section I (Method 3) on some

subsequent run. The program then moves automatically to Section V.

SFC:1 ICN IV.	 ENCODING THE F.N,.1/FF'S. •

ENCCDFD FFE*LT
NFFD2H = coonnonennonnoonon 6

NFFDPH = nononn210621Lpnnorn
NFFDPL = ronorrocooronocio0on6
NFF DPL = 00000020z1z1210200 000

Fig. 15. Section IV. Coded Output Example

Step 7. Section V of CHOOSE. Interaction. A brief explana-

tion of the rating scheme is given here and in Figure 16 
prior to

discussion of the example. This should be adequate to establish 
the

mechanics of the interactive process for the immediate 
discussion.

The major section of this appendix entitled "Strategy 
for Interaction"

(page 175) gives the detailed meanings of the ratings 
and, beginning

on page 179, outlines some techniques for interaction 
which can assist

you in moving efficiently towards those candidates 
most suitable for

you.

The primary rating places each candidate in a 
class numbered

from 1 through 8, where those rated 1 are 
those that meet your require-

ments handily, and those rated 8 are 
extremely unsatisfactory. Candi-

dates with intermediate ratings are considered poorer 
candidates. The

intermediate ratings--2 through 6--indicate decreasing likelihood 
(as

the numbers increase) that the candidate 
ought to be selected or con-

sidered further.
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Primary Rating
	

Meaning 

1
	

Outstanding. Meets or exceeds all requirements
including the most optimistic statement of your needs
and the most severe of your constraints. A secondary
rating based on the degree by which the rating is ex-
ceeded is given. The higher the secondary rating,
the better the candidate.

2
	

Fully Acceptable. The standard candidate rating
is equal to or better than your minimum requirements,
and the optimistic candidate ratings are equal to or
better than your highest performance requirements.

3	 Acceptable A. The most optimistic candidate ratings
meet or exceed your highest desired performance.

4	 Acceptable B. The standard candidate rating is equal
to or better than your minimum requirements at every
point.

5	 Marginal. The most optimistic candidate ratings ex-
ceed your minimum requirements at every point.

6	 Bad. There are some instances where you would have

to reduce your minimum response by one step in order

to achieve a rating of 5. The number of instances
where this would be required is given as a secondary

rating criterion.

7	 Very Bad. You would have to reduce your minimum
response (requirements) by more than one step in at

least one instance in order to achieve a rating of 5.

8	 No Hope. There are some points in direct conflict.

Basically you have responded to some questions with a

requirement that cannot be met. Example: You have

asked that the candidate provide peak flow information,

and the candidate rated 8 cannot supply it.

Fig. 16. Brief Outline of the Rating Scheme
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A secondary rating scheme is used for those candidates with

primary ratings of 1 and 6. For those with a rating of 1, the second-

ary rating is a numerical count of the number of criteria 
for which

the candidate exceeds your requirements. Hence, the larger 
the

secondary rating, the better (presumably) the candidate would 
be.

For those with a rating of 6, the secondary rating is 
a numerical

count of the number of criteria on which the candidate 
failed to be

rated 5. In this case, those with the larger number 
are less likely

to be selected.

Rather than display each candidate with its rating, 
the CHOOSE

system presents only the top candidates and displays 
more only on re-

quest. Returning now to the example and Figure 
17, note that, after

an affirmative answer to a readiness question, the top 
ten candidates

are displayed. The information appears in the 
following order:

1) candidate number, 2) the candidate's primary rating, 
3) a short

title or name for the candidate, and 4) the 
secondary rating (zeroes

are used when there is no secondary rating).

Typically, the top candidates will not 
have a high enough rat-

ing, and often there will be a number of 
ties. The first set of ten

in the example shows that no candidate 
fared better than 5 (indicating

that none of those candidates met all 
of the conditions) and that

there were two tied for that 
position. The balance of the first ten

are all rated 6, or poorer.

Following this, you are 
given five choices for the next step.

The choices are:
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SECTION V.	 INTERACTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE. ,

READY\ YES OP NO -	 YES

LIST IN APPARENT	 DECREASING	 DFSIRABILITY.'

2 6 JVC	 ED1103 1
1 6 PANASONIC	 FSPOILS- 2
7 6 SYLVANIA FT2750W 3

10 6 REALISTIC	 TF166
3 7 GEN.	 ELECTRIC	 TP560 0
4 7 LAFAYETTE	 FK82	 • 0
5 / SONY TC208 0
6 7 PSR	 TORS
8 7 CONCORD CDFA

.	 9 7 TOSHIPA KT8A o

5 CHOICES.
REPLY - 4

lf i— WARDS CAT.	 NO.	 681A 0
12. 7 SUPERSCOPE TD28
13 7 SEARS	 9105 0
lh 7 HITACHI	 TPOIAAD 0
15 7 HEATHKIT 602F 0

5 CHOICES.
REPLY -3

CAND.	 NO.	 -
SHORT. NAVE	 -	 JVC	 ED1103

2.	 CRITERIA	 NOT MEI	 -	 A
MARGINAL RESPONSES ARE 2	 5 9 13 IA 15

CAND.	 NO.	 -	 15
.SHORT NAVE	 - HEATHKIT GD28

15.	 CRITERIA	 NOT MET - 	3A 9
MARGINAL RESPONSES ARE 1 	2 7 13 IA 15 16

CAND.	 NO.	 -
SHORT NAVE	 - PANASONIC RSA:MILS

I.	 CRITERIA	 NOT VET -	 A	 9
MARGINAL RESPONSES ARE 2	 5 6 7 13 lA 15

Fig. 17. Section V. Example of Interaction
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1. JOB COMPLETED. TERMINATE RUN. This entry is self explanatory.

It could be used immediately if a choice can be made from the informa-

tion already displayed. It would also be useful if, prior to proceed-

ing, you wished to study reference materials on some of the candidates

showing promise. Normally it would be used only after a certain 
amount

of interaction to modify criteria has taken place.

2. RETURN TO Q AND A FOR ADJUSTMENTS. A response of 2 would re-

turn you to Section II (Step 5) for adjustment of criteria. 
This

entry would normally be used only to correct an error just discovered

or to make a number of major changes to 
input information as a result

of serious failure of essentially all candidates.

3. INQUIRE ABOUT SPECIFIC CANDIDATES. This 
is the real inter-

active dialog entry. It places you in a special 
mode where, by candi-

date number, you can ascertain the precise 
items on which the candidate

failed to meet the stated input conditions. 
Further, the conditions

considered marginal (as determined by the 
spread given between the high

and low values) are displayed. This 
permits you to reflect on your

responses to particular questions and make 
changes that you feel might

be acceptable in your need/resource input 
criteria. By looking at

several candidates which have essentially the 
same rating, the partic-

ular trouble spots can be illuminated and 
some exploration can be

made to see where the greatest opportunity 
for improvement lies. This

gives you the opportunity to 
compare the trouble spots in some detail

with your criteria so that you can select, for 
further examination,

those candidates that seem most likely to be within reach 
of your

goals and constraints, as modified during 
interaction.
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The normal exit from this option is to type S when a candidate

number is requested. This option also permits you, by typing R, to

have specific questions displayed on call. In this way, modifications

can be introduced without return to the earlier steps. The return

from this question modification option is back to this option 3, 
so

that the dialog can continue until you have made all the 
progress

towards choice that you are prepared to make during the present 
inter-

active session.

4. EXTEND LIST. This option permits you to ask 
for extended lists

as illustrated in Figure 17. This is useful if a 
number of candidates

are tied and you wish to display those that may also be tied 
but could

not be displayed within the numeric limitation (10) of 
earlier lists.

It is also useful if you wish to locate a particular 
candidate with

which you have some particular familiarity or 
interest. While this

can be done by calling for that particular candidate 
under option 3,

by doing it here, you can get a better perspective of 
its relationship

with other candidates.

5. RE-DO LIST. With this option you can 
cause the list of candi-

dates to be re-done and the top ten candidates 
to be displayed again.

This option may be followed by 4 (EXTEND 
LIST) if desired. This op-

tion should be selected if you have made 
enough changes in your input

criteria (goals and 
constraints) so that you need to re-establish

ratings. This is particularly useful 
in interaction since the modi-

fied criteria that the 
dialog produces may not only make those candi-

dates you are working with appear 
better, but they may cause other

candidates--previously rejected--to come up 
for reconsideration.
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Returning now to discuss the example (Figure 17), note that

choice 4 was made initially to extend the list and display the five

models not originally displayed. Note also that the highest rating

achieved by any unit was No. 6 indicating that the most favorably

situated unit did not meet the minimum requirements.

The second choice made was No. 3 indicating that it is desired

to examine some of the candidates to see on which specific 
points they

fail. Here the top candidate (No. 2), the bottom 
candidate (No. 15)

and the second candidate (No. 1) were examined. All show 
that criteria

14 and 15 (among others) constitute trouble spots.

The example is continued in Figure 18 
on the next two pages.

Criteria have now changed since this represents 
the presentation after

some interaction has taken place. 
When operating under choice 3

(INQUIRE ABOUT SPECIFIC CANDIDATES), a 
response of R, when a candidate

number is solicited, places you in the position 
shown at the top of

page 171 where a question number is solicited. 
In this way you are

permitted to examine the relationship 
of the candidate currently under

consideration with respect to specific 
questions. When the response

to QUES. NO. is R, this places you 
in a mode in which you can actually

change your previous responses. The 
entries on page 171 illustrate

this procedure for criteria 14 and 15 
which were previously noted as

troublesome.

A reply of S to QUES. 
NO. returns you to the candidate mode,

and a reply of S, when in candidate mode, 
returns you to the mode of

five choices. Both of these are 
illustrated at the bottom 

of page 171.



5 CHOICES.

1. JOB COMPLETED. TEFMINATE FUN.
P. FFTUFN TO C AND A FOP APJtFTNENTS.
3. INCUIFF APOLT SPECIFIC CANDIDATES.
4. EXTEND LIST.
5. RE-DO LIST.

REPLY -2

GIVE CANDIDATE NO., 	 S TO EXIT THIS STEP, OF F TO
EXAMINE DETAILS OF LAST CANDIDATE NAMED.

CAND. NP. -	 1
SHORT NAME - PANASONIC FSFO1rS

1. CRITERIA NOT MET - n
MARGINAL RESPONSES ARE 	 6 7 9 13

GIVE CANDIDATE NC., S 70 EXIT THIS STEP, OF P TO
EXAMINE DETAILS CE LAST CANDIDATE NAMED.

CAND. NO. -	 2
,SHOFT NAME - JVC -TD1103

2. CRITERIA NOT MET - 0
MARGINAL RESPONSES PPE - 	9 13

GIVE CANDIDATE NO.,	 S TO EXIT THIS STEP, OF F TO
EXAMINE DETAILS CF LAST CANDIDATE NAMED.

CAND. NO. -
SHORT NAME - DEN. ELECTRIC TA560

3. CRITERIA NOT VET - 0
MARGINAL FEsPONsES PRE	 7 9 13

GIVE CANDIDATE NC.,	 S TO EXIT THIS STEP, OF P TO
EXAMINE DETAILS OF LAST CANDIDATE NAMED.

CAND. NO. -	 13
SHORT NAME - SEPRE 9105

13. CRITERIA NOT MET - O
MARGINAL REgPONSFS AFF
	

7 9 1'3
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Fig. 18. Step 7. Section V. Interaction
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CUES. NO. -	 15

CUES. 15 YOUR INPUT 1-2, AND	 IF FATED 1-1, VAX=P

GIVE CUFSTION NO., USE	 F TO EXIT, OF F TO MODIFY
RESPONSES TO LAST CUESTION

CUES. NO. -

C. 15.	 ANSVEF FANGE - 1 TO 2.

NOV FECORDED
	

LOW #1#
	

HIGH #2#
RECORD YOUR ANSVEFS
	

#1#
	

#1#

GIVE CUFSTION NO., USE F TO EXIT, OF F TO MODIFY
FFSPONSES TO LAST CUESTION CITEE.

CUES. NO. -	 lA

CUES. 14 YOLE INPUT 2-2, AND	 5 IF FATED 1-1, MAX=2

GIVE CUFSTION NO., USE S TO EXIT, OF P TO MODIFY
RESPONSES TO LAST CUFSTION CITED.

CUES. NO. -

O. 14.	 ANSWEE FPNGE - 1 TO P.

NOW RECOFPED
	

LOW #2#
	

NIGH #2#
FECOFD YOUR ANSWERS

	
#1#
	 #1/

GIVE CUESTION NO., UFF S TO EXIT, PF F TO VOPIFY

FESFPNSES TO LAST CIESTION CITED.

CUES. NO. -

GIVE CANDIDATE NO.,	 S TO EXIT THIS STEP, OF F TO

EXAMINE DETAILS OF LAST CANDIDATE NAMED.

CANE. NO. -

5 CHOICES.

Fig. 18. Step 7. Section V. Interaction--Continued
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Using the five interactive options given above, you can explore

your various options and perhaps find a single feasible candidate. In

this case you may wish to terminate the program. 
Alternatively, you

may find a small subset of the candidates that meet your 
goals and

constraints at some acceptable level. This information, 
together with

the display of the weak points, may give sufficient 
information so

that further study of the reference material supporting the 
selected

subset of candidates will lead you to a 
choice without further inter-

action. Or, you may find that your goals and 
constraints cannot be

met in any satisfactory way by any 
of the candidates in the data base.

In this case (and particularly if the data base 
is maintained on an

up-to-date basis) the conclusion that no candidates 
meet your require-

ments may be warranted. If this is the case, then 
alternative methods

for solution of your problem must be investigated. 
In all of the

above cases, the current interactive 
run can be considered complete,

and the interaction may be terminated.

Step 8. Termination. Refer to Figure 19. 
Ending the inter-

action is easy. You simply need to enter A as a 
response. However,

it will be more customary to enter option 
1 (as one of the five choices

available during interaction) to reach 
a normal STOP. This was done in

the example and the normal STOP 30 
identification was given. This is

followed by an indication of how many 
seconds of computer central

processor time was actually used during the 
execution of your program

and the customary request

COMMAND-

At this point you could simply disconnect 
the terminal by hanging up



CAND. NO. -

5 CHOICES.

1. JOE COMPLETED. TERMINATE FUN.
P. FETAFN TC r ANC A FOR ADJUSTMENTS.
3. INQUIRE AEOUI SPECIFIC CANDTEPTES.
h. EXTEND LIST.
5. RE-DC LIST.

REPLY -1
STOP 30

1.39 1  CM SECONDS EXECUTION TIME
COMMAND- LOGCUT
CF TIME	 2.726
FM TIME	 14.725
CONNECT TIME	 0 HFS. 49 MIN.
O'/1P/75 LOGGED OUI PT 20.2P.37.<
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Fig. 19. Step 8. Termination
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(terminating the telephone linkage). However, to obtain a log of the

cost of the interactive session, the proper response is

COMMAND-LO GOUT. 

as illustrated. After the billing information is printed, you can

then simply hang up.

Simplified Start-Up for Additional Interactive Sessions. Once

an interactive run has been made, certain shortcuts can be used in

making additional runs. Steps 1 and 2 must be followed as before in

order to establish connection with the computer and data base. The

first reply under Step 3 may be If in lieu of YES or NO. This sup-

presses the detailed queries and brings you directly to the question

on entry option. Here, you simply respond 3, and the system will be

ready to accept the entries previously encoded and displayed in the

form shown in Figure 15 on page 163. Such entries will have arisen

when SECTION IV of the program was executed on an earlier run. Also,

updated versions would have been produced during your earlier 
inter-

action if you chose option 5. RE-DO LIST (see page 168) during

earlier interaction (Step 7).

After the entry of coded information, you are 
automatically

moved to Step 5 to continue modification of inputs, interaction,

etc., as before.
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Strategy for Interactive Negotiations 

The material beginning on page 163 described the procedures

available for the interactive dialog portion of the CHOOSE procedures.

This section describes some of the ways a fruitful exchange of infor-

mation between you, the CHOOSER, and the computer can be developed.

The five choices of interactive steps (page 167) give you a great

deal of flexibility in adjusting your requirements and examining your

resources to see which choice from the available candidate set will

be the most appropriate.

Typically, an engineer who is seeking some solution to his

problem (whether model choice or any other) is faced with the usual

trade-offs: the desire to do the best possible job and the desire

to use the minimum of resources. When he is seeking some guidance

on model choice, his typical initial position in the interaction

("negotiation" with the data base) will be to state his requirements

in the most extravagant terms and his resources in the most parsi-

monious terms; the idea being that some candidate just might come

through and meet all conditions. The usual result will be that none

of the candidates will be feasible under these conditions. This 
is

where the interaction must begin.

The criteria set for any CHOOSE data base consists 
of a

series of questions directed to the user (CHOOSER) and a 
numbered

list of response options. The questions are of two 
types which, as

will be described below, are treated somewhat differently 
in the com-

puter analysis. The two types are:
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1. Binary: The binary questions are those for which only two

choices for answers are offered. These questions are considered fun-

damental since they usually correspond to answers that are direct

opposites of each other, such as YES or NO, TRUE or FALSE. The candi-

date EVALUATORS who prepare the data base are not permitted to

equivocate on these questions. They must select one answer or the

other. (As noted below, however, the CHOOSER can give a range of

answers to any of the questions.)

2. Higher Order: The higher order questions are those having

more than two response options. From computer memory considerations

and to prevent the candidate EVALUATORS from creating too many levels

of response for CHOOSERs to work with effectively, the maximum number

of responses was limited to eight. Here, the various levels of answer

represent, to some extent, a measure of performance or a degree of

belief in the level of performance needed. The candidates in the

data base are rated on higher order questions by each being assigned

a low and a high value. The low value represents a guaranteed level

of performance, and the high number, the performance expected under

the most favorable conditions.

During the input steps (Sections I and II of CHOOSE: pages

155 through 162) you were asked to give a low and a high response to

each question although both responses could be the same. The law

answer was to be based on your basic needs or your available re-

sources--using the context of the question as the key to which 
of

these considerations is present. The high answer was to represent
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the extra performance you would like to have if it was available, or

the additional resources you could make available if necessary. It

will be convenient to call these responses your low and high aspira-

tion levels.

Allowing two entries for each question has two advantages:

1) it places less of a burden on the CHOOSER to be extremely precise

in his judgments until a later time (during interaction) when, for

one or two questions, he may have to "tighten" his response, and 2)

it provides a basis for a more discriminatory rating scheme for the

various candidates.

After your aspiration levels are established and verified,

the selection process begins. The analysis for each candidate is

based on a question by question comparison of your aspiration levels

with the evaluations of the various candidates. A rating is assigned

to each candidate based on the scale described below. For conve-

nience of explanation, the ratings are given in the order of decreas-

ing number but increasing desirability.

8. No Hope: The CHOOSER's lowest aspiration level for at least

one binary question is 2, whereas the candidate is rated 1. It

can't do the job.

7. Very Bad: The candidate is capable of meeting the minimum

aspiration level on all binary questions. However, even at 
the high-

est level of performance the candidate can expect to achieve, at

least one higher order question fails by two or more 
units (response

levels) to meet the CHOOSER's lower aspiration 
level. Substantial
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reduction in requirements and/or increase in resources would be needed

to bring this candidate into consideration.

6. Bad: This is the same as 7 except that none of the failures

are by more than one unit (or response level). A count of the number

of higher order questions that are missed by one unit is given as a

secondary rating criterion. This permits some discretion in select-

ing candidates for review since those candidates with the higher

counts will usually stand less chance of eventually being selected.

If no better candidates are available, some interaction here may

develop one or more possibilities.

5. Marginal: A rating of 5 indicates that the candidate so

rated, when viewed in the most favorable conditions, will meet the

CHOOSER's minimum aspiration level. This is a marginal rating be-

cause only the best levels of candidate performance will meet the

minimum CHOOSER requirements.

4. Acceptable B: This is the minimum fully acceptable level.

Here, the standard or conservative candidate evaluations meet or

exceed each of the CHOOSER's minimum aspiration levels.

3. Acceptable A: Here, the highest aspiration level of the

CHOOSER can be met or exceeded for each question by the 
most favor-

able candidate rating. This is considered in most cases 
to be a

stronger criterion than a rating of 4. In some cases, 
however, a

rating of 3 may not be considered by some CHOOSERS as significantly

better than 4.

2. Fully Acceptable: Meets the conditions for 
ratings 3 and 4.

A rating of 2 indicates a strong candidate.



1. Outstanding: This most favorable rating is for candidates

whose nominal rating equals or exceeds the CHOOSER's highest aspira-

tion levels at every point. The number of points on which the rating

Is exceeded is given as a secondary criterion. In this case, the

higher secondary numbers represent the stronger candidates, and the

program orders the list on that basis.

The Interactive Phase

Assume now that an interactive dialog is required to see

whether feasible--and, hopefully, minimal--adjustments of inputs

will produce some likely candidates. Guidance in making these ad-

justments is required. The following strategies can be helpful.

The order of their use should be determined by the user; there is

nothing sacred about the order in which they appear.

1. Examining the List (Extending, if necessary): All candidates

tied for the same rating might not appear on lists arbitrarily trun-

cated at ten. Hence, unless there is a clear and useful break in

candidate ratings within the first list of ten presented, it may be

profitable to extend the list (Interactive Option 4) until such a

break in ratings is noted. For example, if the best rating available

for any candidate is 6, then all candidates rated 6 should be dis-

played even though there are more than ten.

2. Checking Trouble Spots: Since your aspiration levels may be

much more stringent in one question set than in another, it is useful

to see where the trouble spots are. For any candidate, the difficult

points can be listed by using Interactive Option 3, and then calling

179
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for the candidate reports by candidate number. The computer then

displays two horizontal lists:

CRITERIA NOT MET - (list of question numbers, or 0 if
all are okay.)

MARGINAL REPLIES - (list of question numbers, or 0 if
all are okay.)

Your aspiration levels for a particular question are considered NOT

MET by the candidate if the most favorable rating for that candidate

is less than your minimum aspiration level for that question. Simi-

larly, it is considered MARGINAL if your high aspiration level cannot

be met by the standard candidate rating, but your low aspiration

level is met by the most favorable candidate rating.

Consider the following example of various aspiration levels

for candidate 47 having a standard rating for question 26 of 4 and a

most favorable rating of 7. If your aspiration levels for this ques-

tion were 3-4 (low response of 3 and high response of 4), the candi-

date would meet your requirements on this point; at its standard

performance level (4), it meets your highest aspiration level (4).

If, however, your aspiration levels were 4-5, it would be considered

MARGINAL for question 26 since your highest aspiration level (5) can-

not be met by the standard candidate rating (4). It is not consid-

ered a failure since most favorable rating of 7 does exceed the low

aspiration level of 4. In fact, any combination of aspiration levels

such that the lowest is less than 7 would not be considered a failure.

Any combination with the highest aspiration level equal to or less

than 4 would be considered as meeting all criteria.
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Note that this definition of MARGINAL is quite severe, but it

is included to be sure that nothing is really overlooked. You may de-

cide when examining the comparative ratings that, even though rated

MARGINAL here, it is satisfactory. One way of demonstrating your be-

lief in this would be to adjust your aspiration level(s) downward.

The strategy here is to examine as many of the suitably rated

candidates in this manner as are needed to perceive a pattern. If it

appears that many of the candidates are in trouble on the same subset

of questions, then those questions can be singled out for review of

aspiration levels. Of course, any question that is listed as a trouble

spot for a likely candidate should be re-analyzed.

The procedure for direct comparison of aspiration levels ver-

sus performance ratings for specific candidates and specific questions

is as follows:

a. Using Interactive Option 3, enter the number of the candidate

of interest.

b. When the terminal responds, asking for the next candidate num-

ber, enter R to move to the question comparison level. This produces

a request for the question number.

C. Enter the question number of interest. The terminal then

displays your aspiration levels and the candidate ratings for that

question. (See Figure 18, page 170.) The ratings are displayed in

the low-high form (e.g., 3-4). This gives you an opportunity to

see the nature and degree of difficulty that the candidate 
is in

for that particular question.
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d. Three options are available at this point.

1) If you wish to modify your aspiration levels for that

question on the spot, you may do so simply by entering R. This brings

up a format similar to that of SECTION I (Method 1) of CHOOSE for your

use. After your modifications are accepted, you are brought back to

the point where these three options are again open to you.

2) If you wish to see comparisons for other questions for

the same candidate, you simply enter the question number as in c

above.

3) If you are finished with question comparisons for this

candidate, you should enter S. This returns you to a above, and you

can now begin to explore the possibilities of different candidates.

e. When you are finished interacting under Interactive Option 3,

you simply enter S. This returns you to the point where all five

interactive options again become available to you.

Note that trouble spots can be checked as often as desired.

You may leave this interactive option and return later if it becomes

desirable.

3. Returning to the Q and A Section: If the initial display of

the most favorably rated candidates is a complete disaster, you may

wish to return to the SECTION I of CHOOSE to go through the entire

process of entering your criteria (aspiration levels) again. To do

this, simply select Interactive Option 2. The return to SECTION V,

INTERACTION, is through the steps described earlier. You can speed

the process up somewhat, however, by using the S option whenever you

desire to skip over a section.
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4. Re-Do List: During checking of trouble spots, the influence

of any changes in aspiration levels for the particular candidate you

are observing at that time is obvious. The influence on other candi-

dates is not as clear. If you have made several changes in aspiration

levels, it will often be to your advantage to create a new list of the

top ten candidates for study. This is done by selecting Interactive

Option 5. Once this is done, the list may be extended, as needed, by

selecting Interactive Option 4.

5. Overchoice: If the number of candidates with a suitably high

rating is excessive, the problem of overchoice arises; the set of

feasible alternatives is too large. Rather than making an arbitrary

choice of one from the set, some attempt should be made to make an

optimal or near-optimal selection. By using Interactive Option 2,

RETURN TO Q AND A FOR ADJUSTMENTS, you can review any or all of your

original inputs (aspiration levels) and upgrade them in any suitable

way. Then, on return to the interactive part of CHOOSE, you can ex-

pect to see the size of the feasible candidate set reduced. This

technique can be reused until no further improvement in discrimination

between feasible candidates is noted. The final choice, then, is 
the

one remaining candidate, or a selected one of the final subset 
of

candidates. Additional off-line study of the remaining candidates

could aid in this choice since there may be other considerations pre-

sent that were not encoded in the data base but are of some consequence

to you. In other cases, the choice may be arbitrary 
or subjective

without being infeasible.



Of course, during all of the above the candidate ratings

remain fixed. You, as the CHOOSER, need to work with your aspiration

levels in a suitable way in order to find out what is available to

meet your requirements. Effective use of the above strategies can

speed up the process and educate your discretion in choosing a satis-

factory candidate for your needs.

Bringing Programs Up for Interaction 

Since permanent mass storage files have not yet been estab-

lished for the programs needed for the CHOOSE system, it is necessary

to execute a small batch program prior to dialing in for interaction.

The following program deck will take care of this for use of PROGRAM

TPDEK8.

LOVELLR,BNxxxxxxxx,CM20000,T5,TP1,STO.
REQUEST(CHOOSE,*PF)
REQUEST(TPDEK8,*PF)
LABEL(TAPE,R,L=LOVELLRE,D=HI,VSN=7 058B,PW=REL,R0)
SKIPF(TAPE,3,17,C)
SKIPF(TAPE,2,17,B)
SKIPF(TAPE,1,17,C)
COPYBF(TAPE,CHOOSE)
CATALOG(CHOOSE,CHOOSE,ID=REL)
SKIPF(TAPE,1,17,B)
SKIPF(TAPE,1,17,C)
COPYBF(TAPE,TPDEK8)
CATALOG(TPDEK8,TPDEK8,ID=REL)
RETURN (TAPE)
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APPENDIX B

THE EXAMPLE MAIN PROGRAM-TPDEK8

The example main program TPDEK8, which was referred to in the

main body of the text, is listed in detail here. Note first that

this appendix is not for interactiveusers(CHOOSERs); they need not

read past Appendix A. For those EVALUATORs who intend to implement

CHOOSE systems, this and the remaining appendices should be of

interest.

The form of the main program is strictly for use with the

CDC 6400 computer since the 10-character word length is used exten-

sively. Any modification of the CHOOSE system for use on other com-

puters would require some changes in the CHOOSE subprogram set as

well as in the main program.

PROGRAM MAKEUP can be used to prepare the basic framework for

any main program. All of the cards except the individual candidate

cards (cards 80010 through 89993) for the main program are prepared

automatically by MAKEUP. See Appendix E for details. PROGRAM CODEM

can be used to prepare individual candidate cards if desired. See

Appendix F for details.

The remaining discussion in this appendix refers to 
the TPDEK8

program listing by identification number in columns 76 through 80.

Card 10001 gives the program its unique 6-character name. This

name is the entry point for the program,and it is necessary that the
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program be referred to by this name when loading the program for inter-

active use (see Figure 9 of Appendix A). The first three characters

of this name become the identifiers for columns 73 through 75 of each

card.

Card 10002 is a comment card which should be updated each time

revisions are made to the program.

Card 10013 is standard in form but the dimensions will vary

depending on the maximum number of candidates for which the program is

currently designed. Also the dimensions of QFORM and CFORM will depend

on whether or not question and answer or candidate text information is

to be imbedded in detail in this main program.

Card 10016 is a DATA card which identifies the program name

and maximum number of candidates to other subprograms through the

COMMON block LABEL.

Cards 10017 through 10025 establish the basic data for the

question and answer set and remain the same through all changes of can-

didates until the fundamental question and answer set is modified.

Cards 10027 through 10035 establish the beginning location of any

question and answer text which is included in the QFORM data beginning

at card 20002. All of these locations are initialized to a value of 1

by PROGRAM MAKEUP. As text is added beginning at card 20002, the text

location markers in 10027 through 10035 should be changed.

The candidate library set begins with 30001, and the prelimi-

nary information including a default text for candidates is contained

in the subsequent cards through 30005. Card 30003 should be updated

whenever any changes are made to any elements of the candidate library.
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Any additional description of candidates which is to be included in

CFORM should be inserted beginning with card 30005. When such infor-

mation is inserted the last reference point on the corresponding data

card 8xxx3 should be modified to show the appropriate text starting

location. All cards from 80010 through 89993 are candidate cards in

the precise form prepared by PROGRAM CODEM (see Appendix F).

The closing statements 90000 through 90003 constitute the por-

tion of the program which calls the CHOOSE subprogram set. Card 90001

(call CHOOSE 	 ) is the first executable statement in the program.

The next card (STOP 30) is the second and last. Return to this state-

ment terminates execution of the program. All of the action takes

place in the CHOOSE subprogram set.

There is no requirement that PROGRAM MAKEUP or PROGRAM CODEM

be used in preparing the main programs such as TPDEK8. Main programs

can be typed directly on cards if desired; however, the coding process

for preparing the information that occurs on cards 8xxx2 and 8xxx3 for

each candidate is quite complicated and would require a rather exten-

sive knowledge of the packing scheme used in CHOOSE in order to prepare

the information properly.
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APPENDIX C

THE CHOOSE SUBPROGRAM SET

The CHOOSE subprogram set consists of a master Fortran program

named CHOOSE, and with 10 subordinate subprograms. They constitute a

Fortran based computer language for attacking the particular class of

choice problems definable in terms of the CHOOSE model given in Chap-

ter 4. The choice of Fortran as a host language was made since many

people are familiar with the Fortran language and Fortran compilers

are generally available at computer installations. Accordingly modi-

fications desired for local use can be made quite easily.

Many of the concepts, if not the features of the GASP II simu-

lation language (Pritsker and Kiviat 1969) were used in developing the

CHOOSE system. Here, as in GASP, a main program peculiar to 
the prob-

lem under study is prepared. See Appendix B. This program consists

largely of storage allocations and certain data initialization state-

ments. It ends with a call to SUBROUTINE CHOOSE (in the present case)

or GASP (in the comparative case). The called subprogram takes charge

from that point forward and calls other subprograms as program execu-

tion requires. Return to the main program, if it ever occurs, is only

for stopping.

Because the class of problems that can be approached by CHOOSE

is smaller than that for GASP, it has been possible to standardize

1 92
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and automate to a large extent the preparation of the main program to

be used with the CHOOSE subprograms. The automated preparation of main

programs is described in Appendices D, E, and F. Because of this fea-

ture, it is possible for researchers and investigators to develop

CHOOSE main programs without learning a new computer language at all.

Implementing CHOOSE can be a simple matter of focusing directly on the

problem and preparing inputs in the form of data work sheets only.

The auxiliary programs MAKEUP and CODEM of Appendices E and F take care

of the rest. However, as in GASP, the more sophisticated can modify

the subprograms for special purposes at their pleasure simply by ap-

plying their knowledge of Fortran.

One note of caution here, however. It was possible for Pritsker

and Kiviat to write most of the GASP subprogram in machine independent

Fortran. But, in CHOOSE, computer words are "packed" in many cases in

order to reduce requirements for internal memory. While this makes

possible in the CDC 6400, for example, the storage of 60 independent

bits of information in one .computer word, it does make the subprograms

machine dependent to some extent.

It is not necessary at all to read or understand the remainder

of this appendix to become a competent interactive user of CHOOSE

(a CHOOSER), or for that matter, to become a generator of programs

using CHOOSE (an EVALUATOR). A reasonably detailed knowledge of For-

tran IV is presumed for understanding the remainder of this appendix.

The next three major subheadings describe elements important

to the understanding of all of the operations of the CHOOSE system.



Following these a description and listing of each of the subprograms

is given. The complete CDC 6400 Fortran listing is provided in each

case. Constant reference should be made to the Fortran listing as

each of the subprograms is discussed. To insure that each discussion

is reasonably independent, there will be some repetition of material.

The NEED Array 

There are two two-dimensional arrays of fundamental impor-

tance in the CHOOSE system: the NEED array and the MODEL array. It

will be important to understand how these are organized and used be-

fore getting into any discussion of individual subprograms.

The NEED array is dimensioned with 72 rows and 6 columns.

Each row represents the status of a particular question from the

question set associated with the problem. Hence, one may speak of

row number (of the NEED array) and question number interchangeably.

The uses of the various columns are as follows:

Column 1 - The number of answers in the answer set for the
corresponding question/row. If the question is

not in use, column 1 contains a zero. This in-
formation is preset by a DATA statement in the

main program.

Column 2 - An integer code number indicating whether or not
the interactive user has supplied answers to the

corresponding question. The codes are as

follows:

3 - No part of the question has been
answered.

2 - The interactive user has given a lower
bound answer to the question but not
an upper bound one.

194
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1 - The interactive user has given an upper
bound answer to the question but not a
lower bound one.

0 - The user has given both upper and lower
bound answers to the question.

Column 3 - The current recorded value of the lower bound answer.
This is initialized as 1. Hence, if the user fails
to answer a question, the lower bound value remains
as a default value.

Column 4 - The current recorded value of the upper bound answer.
This is initialized to the value given in column 1.
Hence, if the user fails to answer a question, the
upper bound value remains as a default value.

Column 5 - An integer representing the number of binary shifts
that are to be used when packing the answers into
computer words. The values depend on whether the
question has two or more answers in its answer set
and on the ordinal number of the question in a totally
ordered list of numbers of questions of the same type.

Column 6 - An integer representing a location in single sub-
scripted array QFORM. This location begins the text
(in variable FORMAT form) of a message associated
with the particular question identified with the row
number of the NEED array. A DATA statement in the
main program initializes this column. If no auxiliary
text is available the value of 1 is assigned. This
causes a line advance but no text to be produced.

During the interactive development of input information, columns

2, 3, and 4 are constantly updated so that the current status of all

questions is always available. However, the information in column 1

remains unchanged during execution and can be used to reinitialize the

NEED array for a new start should the need arise. The information in

column 5 is generated from column 1 during initialization or reinitial-

ization but remains unchanged during interaction. Column 6 also re-

mains unchanged.

To modify the CHOOSE set of subprograms to accommodate more than

72 questions would require a change in the row dimension of the NEED
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array and the addition of variable names to accommodate the additional

information developed during coding. Fortran statements would have to

be added to manipulate the additional variables.

On the basis of the DATA for column 1, the NEED array is

initialized (or reinitialized) by the 8th option of SUBROUTINE SPECIAL.

(This option is called by statement 50 of CHOOSE through the ENTRY

point SPEC8.) During initialization, the values in column 1 are tested

to see if the question is in use and, if so, whether it is a binary or

higher order question. If the question is not in use, the other columns

of the array are not changed. If the question is in use, columns 2

through 5 are initialized to the values described in the table above.

A double check is made during initialization to see that the

number of questions of each type is within bounds (59 binary questions,

14 questions of higher order in the present configuration using the

CDC 6400 computer). During this process the number of questions actu-

ally in use is recorded in NQ, and a list of the questions in use (in

increasing number order) is stored in the 72-vector NQUES. Further,

the number of questions of each type (binary and higher order) are

stored in the 2-vector KQ, and the corresponding lists of the two types

of questions are stored in the 2 x 59 array KQUES. All of this infor-

mation is made available to the other subprograms through COMMON block

QA.

The MODEL Array 

The MODEL array is dimensioned with 8 rows and an arbitrary

number of columns. The maximum number of candidates expected to be
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included in the "library" or "data base" of the particular interactive

project determines the selection of the number of columns. The upper

bound constraint on this choice is the amount of core memory capacity

that it is desirable or possible to commit to the operation of a par-

ticular interactive project. The variable IMDLS in COMMON block LABEL

identifies this column dimension where needed to various subprograms.

There are two special features to note concerning the MODEL

array. First, it is not carried in either blank or block COMMON.

Second, the normal roles of rows and columns are interchanged. These

two features permit the size of the MODEL array to be determined

strictly by the main program. No recompilation of subprograms will

be required when using the CHOOSE with any properly constructed main

program. Further, and perhaps more importantly, any DATA declarations

used to place data in the MODEL array need not be modified if the di-

mension of the MODEL array is changed subsequent to initial prepara-

tion of such declarations. (See Appendix F for information of the

preparation of such declarations.) The concept involved is similar to

that of the NSET array in GASP. For additional details, refer to

Pritsker and Kiviat (1969, pp. 23-24).

In a manner comparable with that of the NEED array, the column

numbers of the MODEL array correspond to the candidate numbers, so it

is possible to speak of candidate model or column numbers interchange-

ably. The uses of the various rows of the MODEL array are as follows:

Rows 1 and 2 -- The two rows permit a two-computer-word mnenomic

label to be stored for each candidate. When using the CDC

6000 series computers this amounts to 20 characters.



Row 3 -- contains the one computer word packed with the candi-
date rating information for the binary questions. For the
CDC 6400 computer, this one word can contain ratings for
59 binary attributes.

Rows 4 and 5 -- Each row contains a packed computer word con-
taining rating information for higher order questions.
Four binary locations are reserved for each question. For
the CDC 6400, the ratings on 14 higher order attributes
are packed into a single word. For the higher order ques-
tions, the evaluation team is permitted to assign upper and
lower values to candidate ratings. The upper bound answers
are contained in row 4; the lower bound, in row 5.

Row 6 -- Row 6 has two purposes. Initially, it is used to store
information useful in initializing various vectors contain-
ing information about the MODEL array. Later, it is used to

store the primary candidate ranking information determined

by comparison of candidate attributes with the resource and

requirements information recorded in the NEED array.

Row 7 -- Row 7 is used to store secondary information on candi-
date ranking based on the interactive user's inputs as

recorded in the NEED array.

Row 8 -- Row 8 is an integer representing a location in the

single subscripted array CFORM. This location begins the

text (in variable FORMAT form) of a more detailed descrip-

tion of the candidate. The candidate DATA statements in

the main program initialize this row. If no auxiliary

text is available the value of 1 is assigned causing a

line advance but no text to be produced.

Rows 1 through 5 and 8 are initialized by DATA statements in

the main program and remain unchanged throughout the computer run.

The values in rows 6 and 7 are changed during execution depending on

the requirements placed on the various candidates by the interactive

user.

A Pattern of Statements Involving BRANCH 

In approximately 20 places in the CHOOSE subprogram set a

pattern of Fortran statements similar to the following appears:

198
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PRINT f

CALL BRANCHx(i)

GO TO(s 1 ,s 2 ,s3 ,s4 ,s 5),IGOTO

sl GO TO(s 6 ,s 7 , • • • s 5+1)IANS

where f is the label of a FORMAT statement, x may be 1,2,3,4 or blank;

iisarlintegervariableorconstant;andthes.are labels of various

executable statements. In each case the PRINT statement presents a

question for which a response of YES, NO or an integer from 1 through

I is expected. SUBROUTINE BRANCH (with ENTRY points at BRANCH1,

BRANCH2, BRANCH3, or BRANCH4) then takes over the responsibility of

reading and analyzing the response supplied at the terminal by the

interactive user. On the basis of the answer obtained, various ac-

tions are taken as follows:

Answer	 Action

A	 Job is termined with a STOP 27.

YES	 IGOTO=1,	 IANS=1.

NO	 IGOTO=1,	 IANS=2.

Clarifying information is supplied, and
the original question is repeated.

The logical variable FLAG is complemented,
and, therefore, the decision on suppressing
unwanted text is reversed. The question is
repeated.

IGOTO=3,	 IANS is undefined. R usually
means return to an earlier part of the pro-
gram. When it has other meanings, they are
explained.

IG0T0=2,	 IANS is undefined. S usually
means skip to a point further on in the pro-
gram. Where it has other meanings, they are
explained in the text.
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A blank or D

An integer from
1 through i

IGOTO=5	 if ENTRY points BRANCH1,
BRANCH2 or BRANCH4 are used. Otherwise,
treatment is the same as given for "other"
below.

IGOTO=1,	 IANS-the integer answer.

Other
	

An error message is issued, and the question
is repeated.

The variables IGOTO and IANS are passed through subprograms

in unlabeled COMMON. Analysis of the patterns as they appear will

show that the computed CO TO using IGOTO as the controlling variable

takes care of all special answers which arise during execution, while

the one using IANS as the controlling variable is the one which con-

trols normal responses to the questions. In each case, when IGOTO=1

the program branches to a statement which makes use of IANS.

The use of this pattern of statements standardizes both the

preparation of the subprograms and the pattern of response during

execution. It permits the interactive user to break out of the 
nor-

mal pattern at will, to change modes of presentation, to clarify

questions, and to branch easily back and forth to various 
parts of

the procedure. Note that 1 and YES are interchangeable as 
answers,

as well as 2 and NO.

With these three items of general background the discussion

of the subprograms begins.

Subroutine CHOOSE

SUBROUTINE CHOOSE controls all of the operations during inter-

action. It is called by a main program developed specifically for a
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particular project. The calling program need contain only two execut-

able statements: CALL CHOOSE . . ., and STOP. Once CHOOSE is called,

return to the main program is solely for the purpose of stopping the

execution. A detailed listing of CHOOSE begins on the following page.

Reference to it during the following discussion may be helpful.

Subprogram CHOOSE is separated into 6 major sections by comment

cards. Also, for easy reference, the Fortran statement numbers in each

section uniformly use the section number as the "hundreds" digit.

Hence, all numbered statements in section III are numbered in the

range 300-399. All statements in section 0 (zero) are numbered between

1 and 99. A few closing statements are numbered in the 900 series.

Section 0 of CHOOSE contains all type, DIMENSION, COMMON, and

DATA statements, and several initialization statements. At statement

30+2 the first executable statement, CALL SPEC7 (an ENTRY in SUB-

ROUTINE SPECIAL), appears. It causes certain initialization work to be

done using the MODEL array. In particular, the number of candidates,

NMDLS, is established, and a list of active candidate numbers is pre-

pared and stored in the IMDLS-vector KMDLS.

The logical variable ECHO controls the reprinting of informa-

tion read by the program. Since CHOOSE is designed for normal use in

the interactive mode, (the input information being displayed directly

at the terminal), the normal setting for ECHO is FALSE. When operat-

ing in batch mode, it is desirable to have each input printed out.

This is accomplished by entering 3, 9 and 1 as the first three data

entries. This causes a branch to the 9th set of statements in SUB-

ROUTINE SPECIAL and a return to CHOOSE with ECHO changed to TRUE.



Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE CHOOSE:

SURROUTINE CHOOSE(MODELFKMDLS,KAND.OFORM,CFORM)
C SECTION O. INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL. PRELIMINARIES.
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-1U-73. LAST PROGRAM REVISION 11-17-74.
C LAST DECIARATIVE CHANES 9-2-73.

LOGICAL FLAG,MARK.ECHO
INTEGER START(8).EIN(8),SORT(3)
DIMENSION IF1T(3)•ND(4)
DIMENSION MOJEL(3.1),KMDLS(1) , KAND(1)
COMMON IG3TO,IAAS.FLA6,DIGIT1rECHO
COMMON/UA/NC),NOUES(72),NFFD(72 , 6) , KO(2) , K 0 UES( 2 . 59)

COMMON/LA3EL/IDATE , KDATE.NAMF , NMDLS , IMDLS

DATA IBIASOADD/10HBH7H7H7H7 t9RCDOD@DODG/
DATA IFMT2/10H1H •Ibr1H /

+ ilFmT(1).IFMT(3)/10H(1X.2I6 	 t4HrI5)/

DATA SORT/1.6.8/ Ir

30	 FORMaT(20,10READYE YES OR NO	 )
C FIRST EXFCUTA3LE STATEMENT.

CALL SPEC7 (.TRUE. tMODEL.KMDLS.KAND,OFORM.CFORM)
ECHO=.FALSE.

C RE-ENTER HERE TO START FROM SCRATCH.
50	 CALL SPECB (.TRUE. ,MODEL.KMDLS,KAND.OFORM.CFORM)
51	 FLAG=.TRJE.

PRINT 54,NA1ErIDATE , KDATE

54	 FORMAT(40H1LJNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA. TUCSON. ARIZONA

+ 5H85721/30H INTERACTIVE CHOICE PROGRAM - .A6/3X.

+ 35HCRITERIA(0 AND A SET) LAST UPDATED .R9. /3X.

+ 35HCANDiDATE INFORATION LAST UPDATED .R9)
52	 PRINT 30 $ CALL i3RANCH4(3)

GO To (53.100,50.52.70) , IGOTO

40	 CALL SPECIAL(.FALSE.,MODEL , KMDLS , KAND.OFORM , CFORM )

GO To 51
55	 GO To( 70,56,40),IANS
56	 PRINT 57 $ PRINT 30 I CALL BRANCH(3)
57	 FORMAT(*OHAVE COURAGE -- YOU WILL BE ABLE TO ABORT*

+ * WTTH A ANY TIME A*/* 0JP- STION TS ASKED. NOW. *

+ *OW- MORE CHANCE.*)
GO To(60,100.50.5 ,70), IG 0 T 0

60	 GO To( 70.62.40).TANS

62	 PRINT 61 $ STOP 61
61	 FOR1AT(*04F ARE ALL DISAPPOINJED;*)

70	 IF(FIAG)71,100
71	 PRINT 72
72	 FORMAT(//* DUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED BY GIVING A NUMER*

+ RESPONSE"* IN THF RANGE PERMITTED, RY TYPING*

+ /*	 A (TO ABORT THE ENTIR PROCESS).*

202
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• /*	 S (IC) SKIP AHEAD TO TE NEXT MAJOR SECTION),*
+ /*	 R (TO RETURN TO AN EARLIER MAJOR SECTION FOR*
+ * RFVIEw), OR*/*	 C	 (IF YOU DON'T KNOW HOW TO RE*
+ *SPoND).* /* YoUR RESPONSES ARE ENTERED IN THE *
+ *PLACE PROVIDED AFTER*/* THE MESSAGE \GIVE VALID RF*
+ *spnNSE - \. EACH RESPONSE MUST*/* RF FOLLOWED BY *
+ *sTRIK1NG THE \RFTuRN\ KEY TO TRANSMIT YOUR */* RES*
+ *PONSE TO THE COmPUTER.*)

73	 PRIWT 30 S CALL BRAWCH4(3)
60m 	 (60.100,50.73.100).IGO 0

BO	 GO To(100,58•40),IANS
C SECTION T. QUESTION AND ANSwER cECTION.
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-10-73. LAST REVISED 9-7-73.
100	 PRINT 101 1 IF(.NOT.FLAG)G0 TO 113
101	 FORMAI(*-SECTION I. MODEL CHOICE PROGRAM BEGINS.*)
110	 PRINT 111 $ CALL ARANCH(2)
111	 FOR0AT(*0DO YOU .6ANT THE COMPLETE TEAT WITH *

+ *EACH UJESTIONC*/* NOTE - YOU MAY REVERSE THIS *
+ *pErISION ANY TIME LATER*/* BY TYPING % IN *

+ 23HANS6ER TO ANY QUESTION.)
GO Tn(115,200,51.110) , IGOTO

115	 IF(IANS.EQ.2)FLAGz.F.
113	 PRINT 118
116	 FORMAT(31dOTHERE ARE 3 WAYS TO ENTER YOUR

+ * CH0ICE*/* CRITERIA. SELECT ONE.*)
IF(FIAG)PRINT 114 $ CALL BRA CH(3)

114	 FORMAI(* 1 = EACH QUESTIoN INDIVUALLY PRESENTED.*/

+ * 2 = PREVIOUSLY PREPARED NS4ERS TO BE ENTERED.*/

• * 3 = PRECODEJ NUM3ERS ARE TO BE ENTERED.*)

GO Tn(112,200,51,11 3 ) , IG 3 TO

112	 GO To(1a0,130•180) , IAN 5
C wORK WITA EACH QUESTION INDIVIDU LLY.
120	 CALL GUEST(WFORM)
121	 GO Tn(200,200,113)rIG 01 O
C ENTRY FiRrN PREPARED LIST.
130 CALL TABLE $ GO TO 121
C ENTRY OF PRECODFD NJW,AERS.
180 CALL CODEIN(ND)
C SECTION TI. REVIEW oF QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES.

C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-19-73. LAST RE ISED 9-2-73.

200	 PRINT 201
201	 FORMAT(*-SECTION II. REVIEW OF Q. AND A.*)

IF(FIAG)PRINT 2 0 2
202	 FORMAT(/5X.*HERE YOU MAY ASK FOR 

ANY QUESTION TO BE *

+ *PRpsENTED AGAIN.*/* TO LEA E THIS SECTION YOU MUST*

+ * TYPE S AS YOUR RESPoNSE */* 
OTHERWISE GIVE THE*

+ * DESIRED QUESTION NUMBER A 
YOUR*/* RESPONSE.*)

203	 CALL RRANCH(72) J GO TO(204•300,100.200
), IGOT0

204	 I=IANS
CALL GAJERY(I.QFOR\4)

GO To(206t3O0,113),IGOTO
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C SECTION III.	 S1J41ARY OF ANSwERS
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-19-73. LAST REVISED B-17-73.
300	 PRINT 301
301	 FORMAT(*-SECFION III. SUmMARY OF ANSWERS.*)

IF(FIAG)PRINT 302
302	 FOR1AT(/5Xt*CHOOSE METHOD OF PRESENTATION OF RESUL*

+ *Ts.*/	 * 1 = ALL ANSwERS, 2 = NONE, 3 = UNANSWER*
+ *ED (UESTIONS ONLY.*)
CALL RRANCH(3) 5 viARK=.T.
GO Tn(304#40(j,200•300),IGOTO

304	 GO Tn(3045.400,307),IANS
306	 MARK=.F.
307	 IF(FIAG)PRINT306 5 PRINT 309
308	 FORmaT(*OTHOSE ANSWERS MARKE BY AN *1H** ARE ANSWERS*

+ * SNPPLIED HY THE*/* SYSTEM SINCE YOU HAVE NOT YET *
+ *ANcwERED THEM,*)

309	 FORMAT(*0	 NO,	 LOW HIGH	 MAX.*)
DO 370 KZ1,NN	 I=Nc4JES(K)
J4=NRED(I,2)+1
GO Tn(310#311,312,313) , J4

310	 1F(MARK)60 To 320 5 IFMT(2) IF .)4T2 $ GO TO 319
311	 IFmT(2)=I;v1T2-60000000000000 B 1 GO TO 319
312	 IFmT(2)=IFMT2-63 5 GO TO 319
313	 IFmT(2)=IFMT2-600000000000006B
319	 PRINT IFMT.I,NEED(IF3) , NEED ( ,4)rNEED(IF1)
320	 CONTINUE
324	 PRINT 325

CALL RRANCH3(2)
325	 FOR1AT(4UH0DO YOU wISH To MO IFY ANY RESPONSESE - )

GO Tn(326.400,200F32 4 ) , LioTO
326	 IF(IANS.E.1)G0 To 200
C SECTION TV. ENCODING THE ANSwER
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-19-73. LAST R VISED 6-14-73.

400	 PRINT 401
401	 FORMAT(*-SECTION TV. ENCODI G THE ANSWERS.*)

CALL RECODE(ND)
C SECTION v. INTERACTIVE SEARCH POCEDURE.

C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-19-73. LAST RE ISED 11-17-74.

500	 PRINT 501
501	 FORAAT(*-SECTIOA v. INTERACTIVE SEARCH PROCEDURE.*)

502	 PRINT 30 I CALL BRAACH3(2)
GO To(504.950,300.5 02) . 15310

504	 IF(IANS.E.2)30 T3 300
C RATE THE VARIOUS CANDIDATES.
510	 DO 5,0 K=1.NmDLS

I=KmoLS(K)
MODEt (7.1)=0

C TRY EASY RINARY TEST.
J2L2=.NOT.MODEL(3.I).4ND.ND( )
IF(J7L2.E0.0)GO TO 505
ASSIGN RATING OF R AND COUNT NO. OF FAILURES.



MODE; (6'1)=8
KOUNT=0
JSTOp:KG(1)
DO 5n3 J=1,jsTop
IF((A2L2.AN3.1).E.0)G0 TO 5 3
KOUNT=KOUNT+1

503	 J2L2=SHIFT(J2L2,-1)
MODE; (7,I)=KOUNT
GO Tû 520

C SET UP RwMA1NING EVALUATION CRITERIA.
505	 J2H27...NOT.MnDEL(3.I).AND.ND(1)

NX=AnDEL(4,I).0R.TBIAS
J8H81=NX-ND(4)
J8H8:NX-N 0 (2)
NX=AnDEL(5,I).0R.IBIAS
J8L8w.:NX- ND (2)
J8L8t=NX-ND(4)

C TRY EASY HIGHER ORDER TEST.
ITEST=.NOT.J8H8L.AND.IBIAS
IF(ITEST.E0.0)Gu TO 508
ASSIN RATING OF 7 OR 6 AND EVALUATE FAILURES.
ITEmp=(.NOT.IRIAS.AND.J8H8L) IADD
ITEST=ITE1P.OR.J6H8L
ITEST=.NOT.ITEST.AND.IBIAS
IF(ITEST.EQ.0)G0 TO 506
MODE; (6,1)=7
GO Tr 520

506	 MODE; (6'0=6
KOUNT:.- 0
USTOp.7.- Cj(2)
ITEMp=.NOT.J8H8L.AND.ITEAP
DO 5n7 J=11JSTOP
IF((TTE4P.AND.8).E0.0)G0 TO 07
KOUNT=KOUNT+1

507	 ITEmp=SHIFT(ITEMP,-4)
MODE' (7#1)=K3JNT
GO To 520

C TRY MORE DIFFICULT TESTS.
508	 MODEL (6,1)=5

ITESTz.NOT.JRL8L.AND.IRIAS
IF(ITEST.NE.0)G 0 TO 509
MODE; (6#1) -1.4

5 0 9

	

	 ITEST=.NOT.J3H8H.AN1).IBIAS
IF(ITFS1.AE.0.0R.J2H2.NE.0)G TO 520
MODE' (61I)=MODEL(6 , I) -2
I1ESTz.NOT.J8LAH.AND.IRIAS
IF(ITEST.AE.0)G0 TO 520
MODE; (6•I)=1
KOUNT=0
JSTOp=KW(2)
DO 5151,JSTOP

205
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IF((J8L8H.AND.7).EG.0)G0 TO 15
KOUNT=K0J1T+1

515	 J8L8H=SHIFT(J8L8H.-4)
MODE' (7,I)=KOUNT

520	 CONTTNUE
C MAKE OROFRED ROSTER OF CANDIDATE

KOUNT=0
DO 5u0 J=1.F1
START(J)=<OUNT+1
DO 530 K=1,N1DLS
I=KMnLS(K)
IF(J.NE.MODEL(6•I))G0 TO 530
KOUNT=KOUNT+1
KAND(KOUNT)=I

530	 CONTTNUE
540	 FIN(J)=KOUNT
C MAKE SECoNDARY SORT ON MODEL(7,I) WHERE IT EXISTS.

INDEx=1
DO 5F.0 Jx=1.3
J=SORI(JX)
IG01=START(J)
I 510P2=FI 4 (J)
ISTOP1=ISTOP2-1
IF(ITOP1.LT.IG01)Go TO 556
DO 550 K=IGO1fISTOP1
I=KAmD(K)
ITEST=MODEL(7tI)
KP1=4-1.
DO 550 L=KP1pISTOP2
M=KAND(L)
IFM1EST-MODEL(704))*INoEX.r,E.0)G0 TO 550

KAND(K)=A
KAND(L)=I
ITEST=m0DEL(701)
I=M

550	 CONTTNUE
556	 INDEY=-1
560	 CONTINUE
C LIST SOAP RESULTS.
561	 L=I

LIST=mINO(FIA(2)+1 0, FIN (7))

PRINT 565
565	 FORAAT(42H0LIST IN APPARENT ECREASING DESIRABILITY./)

568	 DO 570 K=L•LIST
I=KAmD(K)

570	 PRINT 571,I.A00EL(6,I)rMODEL ,1,1) .M 00 FL (2, I )

+ rMOnFL(7,I)
571	 FORMbT(214,3Xt2A10,15)
C INTERACTIVE CONTROL.
576	 PRINT 573
573	 FORMAT(11H05 CHOICES.)
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IF(FIAG)PRINT 574
574	 FORMAT(*01. JOB COMPLETED. TrRMINATE RUN.*/

* 2. RETURN TO 0 AND	 FOR ADJUSTMENTS.*/
38H 3. INOJIRE ABOUT SPwCIFIC CANDIDATES./
16H 4. EXTEND LIST./
15H 5. RE-DO LIST./)

CALL BRANCH(5)	 GO TO (575,950#300.576),IGOTO
575	 GO Tn(954,113,581.58nr510rIANS
580	 L=MINO(LIST+1.NULS)

LIST=MINO(LIST+10.NMDLS)
GO Tn 566

581	 MANS=KAND(1)
579	 IF(FiAG)PRINT 582
582	 FORMAT(36,40GIVE CANDIDATE NO	 S TO EXIT THIS

+ 15HgTEP, OR R TO/30H EXAM NE DETAILS OF LAST CANDI

+ 11rinATE NAMED.)
PRINT 567

587	 FOR1AT(13H0CAND. ND. - )
CALL RRANCH3(IAjLq) % GO TO( 83,576.591•579),IGOTO

583	 IF(1n1)EL(1PIANS).NE.0)G0 TO ,90

PRINT 564,IANS	 r:,0 TO 579
584	 FOR1AT(10d CANDIDATEvI4,11H IS VACANT.)
590	 MANS=TANS

CALL DISPL(NDPI3IAS,MODEL.KM LS,KAND.OFORM.CFORM)
GO Tn 579

591	 IANS=MANS
CALL DISPO(NDrIBIASImODEL.KMDLS.KAND.OFORM , CFORM )

GO Tn 579
CLOSE OUT cTATEMENTS.
950	 PRINT 952

CALL BRANCH3(3)
952	 FORAaT(*OEND COAING UP. AAK CHOICE -*/* 1=STOPp 2*

+ *.7..Gn PART 'NAY RACK. 3=START OVER. CHOOSE - *)

GO Tn(953,950,500.950).IG0TO
953	 GO Tn(954,300,50).IANS
954	 RETURN

END
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Statement 50 calls SPEC8, another ENTRY in SUBROUTINE SPECIAL,

to cause initialization of the NEED array and the associated variables

described earlier.

The balance of the statements in Section 0 are short inter-

active statements to establish readiness for operation and to give

instructions, if needed, to the first time user.

Section I begins the question and answer section by asking in

which of three formats the user wishes to operate. The options are:

1. Choice 1 causes a branch to SUBROUTINE QUEST. The option

should normally be selected by inexperienced people or by those who

do not have reference material at hand concerning the content of the

various question and answer sets. Each question number is presented

together with the range of answers permitted. If the main program

has been prepared with the full text, then questions can be presented

In full text form, and the texts of the corresponding answer set can

be listed.

2. Choice 2 causes a branch to SUBROUTINE TABLE. If the inter-

active user has been able to do some "homework" in the study of ques-

tions and alternative answers, he will be in a position to enter his

criteria directly in a tabular form. This option presents question

numbers in a series of tables and provides a convenient format for

entry of answers to 14 questions at a time. This is the recommended

choice for most cases, since it requires some thought be given to

responses before sitting down at the terminal. Those who try to learn

the entire process and generate all of their responses while sitting
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at the terminal will probably find the entire process too frustrating

and costly for regular use.

3. Choice 3 causes a branch to SUBROUTINE CODEIN. Here criteria

can be entered directly in coded (packed word) form. To do this re-

quires either an excessive amount of advance preparation and an un-

common ability and interest in binary arithmetic, or access to

precoded information. Precoded information will most easily be ob-

tained from printouts from earlier runs. As will be seen later

Section IV of CHOOSE prints out the coded results so that they may be

used as starting entries of subsequent runs if desired.

A brief description of the content of each of these three sub-

programs is given with the corresponding Fortran'listing towards the

end of this appendix. A normal return from each of these input op-

tions leads to Section II of CHOOSE.

Section II gives the interactive user a chance to review his

response to any question and to modify it if he desires. Specific

numerical requests for review of particular questions are routed to

SUBROUTINE QUERY. When review is completed, the interactive user

enters S (for skip) to cause a normal branch to Section III.

Section III offers the user a chance to have his responses

re-presented. He is given three options: (1) to receive an annotated

list of all responses recorded (or standing in the NEED array by de-

fault), (2) to receive a list of only those questions for which

responses were not given, and (3) to skip the summary. The 
lists are

prepared so that the default answers are annotated with an asterisk.
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The Fortran statements in this section are fairly straightforward

except for those (310-312) involving character manipulation to modify

variable FORMATs to incorporate the asterisks where needed.

Section IV offers no options to the user but simply packs the

information standing in columns 3 and 4 of the NEED array into 4 words

of the vector ND. Results are printed at the terminal. All of this

is done by reference to the ENTRY point RECODE of SUBROUTINE CODEIN.

Section V is the section in which comparisons are made between

needs and capabilities (NEED vs. MODEL). It also makes evaluations

which highlight those candidates which meet all requirements and

establish rating information useful in moving towards feasibility for

those candidates which fail in some fashion.

The statements from 500 through 520 constitute the section

where evaluations are performed in accordance with the criteria estab-

lished in Appendix A, page 175. Each candidate is reviewed and com-

pared with the criteria established by the CHOOSER in sections I and

IL Once this is complete, the following statements through state-

ment 560 perform the ranking required for the various models.

Statement 561 begins printout of the top 10 candidates and

then turns the program back to the CHOOSER at statement 576 for inter-

active control.

Here the CHOOSER is presented with five choices:

1. JOB COMPLETED. TERMINATE RUN.

This option returns the CHOOSER to the main program for normal

stop with a message of STOP 30. This option would be selected

as the initial choice only if a clear cut decision was reached
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on the basis of the initial list furnished. On subsequent

interaction return to statement 576 does occur and option 1

is again offered for choice.

2. RETURN TO Q AND A FOR ADJUSTMENTS.

If the initial list proves so disastrous that the input set

requires a complete review, this option would be selected.

It returns the control to section I. Although the array of

answers previously established are not erased, the CHOOSER

can elect any of the original three entry options to review

and readjust his earlier aspirations. Return to section V

after this choice is through the normal steps of sections

II, III and IV.

3. INQUIRE ABOUT SPECIFIC CANDIDATES.

Choice of option 3 causes a branch to statement 581 so that

the CHOOSER can examine specific candidates with respect to

the criteria he has established. With its calls to subpro-

gram DISPL it allows for the detailed interaction described

in Appendix A beginning on page 163. Return from this option

(by entering an S at the keyboard when CAND.NO. is called for)

is back to statement 576 so that the five choices are again

displayed.

4. EXTEND LIST.

By this option the CHOOSER can cause the list of top candi-

dates to be extended by 10. Return from this option again

is to statement 576 where the five choices are again avail-

able.
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5. RE-DO LIST.

Since option 3, on some of its calls to DISPL or its alter-

nate entry point DISPQ, has modes which permit adjustment of

input criteria it will sometimes be useful to see how the

adjustment of the input criteria changed the relative posi-

tions of the candidates other than those immediately in

question. Option 5 gives this opportunity by causing the

return to statement 510 so that each of the candidates is

compared with the revised aspirations of the CHOOSER.

The closing statements beginning with statement 950 are simply

for warning the CHOOSER that he must make appropriate choices, or for

causing return to main program for termination.

Supporting Subprograms 

The 10 subordinate or supporting subprograms used in connection

with the controlling subprogram CHOOSE are described briefly and listed

In detail, each under its own subheading.

Subprogram BRANCH

Subprogram BRANCH is a utility subroutine subprogram for read-

ing and examining interactive user's response to any question posed by

the program. It detects any errors in response and asks for correc-

tions when needed. For valid responses it controls branching within

other parts of the CHOOSE program. For invalid responses it solicits

corrected answers.

BRANCH is called from many places in the CHOOSE subprogram set,

either through its own name or one of its four alternate entry points



Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE BRANCH:

SURRoUTINE BRANCH(MAXANS)
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-4-73. LAST PR GRAM REVISION 12-19-74.
C LAST DECtARATIVE CHANGES 7-13-73
C TO ELICIT AND EVALUATE A RESPONSÇ TO A GENERAL QUESTION.

LOGICAL OIGIT1.3LANK.FLAG.ECHO
COMMON IGOTO.IANS.FLAG,DIGIT1rECHO
BLANx=.F.

1	 PRINT 50
5	 READ 51•10K1 $ mAXANT=MAXANS
7	 DIGII1=K1.EQ.1R	 IF(ECH0)P INT 53,K,K1

IF(K.NE.1R )G0 TO 2
DIGIT1=.T. $ K=K1

2	 CALL CHAR(K.9.MAXANT.BLANK)
GO Tn(3,6,6.8rE)tIGOTO

8	 IF(FiAG)6e1
3	 IF(DTGITI)Go TO 4

IF(K1.LT.1R0.0.K1.GT.1R9)G0 ,0 10
IANS=K1-33B+IANS+IANS+ SHIFT IANS.3)

4	 IF(IANS.LT.1.0R.IANS.GT.MAXANS)G0 TO 10
6	 RETUPN
10	 PRIAT 52

GO To 5
ENTRY RRANCH1
RLANK=.T. $ GO TO 1
ENTRY BRANCH2
BLANK=.1. $ GO TO 5
ENTRY BRANCH3
BLANK=.F. $ GO TO 5
ENTRY RRAACH4 I READ 51,K,K1
BLAN'4=.1.	 MAXANT=MAXANS-1	 GO TO 7

C I/O FORMATS.
50	 FORmAT(* REPLY — *)
51	 FORMAT(2R1)
52	 FORAaT(22-I INVALf1 , TRY AGAI — )
53	 FOR4AT(*+*,57X.2R1•22Xe*As R AD IN.$)

END

213
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BRANCR1, BRANCH2, BRANCH3, and BRANCH4. Its only subprogram reference

is to CHAR.

Subprogram CHAR

Subprogram CHAR is a SUBROUTINE for analyzing response charac-

ters entered by the user at interactive terminals.

It contains its own error messages which are used when illegal

Characters are encountered, but always returns to the calling program

for solicitation of corrections from the user.

CHAR is called by both BRANCH and QUERY. It does not call

other subprograms.

Subprogram INEED

INEED is a FUNCTION subprogram used to encode and pack data

in suitable format. Since it packs information into 10-character

words it is only useful with a CDC 6400 10-character word system.

It is referenced by SUBROUTINE CODEIN both through its normal

entry point and through ENTRY RECODE. It does not call other CHOOSE

subprograms.

Subprogram QUEST

Subprogram QUEST is a subroutine for organizing the solicita-

tion of answers to the entire battery of questions during the prepara-

tory phase for interaction. Specifically it is called at Statement

120 in Section I of CHOOSE when the option of viewing and answering

each question individually has been selected by the interactive CHOOSER.

It calls QUERT, an ENTRY point in subprogram QUERY, to present the



Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE CHAR:

SURRnUTINE CHAR(KOIAXANSev1X, LANK)
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-11-73. LAST PR GRAM REVISION 7-13-73.
C LAST DEC1ARATIVE CHANES 7-13-73
C DETAILED ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE CH RACTERS.

LOGICAL 3LANK.FLArDIGITT
COMMoN IGOTO.IANS.FLAGIDIGIT ,ECHO
IGOTn = 1
IF(K.GE.1R1.A.K.LE.(MAXANS+3 -43))1.2

1.	 IANg=K-33 3 5 RETURN
2	 IF(E.1RY)3.4
3	 IANS=1
15	 DI6IT1=.T.	 RETURN
4. 	IF(K.EG.1RN)5.6
5	 IANS=2 $ GO TO 15
6	 IF((v.ED.1R .D.K.P7 0.1R0).A.B1 ANK)7,11
7	 1GOTO=5 $ RETURN

IF(K.EC.1RS)9.10
9	 IGOT0=2	 RETURN
10	 IF(K.E0.1RR)11.12
11	 IGOTO=3	 RETURN
12	 IGOTo=4 b IF(K.AE.1R)GO TO 22

FLAG=.N.FLAG S IF(FLAG)G0 TO 20
PRIT 19 $ RETURN

20	 PRINIT 21 5 RETuRN
22	 IF(.E0.1RC)23.27
23	PRIT 24.Mx 5 IF(BLANK)PRINT 26

IF(.m.FLA3)PRINT21 $ FLAG = .T. $ RETURN
27	 IF(K.F'0).1RA)STOP 27

PRINT 25
IF(F1AG)PRINT 70 I RETURN

C I/O FORMATS.
19	 FORmAT(* DETAILED TEXTS WILL BE OMITTED.*)
21	 FORAT(* DETAILED TEXTS L,JL BE PRINTED.*)
24	 FORkIAT(/5X.*VALIo RESPONSES _ARE NUNARERS FROM *

*1 THRCJUGH*I3 , * , DR —*/*	 (YES=1)	 N(N0=2)*

• *	 R(REVIE4)	 S(SKIP)	 C UNCERTAIN)*/*	 A*

• *(A4ORT)	 -k(CHAAGE PRINTIN , INSTRUCTION).*)

26	 Far2mAT(* ALSO IN THIS REGION VALID RESPONSES *

+ *INCLUDE A 7sLANK*/* (SPACE BAR). OR A D(DEFER).*

+ * THESE PRESERVF THE M0ST RECENT*/* ANSWER*
+ * GIVEN , OR  IN DEFAULT. TH ORIGINAL ANSWER *

+ *SUPPLIEI*/* BY THE PROCiRAM.*)
25	 FORACC(* INVALID RESPONSE.*)
7 0 	FORAAT(* ILLEGAL CHARACTER 0 INTEGER TOO LARGE.*)

END
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Fortran Listing of FUNCTION MED:

FUNCTION INEED(10tICoL)
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-14-73. LAST PRnGRAM REVISION 7-13-73.
C LAST DECiARATIVE CANES 9-2-73.
C TO ENCODF AN ARRAY OF ANSWERS INTO A SIMPLE VARIARLE.
C ID=1 FOR LOw(3INARY) vALUES. ID= FOR HIGH(OCTAL) VALUES.
C ICOL = cnt_umN OF NEED ARRAY TO BC ENCODED.

COmMnN/QA/NeNDUES(72),NEFD( 2,6),(2),KOUES(2#59)
INEEn = 0 $ KSHIFT=ID+ID+ID-2 $ IST0P=K0(ID)
DO in N=1,ISTOP $ I=KQUES(ID N)
INEEn=INEED+ SHIFT(NEED(IfICOL)-1,(N-1)*KSHIFT)

10	 CONTTNUE $ RETURN
END
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Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE QUEST:

SU8knUTINE QUEST(QFORM)
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-10-73. LAST PR GRAM REVISION 10-10-73.
C LAST DECIARATIVE CHANGES 9-2-73.
C TO POSE ALL QUESTIONS AND ELICIT ANSwERS.

LOGICAL FLAG
DIMENSION OFOR1(1)
COMMoN IGOTO.IANS.FLAGeDIGIT 'ECHO
COMMnN/QA/No•NQUE;(72),NFED( 2,6),C)(2)oKOUES(2.59)

4. 	IF(FiAG)PRINT 5
PRINT 8 $ CALL 3RANCH3(2) 	D TO(6,26,26,4)tIGOTO

6	 IF(IANS.E0.1)G0 TO 1
IGOTo=3 $ RETURN

1	 K=1
2	 I=NQHFS(K)

CALL OUERT(IIDFORA)
GO Tri(3•11,10),IGOTO

10	 K=K-11 $ IF(K)26.3,3
11	 K=K+Q
3	 K=K+1 $ IF(K.LE.NOGO TO 2
26	 RETURN
C I/O FORMATS.
5	 FOR4IAT1/5X,*EACH OUFSTION I USE WILL BE CALLED IN *

• *TUN. THE USUAL*/* NUMERIrAL AND SYMBOLIC RESPON*
• *SEs ARE To BE USED.*)

8	 FORMAT(10HOREADYC - )
END
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individual questions. In addition to calling QUERT it also enters

BRANCH through BRANCH3.

Subprogram QUERY

Subprogram QUERY is a subroutine designed to pose individual

aspiration level questions to the CHOOSER at the interactive terminal

prior to calling CHAR to receive the response. It is entered directly

by CHOOSE statement 204+1 during review of questions and answers, and

through its ENTRY point QUERT by QUEST and DISPL.

Subprogram TABLE

Subprogram TABLE is a subroutine which is used only for organ-

izing the second optional input form for the question and answer set.

It is entered by statement 130 of CHOOSE. It prepares the table pre-

sentation, up to 14 questions at a time, for interactive option 2 of

CHOOSE. It accepts and processes the responses obtained, calling

BRANCH (through BRANCH1, BRANCH2, and BRANCH3). It offers an alter-

nate quick method to enter aspirations.

Subprogram CODEIN

Subprogram CODEIN is a subroutine assigned specifically to

implement option 3 of input format which is selected by the inter-

active operator in section I of SUBROUTINE CHOOSE. It also contains

an ENTRY point RECODE which is used by statement 401+1 of CHOOSE for

encoding responses. CODEIN is only used for entry of answers on

coded forms; this presumes previous knowledge of the code as would



Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE QUERY:

SURRnUTINE QUERY(IrOFORM)
C BY R. E. LOVELL 2-10-73. LAST PR GRAM REVISION 12-17-74.
C LAST DECiAkATIVE CHANGES 9-2-73.
C TO ASK AND REJJEST EVALUATION OF A SPECIFIC QUESTION.

LoGirAL FLAG,ECHO
DIMENSION OFOR4(1)
COMMnN IGOTOrIANS.FLAGFDIGIT .ECHO
COMMoN/0A/N,NOLJE(72),NEED(72e6)pKO(2),KOUES(2.59)
J1=NRED(1,1)
IF(Ji)101.1n1,104

101	 PRINT 102.I $ RETURN
102	 F3R1AT(*0QUESTIoN*13* IS NOT IN USE.*)
104	 PRINT 1,I.J1
1	 FORMAT(*OQ.*I3*.	 ANSaER RA GE - 1 TO*I2*.*)

IF(FiAG)CALL OFILF(IrOFOR1r0 ORM)
2	 J5=NRFD(I,3)+333

J6=NwED(I.4)4-33ti
J4=NRED(1,2)+13
GO Tn(10,3,4.5)rJ4

3	 (.15=5B $ GO TO 10
J6=ç,SFI

10	 PRINT 11. J5,J6
11	 FORMAT(* No4 RECORDED	 LOW \*R1,*\	 HIGH \*

+ R1.*\*)
5	 PRINT 6
6	 FORMAT(* RECORD YOUR ANSwFRS*7X*\ \*FIY*\ \*/1H+r21X)

READ 12POL	 IF(ECHO)PRINT .3,KPL
12	 FORM1T(R1.10X,R1)

CALL CHAR(K,J1rJ1..TRUE.)
GO Tn(20•103,106,5,25)•IGOTO

20

	

	 NEED(I,2)=NEED(Ir2).A..N.13
NEED(IF -6) ---.IANS
IF(IANS.E.J1)NEE0(Ip2)=NEED Ir2).A..N.2B

25	 CALi CHAR(L.J1,J1o.TRJE.)
GO To(30,103.103.2 , 3)) , IOOT0

30	 NEED(I.2)=NEED(I,2).A..N.2B
NEED(I,4)=IANS
IF(IANS.EQ.1)NEE3(It2)=NEED( r2).A..N.121

35	 IGOTn=i
103	 IF(NwED(IF4).GE.NFED(IF3))RE URN

PRINT 40 B GO TO 2
40	 FORmAT(* YOUR LOW ANSWER EX EEDS THE HIGH ONE:*)

ENTRY (-4LJERT
J1=NP- FD(Ir1) $ GO TO 104

13	 FORMLI(*+*,21X0R1t10X,R1F42X *AS READ IN.*)

END
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Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE TABLE:

SUBRnUTINE TARLE
C BY R. E. LOVELL 6-3-73. LAST PR GRAM REVISION 11-17-74.
C LAST DFC1ARATIVF CHANGES 9-2-73.
C TO PROVInE TABLES FOR DIRECT ENTRY OF ANSwERS.

LOGICAL FLAGFECHO
DIMENSION NOLOC(14),N1AX(14) LL(28),LH(14),LANS(42)

+ rKF(4).A(2)
COMMnN IGOTOrIANS.FLAGrDIGIT .ECHO
COANInN/QA/W),NWUES(72)•NEFD(72,6).KD(2),KOUES(2r59)
DATA M(1)/10H(* LO4 AN/. 101(2)/10H(* HIGH AN/

+	 KF2/10HS.+.7X. 00/
+ • Kw(3).<F(4)/10H(1X.I1.R1),9Hr* OKE *)/
NT:(r.;(4-1)/14+1
PRINT 1rNT S IF(FLAG)PRIAT 2
ITBL = 1

C WORK WITH SECTION OF TABLE IDENTIFIED BY ITBL.
99	 KSTART=14*(ITBL-1) $ MX=1TNO(NQ-KSTART.14)

MX2=mX+4X $ MX3=AX2+MX
DO 5 IM=1,Mx

C K = ORDINAL NO. OF WUFSTION. I	 QUESTION NUMBER.
K	 KSTART + IM 1 I =NQUES K)
NoLor(im)=I a NMAX(IM)=NFED( .1)

5	 CONTTNUE
PRINT 6.(NOLOC(IM)rim=1.1X)
PRINT 7,(NAAX(IM).IM=1.MX)

C BEGIN RESPONSE AREA. J=1 FOR LOW VALUES. J=2 FOR HIGH.
3	 J=1

N=J+ S J3AR=3-J S NBAR=JBAR 2 $ IF(J.E0.2)PRINT 63
DO 9 IM=104X

9	 LH(Im)=0
10	 DO lç 1'4=11\4X $ K=KSTART+TM S I=N@UES(K)

LL(2*IM - 1)=NEE1)(I.N) $ LL(2* M)=1R
IF(NFFD(Ir2).GE.3.0.NEED(Ir2 .EQ.J)LL(2*I1)=1R*
IF(LH(IM).NE.0)LL(2*IM)=LL (2 *IM )-50 R

15	 CONTTNUE
KF(1)=M(J) s IF(AY.LF.9)50 TO 16
MXTEN = MX/10 $ MXONE = m)( -.0*MXTEN
KF(2)=KF2+ SHIFT(MXTEN,6)+MX 0 NE $ GO TO 20

16	 KF(2)=KF2+ 22003 + MX
2 0 	PRINT KF.(LL(IM2).IM2=1.mX 2)

CALL RRANCH2(3)
21	 GO rn(30,61,62,23e29) , IG 0 TO
22	 RETUPN
23	 CALL RRANCH1(3) S GO TO 21
24	 ITRL = ITBL + 1 1 IF(I13L.LE NT)99,22
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26	 ITRL = 1TRL — 1 $ IF(ITAL.L'E 0)22,99
29 	TANS = 1
30	 GO Tn(60.40.35).IANS
35	 PRINT 36 B CALL 3RANCH3(NT)

GO Tn(37.24,26.35),I(OTO
37	 ITr-iL=IANS $ GO TO 99
40	 PRINT 41 I READ 42,LANS 1 IF ECHO)PRINT 64,LANS

DO 4g INetzlrAX
K=KSTART+IA S I =NOUES(K) $ NUM=0 $ TBLANK=0
DO 43 13=1,3
IC:3*TM-6+13
IF(LANS(IC).EO.1R )IHLANK=I3 ANK+1
IF(LANS(1C).LT.1R1.0.LANS(IC .3T.N1AX(I4)+33B)GO TO 43
INUM=1NUM+1 s ILOC=IC

43	 CONTTNUE
IF(IN1JM.E.O.1.A.IRLANK.EO.2)G TO 47
IF(IkLANK.ED.3)G0 TO 49 S LH(I1)=1 $ GO TO 49

47	 NEED(IoN)=LANS(ILOC)-33B I NEED(I.2)=NEED(IF2).A..N.J
ITFST=1 I IF(J.EO.1)ITEST=Nv! X(IM) $ LH(I1)=0
IFONFED(1,3).GT.NEED(I.4))NE D(I.NBAR)=NEED(I.N)
IF(NPED(I,N).ED.ITEST)NEED(I 2)=NEED(It2).A..N.JRAR

49	 CONTTNUE $ GO TO 10
61	 IF(J.F.0.1)60•24
60	 J=J+1	 IF(J.LE.2)8.24
62	 IF(J.FO.2)3.26
C I/O FORMATS.
1	 FORMAT(*O@UESTIONS WILL APPE R 1N*I2* TABLE(S).*)
2	 FORMAT(* ANNOTATIONS ARE —*/ H	 ** UNANSWERED D JEST*

+ *Iori*/*	 E FOR ERROR IN LAST ATTEMPT*/*	 < FOR *
+ *ROTH.*)

6	 FORMAT(*O@UES. NO.	 *151 )
7	 FORMAT(* AAX. ANS.	 *.15I3)
36	 FORMAT(* WHAT TAHLE NEXT[	 )
41	 FORMAT(* ENTER NEw*)
42	 F0R1AT(42R1)
63	 FORMAT()
64	 FORMAT(*+*,9)042R1,24X.*AS R AD 1N.*)

END



Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE CODEIN:

SURRoUTINE CODEIN(NO)
C BY R. F. LOVELL 6-10-73. LASf PRnGRAM REVISION 7-13-73.
C LAST DECIARATIVE CHANES 9-2-73.

LOGICAL FLAG,MARK,ECHO
DIMEMSION IFORM(4).IFMT(3),N (4),IREAD(20)
COMMoN 1 GOTO.IANS.FLAG.DISIT 'ECHO
COMAnN/C4A/Nr),NWUES(7?.).NEFD( 2r6).K0(2),KOUES(2,59)
DATA IFOriv1/7H2H = *).7H811 = )t7H2L = *).7H8L = *)/t

+ IFMT(1)/10)-1(	 * NEED/PTFMT 3)/4H020)/
PRINT 1 $ IF(FLAG)PRINT A

C BRING IN VALUES ANO REJECT INVALID CHARACTERS.
DO 4 J=104
IPAT(2)=IFORA(J) $ PRINT IFMT $ READ 2,IREAD
IF(ErHO)PRINT 105,IREAD
ND(J)=0 $ MARK=.F. $ ITEST=1R3
DO 3 K=1,20 s KRz,s0-3*K
IF(IREAD(K).E0.1R0)G0 TO 3
IF(IREADW.LT.1R0.0.IREAD(K).GT.ITEST)G0 TO 5

6	 ND(J)=ND(J).0. SHTFT(IREA)(K)-33B.KR) $ GO TO 3
5	 MARK=.T.
3	 ITEST=1R7 $ IF(MARK)PRINT 7
4. 	CONTTNUE
C PUT IN RTNARY VALUES.

MASK=JR I NMASK=.N.mASK s NS KO(1)
DO 5n K=1,NS $ I=KOUES(1,K)
NEEO(Tr3)=NEED(I,4)=19 $ mDT T=ND(1).A.MASK
IF(WIIIST.VE.0)NEE7)(1.4)=PR
NDYST=ND(3).A.MAS( S IF(N1')TST.NE.0)NEED(I,3)=2B
ND(1)=ND(1).A.NmASK S ND(3)= D(3).A.NMASK
MASK= SHIFT(mASK,1) S NMASK= N.MASK

50	 NEE0(I.)=0
C PUT IN OCTAL VALUES.

MASK= 7B $ rolASK=.N.mASK c KOUNT=0 s NS=KO(2)
DO or K=IrNS $ I=KQUES(2.K)
NEED(I,4)= SHIFT(ND(2).A.MAS ,KOUNT)+18
NEED(I.3)= SNIFI(ND(4).A.MAS PKOUNT)+15
ND(2)=ND(2).A.N1AÇK $ ND(4).= D(4).A.N1ASK
MASK= SHIFT(AASK,4) I NMASK= N.MASK $ KOUNT=KOUNT-4

60	 NEED(I.2)=0 $ MARK=.F.
C TEST CORPECTN;'SS OF VALUES, CORR CT, PRINT ERROR MESSAGES.

DO 8n K=1,4 B KOUNT=0
DO 70 L=1,20 $ I=20*K-204,1 $ IF(I.GT.NO)G0 TO 71
I=NWHES(I) S ITEST=NEED(I , 1) $ IREAD(L)=0
IF(NEFD(I,4).GT.ITEST.O.NEED I,3).GT.ITEST)G0 TO 65
IF(NFED(I,3).LE.NEED(Ir4))G0 TO 70
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65	 KO1JAT=KOUNT+1	 IREAD(KOUNT) I
NEFO(IF 3 )=MIAO(AFED(Ir3).NEE (I04),ITEST)
NEED(I ,4) =M1NO(ITEST.MAX0(NE D(It4).NEED(IF3)))

70	 CONTINUE
71	 IF(KnONT)80•1-10.75
75	 IF(ARK)GO TO 76

MARK=.T. S PRINT F,1
76	 PRINT 77 •(IREAD(M),1=1.KOUNT
BO	 CONTTNUE I MARK-7.P.
C TEST FOR EXCESS INPUT DATA.

DO 9n J=1,4
IF(An(J).E(.0)G0 10 90
IF(MARK)G0 TO 89
MARK=.T. S PRINT A7

89	 IFMT(2)=IFORA(J).A.771400000 000000000013.0.4NAH*)
PRINT IFMT

90	 CONTINUE $ PRINT 99 $ GO TO 2
C	 ENCODE DATA.

ENTRY RECODE
PRINT 91

92	 ND(1)=INEED(1,4) I AD(2)=INE.70(2,4)
NO(31=INEED(1,3) $ ND(4)=INF D(2,3)
DO 9R J=1,4
IFM1(2)=IFORM(J).0.4000000B

98	 PRINT IFMTtNO(J) I RETURN
C I/O FORMATS.
1	 FORMAT(*OENTER DIRECTLY IN C DED FORM -*)
2	 FORMAT(20R1)
7	 FORMAT(*	 CONTAINS INVALID HARACTER(S).*)
a	 FORMAT(*	 USE 20 OCTAL CHAR CTERS EACH.*)
61	 FORMAT(*OERRORS NOTED AT DUE TION(S) -*)
77	 FORMAT(1Xf15I4)
87	 FORMAT(* EXCESS INPUT DATA I -*)
91	 FORMAT(*OENCODED RESULTS-4)
99	 FORMAT(*OYOUR INPUTS WERE AC EPTED AS -*)
105	 FOR4AT(*+*,9Xt2OR1,46Xt*AS R AD IN.*)

END
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be obtained, for example, from previous interactive sessions. It

refers to FUNCTION INEED.

Subprogram DISPL

Subprogram DISPL is a SUBROUTINE for performing certain dis-

play operations required during interaction. It is called from sec-

tion 5 of SUBROUTINE CHOOSE. DISPL is called at statement 590+1 of

CHOOSE. It is a key subprogram since it controls the interaction

level, and presents information on individual candidates and how they

fared with respect to the stated aspiration levels.

It has an ENTRY point DISPQ for causing display and review

of specified questions. It also updates the coded aspiration infor-

mation when the CHOOSER modifies his responses. For this purpose it

calls QUERT. DISPQ is called at statement 591+1 of CHOOSE.

DISPL calls QFILE and CFILE when needed to display detailed

textual information on the question and answer set and candidate set,

respectively. It also calls BRANCH through ENTRY point BRANCH 3.

Subprogram SPECIAL

Subprogram SPECIAL is a subroutine which permits a more knowl-

edgeable user to call for special performance during certain parts of

the operation. It contains 9 optional functions as follows:

1. Return to calling program.

2. To list the NEED array.

3.

4. Reserved for later use

5.



Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE DISPL:

SUBRnUTINE DISPL(NDpIRIAS.MO EL,KMDLSOKANDoOFORM
+ ,CFoRM)

C BY R. F. LOVELL 7-20-73. LAST PR GRO1 REVISION 11-17-74.
C LAST DECiARATIVE CHANGES 9-2-73.

LOGICAL FLAG.MARK

DIMENSION ND(4).AUFS(72).JL 2).JH(2),LQUES(72)
DIMENSION MoDEL(3,1),KmDLS(1 FKAND(1)

+ rOFnRM(1),CFOR1(1)
COMMnN/LA 3 EL/IDATE,KOATE.NAY,ErNviDLS,ImDLS
COMMnN IGOTO , IANSrFLAG,DIGIT4FECHO
COMMoN/WA/W) , NQUES(72).NEED(72,6),K0(2),KOUES(2r59)
PRINT 96 , \IODEL(1.TANS),MODEL(2,IANS)
IF(FLAG)CALL CFILE(IANS,MODELPCFORM)
Il=.m0T.MODEL(3.IANS)
JL(1):I1.AND.ND(3)
JH(1):I1.AND.ND(1)
JL(2)=.N0T.HMODEL(4.IANS).0R.IRIAS)-ND(4))
JH(2)=.NOT.HMODEL(5,IANS).0
LOW.N=LQUFS(1)=viwdES(1)=0
DO	 5n	 K=1rNO	 $	 I=\iQUES(K)
11=12=1	 $	 13=-1
IF(NP*FID(I.1).LE.2)G0	 TO	 10
11=2 $	 12=8 $	 13=-4

•IHIAS)-ND(2))

10 IF((AL(I1).AND.I2).E.0)G0 T 30
LQ=Lc4+1	 LWJES(L0)=I	 $ GO T 40

30 IF((iH(11).AND.I2).E.0)G0 T 40
MO=Mo+1	 $ MOJES(M)=I

40 JL(I1)=SHIFT(JL(I1).I3)
JH(I1)=SHIFT(JH(It).13)

50 CONTTNUE
PRINT 95IIANSt(LOUES(K)ri<=1, Q)
PRINT 9bt	 (AOJES(K),<=1, Q)

55	 RETURN
C ENTRY FOP CANDIDATE-CRITERIA COM ARISON BY QUESTION NO.

ENTRY DISR0
N=IANS $ IANT=CUES(1)

61 IF(FiAG)PRINT	 9a	 PRINT	 97

CALL RRANCH3(72)	 ; GO 10(63. 5•72.61)vIGOTO
63 IF(NFED(IANS,1)-2)64,65'66
64 PRINT 99,IANS $ GO Tu 61
65 KL=KiA=(SHIFT(M0DEL(3.N)1NFED IANSr5)).AND.1)+1

MARK=.FALSE.	 $ 60 TO 67
66 KL	 z(SHIFT(IODEL(5.N),NFED IANS,5)).AND.7)+1

KH	 1-(SHIFT(MODEL(4tN),WEED IANSo5)).AND.7)+1

MARK:. TRUE.
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67	 IF(F(AG)CALL OFILF(IANS,OPORmsOFORM)
IANT=IANS
PRINT 9 4 .IANSpNEED(IANSt3),N7ED(IANSOOtNsKL,KH
+ sNEwD(IAASs1)
GO To 61

72	 CALL QUERT(IANT.Q nTORM)
GO Tn(73.55,61s72),IGOTO

73 	KS7.—NFED(IANTs5)
IF(MARK)GO TO 75
IS=.NOT.SHIFT(lsKS)
ND(1)=IS.AND.N0(1).OR.SHTFT(NEED(IANTs4)- 1,(S)
NO(3)=IS.AND.ND(3).0R.SHTFT( EED(IANT.3)- 1,(S)
GO Tn 61

75	 I5=.NOT.SAIFT(7,Kg)
ND(2)=IS.AND.ND(2).0R.SHIFT( EED(IANTs4)-1,KS)
ND(4)=IS.AND.ND(4).0R.SHIPT( EED(IANT,3)- 1,(S)
GO Tn 61

C I/O FORMATS.
93	 FOR1AT(14-4 SHORT •AMF — s2A10)
94	 FORMAT(6H QUES.,I3,11H YOUR 1NPUTrI2s1H—sI 1 s

+ 5H • 4NDII4s9H IS RATED,I2,1	 MAX=sIl)
95	 FORMAT(1X.I3.20H. CRITERIA A T MET —,12I3/(20I3))
96	 FOR4AT(24A MARGINAL RESPONSE ARE r1213/(2013))
97	 FORMAT(13HODUES. O. — )
98	 FORMAT(44HOGIVE QUESTION NO. USE S TO EXITS OR R

+ 9HTO MODIFY/34H RESPONSES TO LAST QUESTION CITED.)
99	 FOR1AT(9H QUESTION,I3o12H NO IN USE.)

END



Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE SPECIAL:

SURRnUTINE SPECIAL(MARK,ADDELtKMDLStKAND,OFORM,CFORM)
C BY R. E. LOVELL 6-12-73. LAST PROGRAM REVISION 12-'6-74.
C LAST DECIARATIVE CHANGES 11-17-74.

LOGICAL FLAGeMARK.ECHOrKTRL
DIMENSION MODEL(Bp1)*KMDLS(1),KAND(1)

+ ,WF(IRM(1),CF3RM(1)
COMAnN/LABEL/IDATE,KDATE.NAM rNMDLStIMDLS
COMAnN IGOTO,IANS.FLAGtDIGIT1rECHO
COMAnN/C4A/NINQUES(72),NFED(72,6)0K0(2),KOUES(2.59)

7	 PRIAT 6 $ KTRL=.T.
1	 PRINT 2 1 IF(FLAG.A.KTRL)PRI T 3 5 KTRL=.E.
6	 FORMAT(*-SECTIOA X. ALGORITH SERVICE AREA.*)
2	 FORALIT(*	 SPECIAL CHOICES A E 1 THRU 9.*)
3	 FORMAT(* 1 - RETURN TO CALLI G PROGRAm.*/

+ 25H 2	 LIST THE NEED ARRA ./
+ 24H 3 - ADD A LIBRARY ITEM /
+ * 4 - MODIFY A LIBRARY FNTR .*/
+ * 5 - LIST SELECTED LIBRARY ENTRIES.*/
+ *	 LIST ALL LIBRARY ENTR ES.*/
+ * 7 - INITIALIZE LIBRARY RE ISTER.*/
+ * 8 - INITIALIZE THE O. AND A. SET.*/
+ * 9 - CHANGE ECHO CHECK.*)

CALL BRANCH1(9) $ GO TO(9.4, o7,4),IG0TO
5	 GO rn(4,200.300,4n0.500,600,700,8e0.900),IANS
C 1. RETUPN TO CALLING PROGRAM.
4	 RETURN
C 2. TO LTgT TAE NEED ARRAY.
200	 DO 201 K=1.NW

I=NaliES(K)
201	 PRINT 202,It1NEED(I,J),J=1 , 6

202	 FORAAT(5I4,I5,I7)
GO Tn 1

C 3. TO Ant) A LIBRARY ITEM.
300	 GO Tn 999
C 4 , TO MoDIFY A LIBRARY ENTRY.
400	 GO Tr 999
C 5. LIST SELECTED LIBRARY ENTRIE
500	 GO In 999
C 6. LIST ALL LIBRARY ENTRIES.
600	 PRINT 601tNA1E,KOATE
601	 FORMAT(1H1PA10,19H LIBRARY L ST AS OF,R10/)

DO 603 K=1rNMDLS
I=KmnLs(K)

60 3	 PRINT 604,I,ADDEL(1,I),MODEL 2,I),MODEL(4tI).

+ MODPL(6,I).(MODEL(J.I) , J= 5, )
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604	 FORMAT(1)013,2Xt2410t3X,(,0/3X,2(3X,020),213016)
GO Tn I

C 7. INITIALIZE THE LIRRARY REGISTER.
ENTRY SPEC7

700	 NMDLq=0
DO 7n2 1=1,t1MDLS
IF(AnDEL(8PI) .LE. 0)G0 TO 7„2
NMDLq=NMDLS+1
KMDL(NMDLS)=I

702	 CONTINUE
IF
GO Tn 1

C B. INITIALIZE THE (4. AND A. SET
ENTRY SPECS

BOU	 II=JJ=NO=U
DO 810 I=1.72	 IF(NFED(To1)-2)801,F103,804

801	 NEFD(1,1)=0 $ GO TO 810
803	 II=IT+1 $ KoJES(1,II)=I % NEED(IF5)=1-II	 GO TO 805
804	 JJ=JJ+1	 KoUES(2.JJ)=1 % NEED(I,5)=SHIFT(1-JJt2)
805

	

	 NEED(It2)=3 s NEEn(I•3)=1 $ NQ=NO+1 s NOUES(NO)=I
NEED(It4)=NEED(I,1)=4IN0(A,NEED(I,1))

810	 CONTTNUE
KO(1)=II S KW(2)=JJ
IF(IT.GT.59)STOP 60 $ IF(JJ.GT.14)STOR 15
IFWARK)RETURN
PRINT 812 $ GO TO 1

812	 FOR1AT(32H	 NEED ARRAY WAS RECONSTRUCTED.)
C 9. CHANGE ECHO CHECK.
900	 ECHo=.NOT.ECHO 1 IF(ECHO)PRI T 901 5 GO TO 1
901 	FORT(*	 ECHO CHECKS OF IN UT WILL APPEAR.*)
999	 PRINT 950pIANS s GO TO 1
950	 FOR1AT(*0 PROGRAN4 FOR OPTIO *I3* IS NOT READY YET.*)

END
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6. List all library entries.

7. Initialize the library register.

8. Initialize the Q and A set.

9. Change echo check.

Option 1 is an option to exit back to the calling point. Option 2 pro-

vides a list of the NEED array. Option 6 outputs a complete list of

the candidates. Options 2 and 6 are sometimes of interest to EVALUA-

TORS when reviewing the makeup of the main program.

Option 7 (initialize library register) and Option 8 (initialize

question and answer set) are available as direct ENTRY points to the

controlling CHOOSE subprogram. They are called by statements 30+2

and 50, respectively.

Option 9 (change echo check) is an option which can be entered

from the keyboard if necessary but is usually activated when only

operating in batch mode. In this mode it causes a printout of the

answers to individual questions taken from data cards. If it were

not for this feature, operating the procedure in batch mode would be

difficult since the input data would otherwise not be visible.

Subprogram SPECIAL is not normally accessible to the CHOOSER

since its function, when needed, is obtained automatically. Persons

developing CHOOSE main programs, however, can get access to SPECIAL

by entering a "3" when the YES or NO response to first READY? ques-

tion is solicited after the "University of Arizona" label is printed

out. Since this method of access is for restricted use, it is not

identified to the interactive user.
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For batch, rather than interactive, the appropriate first two

data cards are 3 (to get access to SPECIAL) and 9 (to cause ECHO of

inputs to be printed). This can be followed by 2 (to list the NEED

array) and 6 (to list library entries), but must finally be followed

by a 1 to return to CHOOSE for continuation.

Subprogram QFILE

Subroutine QFILE is a small subroutine for controlling access

to the textual information stored in variable formats in the main pro-

gram. Entry through the name QFILE gives access to the messages re-

lated to the question and answer set. Access through the ENTRY point

CFILE gives access to the text associated with specific candidates.

Subroutine Calling Structure

For convenience in understanding the CHOOSE calling structure,

Figure 20 shows the various program linkages.



Fortran Listing of SUBROUTINE QFILE:

SURRnUTINE QPILE(T,10DEL.F0RM)

C 3Y R. E. LOVELL 11-17-74. LAST R VISED 12-6 -74.

DIMEmSION FORM(1).MODEL(A.1)
COMMoN/0A/NrJ.NOUES(72),NEED( 2,6).i0(2),KOUES(2•59)

C.:MEP- D(116)
GO To 1
ENTRY CFILE
K=MOnEL(8.I)

1 PRINT FORMK)
RETUPN
END
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APPENDIX D

COMPLETE PROBLEM METHODOLOGY

In the main body of the text mention was made at several points

that the procedures developed during these investigations would be ap-

plicable over a broad range of activity. This appendix contains the

step by step procedure for generating such interactive programs.

To assist research application teams in establishing new classes

of candidates and building corresponding "libraries" of performance and

resource requirements data for other problems similarly situated, two

auxiliary computer programs were developed. The first one, named

MAKEUP, actually prepares two card decks. It uses as inputs the numbers

of the questions assigned and the upper bounds on the number of answers

for each question. One of the two decks prepared by MAKEUP is used in

the second auxiliary program to aid in preparing the library. The other

becomes the nucleus of a new Fortran main program for use interactively

with the CHOOSE subprogram set described in Appendix C. Details 
of

PROGRAM MAKEUP are given in Appendix E.

The second auxiliary program, CODEM, accepts as inputs identi-

fication and rating information on particular candidates 
prepared by

EVALUATORs--those responsible for establishing the attributes 
of each

candidate in the selected question and answer format. 
It produces in

coded form the additional punched card records needed to complete 
the
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new main program prepared by MAKEUP. Details of CODEM are given in

Appendix F.

The use of the two auxiliary programs requires practically no

knowledge of computer programming either in machine language or in the

higher level languages. The entire system is made so that only data

cards need be prepared and processed. Additionally, the formats for

the data cards have been made as simple as possible. Hence, evalua-

tion teams which may be formed to make "Consumer Reports" on various

elements of a candidate set need not include any significant capability

for computer programming.

Given that a project is found which is suitable for treatment

by the procedures described in Chapters 3 and 4, the step-by-step pro-

cedures outlined below can be followed to create the necessary program

and data base (library of information) needed for interactive use 
with

the CHOOSE system. Note, however, that it may not be 
possible to

determine whether the project or problem is treatable by these methods

until most of the second step below is completed. Figure 
21 may be

used to follow the steps of the procedure.

1. Label and Identification. To establish project 
or program

identity on a formal basis, the following steps 
are required in prepa-

ration of the first (or header) data card for 
PROGRAM MAKEUP:

a. Select a Fortran mnemonic name 
for the project. The name

must begin with a letter and can be followed by up to five alphabetic

or numeric characters. The name should be Chosen so that there can

be no confusion with other programs in the total set of 
such packages.

Preferably, the first three characters should be 
unique since they



Step 1. Prepare Label
Card for Project
TPDEK8.

Steps 2, 3 and 4.
Prepare the question
and answer set, and
from that, the second
data card.

Step 6.
Interpret
and divide
the cards.Steps 7 and 8.

Prepare data
cards for
CODEM

Step 5. Execute and
review for pos-
sible input errors.

Punched Card Output

Cards 10001-90003.
Basic Cards for
Program TPDEK8.

Step 9.
Execute and
error check.

Step 9 (continued).
Insert cards in
Program TPDEK

PRINTED

Step 10. Create
a permanent file
for use with
CHOOSE.
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become the identifiers in columns 73-75 of the cards produced by

programs MAKEUP and CODEM. The name selected is entered in columns

73 through 78 of the first data card for PROGRAM MAKEUP. See Appen-

dix E for sample data cards for MAKEUP.

b. Pick the date you wish to associate with the question

and answer set. Enter it in columns 43-50 of the first data card

for MAKEUP. The preferred form is 10-21-73 for the 8 columns al-

lotted.

c. Select a maximum or ceiling for the number of candidates

you expect to introduce to the program. This number will determine

the amount of computer memory storage which will be allotted when the

interactive program is executed. Therefore, the-number should be

selected somewhat conservatively to reduce operating costs and to

Insure that computer memory capacity is not exceeded. The 
number

selected here should be entered in columns 68-70 of the first MAKEUP

data card. The number should be right justified and 
written without

decimal point or other punctuation. If you fail to make 
an entry in

this space, the program will assume a ceiling of 50.

2. Prepare the Question and Answer Set. Select a set of de-

coupled or independent questions or queries and an 
answer set for

each question. Two kinds of questions are 
permitted: binary--

questions which admit of only two answers, usually 
yes or no, and

higher order questions (3 answers minimum, 8 
answers maximum). Each

answer set must be capable of being totally ordered 
on the basis of

some preference relation. Each answer 
set must be ordered on the

basis of this preference relationship so that 
the answer with the
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smaller number indicates a less stringent performance requirement or

capability, or a smaller availability of resources, than those with

higher numbers.

It is important to recognize that this is the most important

step in the process. It is here that it may be realized that prepa-

ration of questions in suitable form may not be possible, or may

require some transformations not ordinarily done. For example,

neither conductivity nor density may be of importance in selection of

material for an electric wire for a particular application; a more

important criteria might be a quantity represented by conductivity

divided by density. Hence, the additional question for this attribute

should be included.

For the present implementation of this interactive procedure

on the CDC 6400 computer the number of binary questions must be

limited to 59, the number of higher order questions to 14, and the

total number of questions to 72. The CHOOSE system could be modified

to extend this range.

3. Numbering the Questions.. Assign a number to each question

from the set of integers 1 through 72. It is not necessary that all

numbers be used or that they be assigned consecutively. Question

numbers may be grouped or spaced as convenient for the analysis team.

Spaces may be left for possible insertion of additional questions

later.

4. Preparing the Second Data Card. Prepare the second data card

for PROGRAM MAKEUP. Here, the column numbers of the card represent

the question numbers selected in step 3. For each of the questions
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in use, punch in the corresponding column the number of distinct answers

that have been developed for that particular question. Leave blank any

of the first 72 columns which are not associated with questions. Col-

umns 73-80 may be used for card identification.

5. Execution of MAKEUP. Execute PROGRAM MAKEUP with the two data

cards prepared in steps 2 and 4. Examine the printed output to see

that no error messages were printed and that the output list reflects

the input intended. The program provides error messages when the maxi-

mum permissible number of questions in any category is exceeded, or if

any improper symbols are inadvertently punched on the input data cards.

6. Interpretation. Run the punched cards produced by MAKEUP

through the interpreter to make them easier to identify and handle.

Each of the cards produced will have the first three characters of the

name you selected in step I punched in columns 73-75. This will help

in keeping various decks separated when work is in progress on more

than one package at the same time. The interpreted deck 
must now be

divided into two parts. The first part consists of 
cards numbered from

10001 through 90003 and constitutes the nucleus of the 
CDC main Fortran

program which is to be combined (see step 9) with the 
CHOOSE subprograms

to produce the complete interactive program 
for the project. The second

part consists of cards numbered in columns 79-80 from 
1 through 18, and

constitutes a complete CDC Fortran BLOCK DATA 
subprogram for use with

program CODEM as described in step 8.

7. Analysis of Candidates. Step 7 is 
the second part where the

expertise, objective analysis, educated discretion and/or experience-

conditioned judgment enter into the process. Here, 
each of the
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candidates must be evaluated for each of the attributes represented in

the question set. Answers must be selected for each of the questions

for each of the candidates. For each of the binary questions the

evaluation team must select unequivocally one of the answers. For the

higher order questions it is permissible--and useful--to evaluate can-

didates by selecting a lower bound and an upper bound answer so that

variations in candidate evaluation can be accommodated. This feature

helps give the added leverage needed during interaction to develop and

display information helpful to the interactive decision maker as he

attempts to modify his resources and requirements criteria to move

towards a feasible solution.

8. Preparation of Data for CODEM. Enter the evaluation 
informa-

tion from step 7 on 80-column EDP cards, 3 cards per candidate. 
These

cards then become the data cards for use with PROGRAM 
CODEM, with the

BLOCK DATA subprogram prepared by MAKEUP appended. 
The format for

preparation of the data cards is very simple and 
is given in Appendix F.

9. Execution of CODEM. Execute PROGRAM 
CODEM to obtain both a

line printer output and additional punched cards. Review 
the line

printer output to see that any errors detected, corrected 
and listed

by CODEM are acceptable. If acceptable, insert the 
cards produced by

CODEM by serial numbers (columns 76-80) into 
the nucleus Fortran Main

program which was prepared by MAKEUP in step 6 
and which were set aside

for this purpose.

Note that steps 7, 8 and 9 
can be repeated completely or in

part as many times as needed to produce updated 
BLOCK DATA cards for



LOVELLR,BNxxxxxxxx,T5,CM50000 ,STO
REQUEST(TPDEK8,*PF)
COPYCR(INPUT,TEMF)
REWIND (TEMP)
FTN(I=TEMF,B=TPDEK 8 )
CATALOG(TPDEMTPDEK8 ,ID=REL)

7
89

PROGRAM TPDEK8(INPUT,OUTFUT) . . . TPD10001
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particular candidates, to add candidates, or to redo the evaluation

package completely. To delete obsolete or incorrect evaluations, it

is only necessary to delete the corresponding cards from the main pro-

gram. If, however, additional questions are to be posed, or the ques-

tion and answer set is to be modified in any way, it is necessary to

return to step 1.

10. Compile and Store the New MAIN Program. Affix the appro-

priate control cards for compilation and storage of the new MAIN pro-

gram. The following deck structure is suitable for the CDC 6400

installation at the University of Arizona using the main program

TPDEK8 as the example.

END
	 TPD90003

67

With the completion of step 10, the 
new program is ready for

testing by the evaluation team and for use by 
clients as outlined in

Appendix A.

Note, however, that the procedures here 
do not provide for

the texts of questions and answers to be made 
available in the compu-

ter storage. Inclusion of text materials 
for interactive presentation,
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requires substantial additional effort which may be counterproductive.

See the discussion in Appendix B for additional information.



APPENDIX E

PROGRAM MAKEUP

The purposes of the PROGRAM MAKEUP are as follows:

1. To accept basic information from any decision problem that

can be formulated in the context of the total ordering of responses

to individual questions as formulated in Chapter 3. This information

consists of a problem name, date, and the number of answers asso-

ciated with each of the question numbers to be used.

2. To check the values proposed to see that they meet the speci-

fications for entry into the interactive PROGRAM CHOOSE. (Limits: 59

binary questions, 14 questions permitted 3 to 8 answers, 72 questions

total).

3. To print error messages if any of the criteria are not met.

4. To produce nucleus main programs which can be completed by

cards produced by CODEM.

5. To prepare in punched card form the complete BLOCK DATA sub-

program needed for PROGRAM CODEM. (PROGRAM CODEM is used in turn to

generate additional cards for use in main programs designed for 
CHOOSE

execution.)

In those problems amenable to interactive 
choice by the proce-

dures outlined in the text and Appendix A, use of 
PROGRAM MAKEUP is

the first step in the set up of the required information. 
Refer to

Appendix D to see its position in the complete procedure.
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As with the other programs prepared for this research, the

language of MAKEUP is not machine independent. Since the Univac 1110

was used in preparation of the examples in this study, the program

was written to accommodate the character sets, word lengths and For-

tran character manipulation statements of the Univac 1100 series

Fortran V compiler. Note, however, that the materials prepared by

MAKEUP are in the form needed for execution on the CDC 6400 computer.

If this program is to be used on any computer other than the Univac

1110, it must be rewritten to the extent needed to insure compatibility

with the computer being used.

Input 

Apart from the Fortran program itself and the control cards

needed to enter the job into the computer, two data cards must 
be pre-

pared as follows:

1. Card 1 -- Label and Identification

Columns 43-50 The date of this 
version of the question

and answer set. The preferred form is

month, day, and year separated by hyphens

as follows: 10-12-72.

Columns 68-70 The maximum number 
of candidates which are

expected to be entered into the program.

The number must be right justified 
in the

available space. The allocation of only

3 columns to this parameter automatically

limits to 999 the number of candidates
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which may be considered. If entry here

is omitted or is less than 50, MAKEUP

will supply a value of 50.

Column 72	 For normal operation, this column is

left blank. To suppress the production

of punched cards on output, punch any

alphabetic or numeric character in

column 72. This option is convenient if

the program is to be executed for test

purposes, and the punched card output is

not desired.

Columns 73-78 The program label. The first character

must be alphabetic. It may be followed

by up to 5 alphabetic or numeric charac-

ters.

All other columns of the first card may be used for any purpose by

the user. Typically, they are used to describe the entries on the

card and identify the project.

2. Card 2 -- Raw Question and Answer Set Data. The first 72

columns of the second data card represent a question number. For each

question in use the number of answers in the answer set is punched in

the column number corresponding to the question number. Columns 73-80

may be used for identification. If a particular question is not in

use, the corresponding column must be left blank.

PROGRAM MAKEUP allows the preparation of more than one set of

outputs during a single execution. This is done by appending as many
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pairs of data cards to the program as outputs are desired. They should

not be separated either by blank cards or in any other way.

Output 

The output of PROGRAM MAKEUP appears in two forms. The first

is a line printer output which gives an "echo" of the input data cards.

A presentation of any detectable errors in the input is made. The

errors which are capable of detection are

1. The number of binary questions exceeds 59.

2. The number of higher order questions exceeds 14.

3. Improper characters appear in columns 1-72 in the second

data card. Only blanks and the numbers 2 through 8 are

allowed to appear.

4. An improper choice of program label. Errors which cannot

be detected are: improper data or attempts to use 
columns

73-80 of the second data card to establish 
the question

and answer set.

The error listing is followed by a list 
of images of each of

the punched cards produced.

The second form of output is the deck 
of output cards. The

images on these cards are identical to the 
corresponding output lists

mentioned above. Columns 73-75 of these cards 
are used for project

identification and contain the 
first three characters of the selected

program label. The first series of 
cards constitute the basic state-

ments for a main interactive program 
of the type illustrated in

Appendix B. Only the Fortran DATA 
statements to be prepared by CODEM
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are needed to complete the program. The remaining cards constitute

a complete BLOCK DATA subprogram for PROGRAM CODEM (Appendix F).

Figure 22 on the following page shows the data cards used by

MAKEUP in preparing the initial materials for the sample case used in

the main body of this dissertation. Figures 23 and 24 show the computer

output for the data set of Figure 22. This appendix concludes with

a complete listing of the Fortran statements of PROGRAM MAKEUP.
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APPENDIX F

PROGRAM CODEM

The purpose of program CODEM is to accept candidate data from

data cards which are prepared by EVALUATORS. The data is processed by

CODEM. The output is both a listing of the resulting information with

any errors identified and a set of punch cards sequentially numbered

for insertion in the associated main program. PROGRAM CODEM also pre-

pares revised date cards for insertion in the main program so that 
the

continuity of changes by date is maintained. Use of CODEM 
permits the

EVALUATORs to add or modify information for main 
programs previously

prepared, and to create the completely new data sets 
(cards 80010-

89993) needed when the question and answer sets 
prepared for a partic-

ular CHOOSE problem are updated.

PROGRAM CODEM has been prepared and 
executed in two forms:

one, for use with the CDC 6400 series 
Fortran and one for the Univac

1110 Fortran V. Only that prepared for the 
CDC 6400 is listed here.

Again since the program is quite dependent 
on the character sets,

word lengths and Fortran character manipulation 
statements of the com-

puter being used, the programs cannot be 
made machine independent.

Since PROGRAM CODEM prepares 
data in the context in a particu-

lar question and answer set, 
to function properly with a candidate set

it is necessary to compile and link with PROGRAM 
CODEM the BLOCK DATA

subprogram developed by PROGRAM MAKEUP for the 
same CHOOSE problem.
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See Figure 21 in Appendix D for the required deck structure. Safe-

guards are built into the PROGRAM CODEM so if any attempt is made to
use data cards which are not coded (in columns 73-75) properly for

use with the associated BLOCK DATA subprogram error messages are

printed out.

Data requirements for CODEM are as follows:

One header card for the data must be prepared in the following

form:

Columns 73-78 The full 6 character identifier for the

CHOICE program under study, for example, in

the sample program used here the 6 charac-

ter word is TPDEK8.

Columns 51-58 The date entered in 8 characters in exactly

the format used in PROGRAM MAKEUP for

identifying the question and answer set.

Column 72	 For normal operation, this column is left

blank. To suppress the production of punched

cards on output, punch any alphabetic or nu-

meric character in column 72. This option is

convenient if the program is to be executed

for text purposes, and the punched card out-

put is not desired.

Following this, three cards for each candidate must be prepared

in specialized format. The form for the first one is as follows:
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Columns 4-6	 The candidate number right justified in the

field. This number must be equal to or less

than the maximum number of candidates for

which the main program is designed. The

maximum number of candidates is shown on

card 10013 of the main program and on the

DATA card (variable name IMDLS) in the BLOCK

data subprogram associated with CODEM for

the particular project.

Columns 22-41 Insert a short unique 20 character name or

identifier for the candidate.

Columns 45-52 Insert the date of the evaluation for the

candidate. The following form is preferred:

10-19-74.

Columns 58-59 These columns are available for a version

number if desired. Typically the number 1

would be right justified in these two col-

umns for the first version and as later

evaluations of the same candidate took

place the number would be increased by 1.

However, any Fortran characters that the

user desires can be used in these two columns.

Columns 73-75 The first 3 characters 
of the name of the

main program must be inserted in these col-

umns. Unless these 3 characters are the same
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as the first 3 characters of the main program

mnenomic name the data point will be rejected

by CODEM.

Cards 2 and 3 have identical format. Each is to contain an integer

in each of the columns (1 thru 72) which is identified with any

question in the desired question and answer set. Card No. 2 con-

tains the EVALUATOR's highest evaluation for the candidate. Card

No. 3 contains the lowest. Columns 73 through 75 must be labeled

the same as card No. 1.

A computer listing of a typical header card and several candi-

date cards for input to CODEM are given in Figure 25.

Output 

The line printer output of PROGRAM CODEM contains a heading

with some identification followed by information for each candidate

in two forms: (1) an echo of the input values is printed for easy

comparison with the EVALUATOR's handwritten notes, and (2) the images

of the four cards punched for each candidate.

If column 72 of the first card of the data (the header card)

has been left blank, cards will be punched exactly as they appear on

the line printer output. Each of the cards contains in columns 73

through 80 the 3-character project identifier, followed by a serial

number based on the candidate number so that it may be inserted auto-

matically in proper sequence into the associated main program by a

card sorter if desired.
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Error Messages: In addition to printed messages for those

candidates which appear to be in the wrong deck for the BLOCK DATA

program associated with CODEM, the following error messages are used.

* An asterisk indicates that the numerical value proposed

by the EVALUATOR is outside the range allowed for that

particular question.

$ The dollar sign indicates that there is an error in the

low value and that the low value has been adjusted ac-

cordingly. This can occur for two reasons. In a binary

question the EVALUATOR is expected to make an unequivocal

evaluation. If he assigns with different values for the

high and low input for a binary question, adjustment is

made and the error message given. Further if the EVALUATOR

should indicate a low answer higher than the high one for

a higher order question a correction is made and an 
error

message printed.

# The number symbol indicates an attempt was made 
to answer

a question which is vacant. PROGRAM CODEM 
ignores such

inputs except for printing out the error 
message. To the

EVALUATOR this may indicate that one of 
his valid answers

has been punched in the wrong column.

A segment of the computer output from an 
execution of CODEM

with TPDEK8 candidate cards is given in Figure 
26.

PROGRAM CODEM 
may be executed many different times with the

same BLOCK DATA program to prepare new or 
revised cards for the
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associated main program. If, however, the question and answer set

for a particular CHOICE program is modified then the BLOCK DATA sub-

program for CODEM should be modified correspondingly. Then each of

the candidates must be updated in accordance with the revised question

and answer set. The Fortran source code for PROGRAM CODEM completes

this appendix.



Fortran Listing of PROGRAM CODEM:

PROGRAM CODEM(INPUT,OUTPUTFPUNCH,TAPE5=INPUTrTAPE6=OUT
CDC PREPARATION OF MAIN PROGRAM DATA STATEMENTS FOR USE WITH

THE SUBPROGRAM PACKAGE NAMED CHOOSE.
C BY R. E. LOVELL b-20-73. LAST REVISED 11-16-74.
C CARDS PREPARED ARE FOR USE IN CDC 6400 FORTRAN.
C DATA DECK STRUCTURE —
C A. HEADER CARD AS FOLLOWS —
C UPDATE DATA DECK FOR PROGRAM	 toDATE

AAAAAA	 RRRRRRRR
ANY NON—BLANK CHARACTER IN COLUMN 72 ABOVE SUPPRESSES
THE PUNCHING OF OUTPUT DECKS. (USE FOR EARLY ANALYSIS)

C B. THREE ADDITIONAL CARDS PER CANDIDATE —
1. LABEL AND ID AS FOLLOWS —

CO.	 • SHORT NAME —	 • 	VER= •

C III	 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA	 RRDATERR	 AA

2. HIGH VALUE INPUT CRITERIA AS FOLLOWS —
CRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR RR R RRRRRRRRRRRRR

3, LOW VALUE INPUT CRITERIA IN THE SAME FORM AS 82.

LOGICAL MARK(2),TAG
INTEGER TNAMErTIDATE
DIMENSION JAME(2)rN(72 , 2)
COMMON/LABEL/IDATErKDATErNAME FNMDLStIMDLS

COMMON/QA/NORNOJES(72) , NEED (72,6),KO(2),KQUES(2•59)

JAG=.FALSE. ALLOWS PUNCHING TO TAKE PLACE.

TAG =	 .TRUE.
C INITIALIZE THE o AND A ARRAY -- NEED(72r6).
80 0 	II=JJ=NG=0

DO	 810	 I=1,72	 IF(NEED(I,1)-2)801,803e804

801	 IF(NEED(I,1) 	• Ea.	 0)	 GO	 TO 810 = 0
KL	 =	 0	 $	 WRITE(6,85)I,NEED(I,1),KL

	 $ NEED(I,1)

GO TO 810
803 II	 =	 II	 +	 1	 I	 KQUES(loII )	=	 I 	$	 GO TO 805

804 IF(NEED(I,1) 	• LE.	 8)	 GO	 TO	 806 NEED(I,1) = E
KL	 =	 8	 $	 wRITE(6,85)I,NEED(Iv1)rKL

	 $

808 JJ = JJ +	 1	 $	 K0LJES(2,JJ)	 = I

805 NO = NO + 1	 $	 NQUES(NO	 )	 = I

810 CONTINUE
KG(1)	 =	 II	 $	 KG(2)	 = JJ 811
IF(II	 .LE.	 59	 .AND.	 JJ 	• LE.	 14)	 GO TO

WRITE(6,82)	 II,JJp(NEED(I.1)0I=1,72)

77	 STOP 77
C READ HEADER CARD' TEST' AND 

PRINT HEADINGS.

811	 READ(5,63)TNAME,TIDATEFKAG
IF(ENDFILE 5)60,61

60	 WRITE(6•84)NAME
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STOP 60
61	 IF(TNAME .EQ. NAME .AND. TIDATE .EQ. 'DATE ) GO TO 62

4RITE(6.83)TNAMEPTIDATEPNAAE.IDATE
STOP 61

62	 IF(KAG .E0. 1R )TAG=.FALSE.
WRITE(6,89) NAAE.IDATE
NAMH = SHIFT(-42.NAME)

C INDIVIDUAL EVALJATION OF EACH OF THE CANDIDATES OFFERED.
10	 READ(5,90)NR,JAMEDADATErIVERPNA1F

IF(ENDFILE 5)1.2
1.	 STOP 30
2	 IF(NAMH .EO. SHIFT(-42.NAMF))G0 TO 6

KARL) = 1 $ READ(5,86)
7	 REAU(5.68)
8	 WRITE(6.80)NR.JAMErADATE.IVER,NAMF.NAAE.KARD

GO TO 10
6	 READ(5,91)(N(It2)rI=1.72).NAMF

IF(NAMH .EQ. SHIFT(-42,NAMF))G0 TO 3
KARD = 2 1 GO TO 7

3	 READ(5.91)(N(I.1),I=1.72),NA1F
IF(NAMH .EQ. SHIFT(-42,NAMF))30 TO 4
KARD = 3	 GO TO 8

4.	 PRINT 92,NR,JAAE,IVER,ADATE , (I , I=1.7 ),(( J , J= 1,9), K =
+ 1,7),(NEED(I.1),I=1,72).(N(Ir2) , I= 1,72)
MR = NR + 8000
MSTOP = NR*8 $ ASTART = ASTOP - 7
DO 15 1=1.72

15	 NEED(I.6)=NEED(1,4)=0
C BEGIN ANALYSIS AND INDIVIDUAL COMPUTATIONS.

DO 30 K=1.2 I J=3-K	 AARK(J)=.FALSE.
DO 28 1=1.72 1 NEED(IF2)=1R
IF(NEED(I.1).0.0.ANO.(N(I.J ) .EQ. 1 R 0 . 0 R . N ( I 1J).EQ.1R

+ ))G0 TO 28
IF(N(I,J).GE.1R1.AND.N(I.J).LE.NEED(I.1)+1RO)G0 TO 27
NEED(I.2)=1R* $ IF(NEED(I.1).NE. 0 )NEED ( I.J +2)=1

MARK(J)=.TRUE. $ GO TO 28
27	 NEED(I.J+2)=N(I,J)-1R0
28	 CONTINUE

IF(J.EQ.2)G0 TO 29
DO 35 I=1.72
IF(NEED(I.4).3E.NEED(I.3))60 TO 35
NEE3(I.3)=NEED(I.4)	 AARK(1)=.TRUE.

NEED(Ir2)=1Ri
35	 CONTINUE

PRINT 95,(N(I,1),I=1 ,72)

29	 PRINT 93,(N=ED(I , J+ 2), I =1.72)
IF(MARK(2))PRINT 94,(NEED(I.2),I=1.72)

30	 CONTINUE
ND1=INEED(1,4) 1 ND2=INEED( 2 . 4)

ND3=INEED(1,3)	 ND4=INEED(2.3)

C PRODUCE OUTPUT FOR ONE CANDIDATE.
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PRINT 101
PRINT 1 0 2 •NOJAMEPIVER,MDATEPNAMErMR
PRINT 103 ,NRtMSTART,MSTOPPJAMEtNAMErMR
PRINT 1U4 ,ND1eND2rNA1EFAR
PRINT 105 .NDONAMErMR
IF(TAG)G0 TO 10
PUNCH 1021,NRrJAMErIVER,MDATErNA1ErMR
PUNCH 1031,NR01START,1STOPPJA1E,NAME,MR
PUNCH 1041,ND1rAD2rNAMEr4R
PUNCH 1051 rND4rNAMErMR
GO TO 10

C I/O FORMATS.
80	 OFORMAT(*OCANDIDATE*,14,1Xr2A10,* OF *rR8r*/*,A2r

1 * FR(Th DECK *,A3,* IS NOT FOR PROGRAM *rAE),*.*/
2 * CARD*rI2r* HAS IDENTIFICATION ERROR.*)

82	 OFORAAT(*ONEED VALUES EXCEED PERMISSIBLE RANGE.*//
1 15r* EXCEEDS BINARY QUESTION LIMIT OF 59 OR*/
2 15r* EXCEEDS OCTAL QUESTION LIMIT OF 14.*/

3 *OCARD VALUES FOLLOW —*/13Xr72I1)
83	 OFORMAT(*ONAME AND DATE IN DATA *tA6r5X , R8r/ ,

1	 * NAME AND DATE IN BLOCK *rA6,5X , R8)

84	 FORMAT(*ONO DATA GIVEN FOR *tA6)
85	 OFORMAT(*OWARAING -- LOCATION NEED(*rI2r*r1) CONTAINS*

1	 -- CHANGED TO*PI2)
86	 FORMAT()
88	 FORMAT(32XrA6r8X,R8,170R1)
89	 OFORMAT(*1CDC PREPARATION OF MAIN PROGRAM CARDS 

*

1 *USING OJESTION AND*/* AND ANSWER 
SET NAMED *rA6r

2 * AND DATED *rR8,//r10Xr*ERR0R CODES*,15X,1H*,

3 * = VALUE OUT OF RANGE. MINIMUM 
VALUE SUBSTITUTED.*

4 /36X.*1 = LOW VALUE EXCEEDED HIGH ONE. LOW 
VALUE *

5 *REDUCED TO MATCH HIGH ONE.*/)

90	 FORMAT(3X,I3r15X,2A10,3X,R8,50A2,13X1A3)

91	 FORMAT(72R1rA3)
92	 UFORMAT(4H0NO.,I3r*. SHORT NAME — *r2A10r* 

VERSION *A2

1 t* DATED*.R10/13Xr7I 10 / 13 X ,7(9I1r1H0),2H12/

2 13H0MAX. VALUES r72I1/13H HIGH 
INPUTS r72R1)

93	 FORMAT(13H VALUES USED r72I1)

94	 FORMAT(13H ERROR CODES t72R1)

95	 FORAAT(13HOLOW INPUTS ,72R1)

101	 FORMAT(*OIMAGFS OF PUNCHED OUTPUT CARDS 
—*)

1 0 2 0FoRMAT(13XJ1HCF14,3Xr2A10,10H1 
VERSION rA2r6H DATEDr1X

1 rR8t17X,A3 , 14 ,1 H 0)

1021 OFORMAT	 (1HCrI413/A10,10H. 
VERSION rA2,6H DATEDr1X

1 rR8.17X,A3rI4 , 1H 0)

103 OFORMAT(19X,12HDATA(	
),I=rI3r1HttI4r1HtrI3r5H)/10H.

1 Al0r4Hr10H,A10,13X,	 -74r1H1)
1031 OFoRMAT (60012HDATA(1),I=rI3r1HrtI4t1HrrI3r5H)/10H.

1 A10 t 4Hr10-6A1 0,13 Xr A3rI4r1H1)

104	 FORMAT(18Xr5H+	 frO20,4H8r
	 r020r1HB #17)0A3tI4,1H2)

1041 FORMAT( 5Xr5H+	 rt020r4H 3 r	 020,1HB ,17)(rA3rI4r1H2)
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105	 FORMAT(18)05H+	 •t020,11HBP0P0,	 1/ 031)0A3,I4r1H3)
1051 FORMAT( 5)(,5H+	 or020,11HB4O,0,	 1/ r31X,A3,I4,1H3)

END
FUNCTION INEED(IDtICOL)

C FOR USE WITH CDC CODEA.
GENERATED 2-14-73. LAST REVISED 10-13-74.

C TO ENCODE AN ARRAY OF ANSWERS INTO A SIMPLE VARIABLE.
C ID=1 FOR LO(BINARY) VALUES. 10=2 FOR HIGH(OCTAL) VALUES.

C ICOL = COLUMN OF NEED ARRAY TO BE ENCODED.
COMMON/UA/W),NOUES(72),NEED(72,6)tKO(2)PK0UE5(2 ,59 )

INEED = 0
KSHIFT = ID + ID + ID — 2
ISTOP = K@(ID)
DO 10 Nz1rISTOP
I = KQUES(ID,N)

10	 INEED=INEED+ SHIFT(NEED(IfICOL) - 1 , (N- 1 ) *KSHIFT )

RETURN
END



APPENDIX G

TAPE DECK CHOICE MODEL

A problem in choice of 8-track tape decks was selected as a

simple illustration of the CHOOSE system. The basic data for this

problem was extracted from Consumer Reports (1974, pp. 672-675) in

which the test results were formulated in a manner in which they could

be easily converted to an objective question and answer structure.

The report evaluated 8-track stereo cartridge players for home use.

The sequence of steps here follows the program methodology given in

detail in Appendix D. The results are the main program PROGRAM TPDEK8

presented in Appendix B.

CHOOSER's Viewpoint 

From the information in this article a question and 
answer set

oriented strictly in terms of a CHOOSER's 
objectives or aspirations

was developed. While it is true that each CHOOSER would, 
if left to

his own resources, develop his own criteria, the situation 
here is

that the EVALUATOR is able to create an appropriate 
question and answer

set in terms of objectives which will meet the 
needs of most CHOOSERS.

Note that the EVALUATOR must pose the answer 
set in a form which re-

flects his evaluation of users' value judgments 
for the item. The

question and answer set developed for 
this CHOOSE problem is given

below. The value judgments are noted.
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1. I expect to pay (implied value judgment: CHOOSER prefers

to pay less):

1. Greater than $130
2. $90-$130
3. $65-$90
4. $45-$65
5. $30-$45
6. Under $30

2. The weight of the unit should be (implied value judgment:

lighter is better):

1. Greater than 11 lbs.
2. 8-11 lbs.
3. 6-8 lbs.
4. 4-6 lbs.
5. 2-4 lbs.
6. Less than 2 lbs.

3. The maximum permissible measure in the largest linear

dimension is (value judgment: smaller is better):

1. Greater than 14 in.
2. 12-14 in.
3. 10-12 in.
4. 8-10 in.
5. 6-8 in.
6. 4-6 in.
7. Less than 4 in.

4. The total volume should not exceed (value judgment: smaller

is better):

1. Greater than 400 Cu. in.
2. 300-400 cu. in.
3. 200-300 cu. in.
4. Less than 200 Cu. in.

The following seven questions all have the 
same answers set,

which is as follows: (1) poor, (2) fair, (3) good, 
(4) very good, or

(5) excellent. The value judgment here is, of course, 
that the better

choices (higher numbered answers) represent higher 
aspirations.



5. Freedom from flutter rating:

6. Frequency response evaluation:

7. Signal-to-noise ratio evaluation:

8. Freedom from cross-talk rating:

9. Tape speed accuracy rating:

10. A rating for ability to hold constant speed with

variation in line voltage:

11. A desired rating for ease of cartridge removal:

The next four questions are "binary" questions and relate to

the presence or absence of certain special features:

12. 1. Switch to disengage cartridge not needed.

2. Must have ejection switch to disengage cartridge.

13. 1. No fast forward or repeat switch desired.

2. Must have fast forward and repeat switch.

14. 1. Option to play 4-channels not required.

2. 4-channel option needed.

15. 1. Automatic ejection switch for end of tape 
not required.

2. Ejection switch required.

The last question distinguishes between those units which

require assembly by the CHOOSER and those which 
are ready off-the-

shelf.

16. For assembly and preparation of the unit, 
I would be

willing to devote (the implied value 
judgment here is that

the shorter assembly preparation time is 
better):
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1. Greater than 10 hrs.
2. 5-10 hrs.
3. 3-5 hrs.
4. 1-3 hrs.
5. 0-1 hr.
6. 0 hrs.

Once the evaluation team has completed the basic question and

answer set (or statement and response set), preparation of the basic

main PROGRAM TPDEK8, as well as a BLOCK DATA TPDEK8 can proceed. This

is done initially by preparing the data for execution with PROGRAM

MAKEUP as described in Appendix E. A listing of the cards produced by

MAKEUP for both the skeleton PROGRAM TPDEK8 and BLOCK DATA TPDEK8 are

given in Figures 23 and 24.

The next step is to evaluate the various-candidates within

the framework just established.

The EVALUATOR'S Viewpoint 

The 16 questions or statements given above are 
presented

from a CHOOSER's viewpoint. As explained in Chapter 
5, the evaluation

team must, during the first step of the process, 
prepare questions and

answers attempting as much as possible to approach all 
aspects of the

investigation in terms of a potential GHOOSER's 
objectives. Once

these questions have been formulated, as 
they were above for the

TPDEK8 problem, the EVALUATORS must now change 
their role and pose the

questions to the various candidates in a 
slightly different format.

The answer set remains the same. The questions 
which the EVALUATORS

must now address themselves in evaluating 
the particular units in the

above framework would be as follows:



1. What is the delivered price?

2. The weight of the unit is:

3. Of the three normal dimensions (width, length and height),

the maximum dimension is:

4. The overall volume of the unit is:

5. Freedom from flutter is rated:

6. Frequency response is rated:

7. Signal-to-noise ratio is rated:

8. Freedom from cross-talk is rated:

9. Tape speed accuracy is rated:

10. The ability to hold constant speed with variation in line

voltage is rated:

11. The ease of removing the cartridge is rated:

12. 1. Does not have ejection switch for disengaging car-

tridge.

2. Has such a switch.

13. 1. Does not have a fast forward and repeat switch.

2. Has such a switch.

14. 1. Does not have ability to play 4-channel cartridges.

2. Has the ability of playing 4-channel cartridges.

15. 1. No automatic ejection switch for end of tape.

2. Has such a switch.

16. Assembly and/or preparation time for the unit is

evaluated as:
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Once all of the candidates which the EVALUATORs decide should

be embedded in the CHOICE problem have been evaluated, the information

is entered very simply in computer format for processing of the data,

by PROGRAM CODEM. Figure 27 shows a typical set of evaluation cards

prepared for the 15 candidates covered in the referenced Consumer

Reports article. This data when executed by PROGRAM CODEM (using

BLOCK DATA TPDEK8),produced the cards shown in Figure 28. Note that

these cards are identified by the 3-letter code TPD and a 5-digit

serial number in columns 73 through 80. This permits their easy in-

sertion into the skeleton PROGRAM TPDEK8 prepared by MAKEUP described

earlier. They can either be inserted by hand or by sorting on columns

75 through 80. Note that columns 73 through 75 are used as identifiers

so that cards placed in the wrong deck can easily be identified. Every

card in the main PROGRAM TPDEK8 should be punched with TPD in those

columns.

The Complete Main PROGRAM TPDEK8 

Appendix B gives the complete main PROGRAM TPDEK8 
which is now

ready for insertion into the system for call and interaction 
with the

CHOOSE subprograms in the manner described in Appendix 
A.

Note that the PROGRAM TPDEK8 
can usually be updated by (1) re-

moving the four cards associated with any candidate 
that is no longer

available, (2) inserting new candidate cards 
in the appropriate place,

or (3) replacing candidate cards with new evaluations when required.

Any change of the candidate set should also 
cause card number TPD30003

to be updated. Note that PROGRAM CODEM 
is designed to produce an up-

dated card for this use.
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Changes to the question and answer set pose a more difficult

problem in that each of the candidates should be reviewed against the

revised question and answer set before the main program can be prop-

erly updated. This requires going back to PROGRAM MAKEUP and

essentially preparing new information from the beginning.
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